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AISON DU FUTUR has returned
to the historic Saray in Bickfaya.

Maison du Futur has returned after a com-
pulsory absence, imposed by an eclipse of
civilization at one point during the Lebanese
War. Maison du Futur dates back to the
mid-1970s. It was the leading studies and re-
search center in Lebanon and the wider
Middle East, and also a haven for the elite
and people of dialogue where they found a
space to overcome all boundaries. All parties
met, away from violence and weapons for

SPEECH AT THE OPENING OF
MAISON DU FUTUR

AMINE GEMAYEL
Chairman of Maison du Futur

SARAY-BIKFAYYA
[MAY 15, 2015]

M
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the sake of Lebanese accord, which
I fought to achieve during, before
and after my term as president.
At that time, Maison du Futur

shone as a beacon of light in a
community accustomed to practic-
ing politics with no consideration
whatsoever for the future. Alas, the
past, the present and the future
took their revenge. However, so
that we do not remain victims,
Maison du Futur opens its doors
again and welcomes all the
Lebanese people, as well as Arabs
and people from all over the world,
to take part in the development of
man through education, growth
and values, in other words,
through dialogue. 

y
Maison du Futur regains its role

amidst tragic Lebanese and Arab
circumstances.In Lebanon, there is
an open, national crisis, and in the
Arab world, there are revolutions
with no horizons, wars with no re-
strictions and regimes with no fu-
ture. Our peoples seem to disagree
over all matters, after they thought
that they see eye to eye on every-
thing. They disagree over God and
Man, over regimes and entities,
over identity and lifestyles. In the
name of History, we abolish
modernity. In the name of change,
we destroy our fellow men and by
returning to our roots we wipe
them out. We are given an oppor-
tunity to have a say in our fate,
but we turn it into a chance to an-
nihilate our fate.
Today we are invited to put an

end to the deterioration of

Lebanon and the collapse of the
Arab world. We are invited to re-
gain our fate and destiny, and to
put aside all trivial considerations
during this era of sweeping con-
flicts. If it is challenging to come
up with solutions to the Arab wars,
marked by blood, terrorism and
fighting, then why fall into that
trap? What is stopping us from
creating a decent future for us and
for the new generations? What is
stopping the Lebanese people from
solving their national crisis by re-
sorting to their Constitution and
electing a president?
The ongoing presidential va-

cancy threatens the Republic, and
not the presidency alone. Disrupt-
ing the constitutional process is a
coup against the regime, and over-
throwing the regime negates the
Lebanese entity humanly and as a
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geographic territory. We turn to
our national partners and call
upon them to reveal our true in-
tentions. Enough with the schem-
ing! Loyalty to Lebanon
commands usto elect a president.
Failure to elect a president only
discredits loyalty of those disrupt-
ing the election.
Until recently, I used to think

that the salvation of Lebanon and
the Middle East requires that citi-
zens change from sectarian citizens
to state citizens, only to find out
that, in light of the raging wars,
this transformation is not enough.
What we need is for citizens to
change to human citizens. We
were created in the image of God,
but we act in the image of Satan.
How else would you describe what
happened and what is happening
in Israel, Palestine, Lebanon, Iran,

Iraq, Syria, Yemen, Sudan, Libya
and Afghanistan? (And more is yet
to come).
The attempt to bring about

change in the Middle East started
with a political opposition, fol-
lowed by a popular opposition,
which turned into a fundamental-
ist then military opposition. Today,
it has entered the realms of takfiri
terrorism. For longtime, we were
left between the choice of military
regimes or revolutions, then be-
tween military regimes or terror-
ism. However, some are calling us
today, in unprecedented insolence,
to choose among an array of fun-
damentalist terrorist organiza-
tions: al-Nusra, Daesh, the
Houthis and al-Qaeda.
Despite the volatile conflict be-

tween the East and the West, it
seems sometimes that they agree

THE OPENING
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on breeding some kind of extrem-
ism. The East grows more radical
in the name of religion, while the
West grows radical in the name of
freedom to the point of moral
degradation. In the name of reli-
gion, Eastern people are drawn
away from spirituality, and in the
name of freedom, Western people
are drawn away from values in
their historical sense. In our re-
gion, religion has turned into apos-
tasy and there secularism has
turned into atheism. While reli-
gion and freedom are as far as can
be from extremism, ironically the
East and the West are using as
motto for war the defense of val-
ues, God and people. It is a deadly
intentional ambiguity.
Based on this reality that

threatens our Lebanese and Arab
existence, let us look together for
real solutions instead of getting
sucked up into crises and wars.
The earnestness of these efforts re-
quires that the rulers and leaders
of Eastern countries involve aca-
demic and thought leaders to lay
down a strategy for solutions, be-
cause the problematic strategies
which some of us blame the West
for are not laid down by Western
governments exclusively, but by re-
search and analysis centers and are
later adopted by governments.
Peoples do not live by national

and philosophical theories that
hinder their progress, but on pro-
grams that carry societies from in-
action to modernity and
innovation, and from the trinity of
illiteracy, ignorance and violence to
the trinity of education, develop-
ment and values. Every actor in

national affairs, whether king,
president, leader or party, needs an
ideological backbone for protec-
tion against improvisation and ar-
bitrariness.
Maison du Futur aims to be an

intellectual reference for social
movement, in partnership with
similar institutions in the Middle
East and the world. Maison du
Futur can, in utmost intellectual
and academic independence, sup-
port those active in the public field
with projects, studies and scientific
and objective data to be able to
carry out their national and exter-
nal roles. After a forced, temporary
absence, Maison du Futur, in part-
nership with the German Marshall
Fund of the United States, held a
conference in Washington, entitled
“After the Storm, Democracy and De-
velopment in the Middle East.” It also
organized a conference in Beirut in
cooperation with Conrad-
Adenauer-Stiftung, under the title
“Media and Freedom of Expression”,
and another in Bikfayya, at these
new headquarters, in partnership
with Dutch NEXSUS, entitled “Is
the European Extremist Ideology on the
Rise Again?”
As part of these efforts, Maison

du Futur plans to gradually intro-
duce many initiatives, at the
Lebanese and Arab levels, chiefly:
– First : By the end of this

month, on May 30th, and at these
headquarters, it will hold a confer-
ence on a civilized, developmental
Marshall Project for the Arab
World, while keeping up with the
ongoing negotiations to put an end
to wars, reconcile peoples and re-
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build destroyed
countries. You are all in-
vited to take part along
Arab and international
experts. People in
Lebanon and the Mid-
dle East feel the need to
work together, in part-
nership, to build instead
of wreak havoc, war and
destruction.

– Second:Mobilize
the Lebanese and Arab
elite to promote the
spirit of partnership,
moderation and toler-
ance, instead of terror-
ism and different types
of fundamentalism, and
also promote human
rights and empower
women. I had previously
launched in this context
the Charter-Framework
for Arab revolutions and
alternative regimes.

– Third: In coopera-
tion with Lebanese, Arab
and international institu-
tions, we plan on organ-
izing training sessions to
prepare new elite groups
to practice transparent
governance in managing
the affairs of the state
and the people.
The Maison du Futur

workshop is ambitious,
requiring perseverance,
attention and time. I in-
tend to dedicate my
time, energy and expert-
ise to launch and follow
this initiative.

THE OPENING
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WASHINGTON, DC
[DECEMBER 10, 2013]

On Tuesday, December 10th the German Mar-
shall Fund of the United States (GMF) partnered
with the Beirut, Lebanon – based Maison du
Futur to host the all-day conference, “After the
Storm: Democracy and Development in a New
Middle East”.
The event brought together representatives of

the United States Government, expert observers,
and academics to discuss the causative variables
and plausible outcomes of the historic events
that have been shaping the Middle East and
North Africa (MENA) for the past three years.
Mr. Ivan Vejvoda, Vice President of Programs of
GMF, provided opening remarks and introduced
the keynote speaker, Amine Gemayel, former
President of Lebanon. Hassan Mneimneh,
Senior Transatlantic fellow at GMF, moderated
the event.
H.E Gemayel began by contextualizing the

nature of the upheaval sweeping the MENA re-
gion, asking whether these events are the catalyst
of a new era of democracy, or the start of long
term turbulence and war. He continued his
analysis by illustrating the historical parallels of
the MENA region today and that of post-war Eu-
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AGENDA

WELCOME ADDRESSES 
Craig Kennedy, President,
German Marshall Fund of the
United States.
HE Amine Gemayel,
Founder, Maison du Futur.

SESSION I | DEMOCRACY IN
A PLURALISTIC ENVIRONMENT:
TYRANNIES OF MAJORITIES,
TYRANNIES OF MINORITIES,
AND THE PROSPECTS OF
REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNANCE.
LOCAL, REGIONAL, AND
INTERNATIONAL DIMENSIONS
Moderator : Hassan Mneim-
neh, German Marshall Fund of
the United States.
Sami Aoun, Université du
Québec à Montréal.
Joseph Khoury, REACH,
Beirut, Lebanon.
Karen Volker, Former Director,
U.S.-Middle East Partnership
Initiative (MEPI).
Mark Jacobson, German Mar-
shall Fund of the United States
John Bell, Toledo International
Centre for Peace in Madrid.

Lunch hosted by the MENA
Partnership for Democracy
and Development (MPDD)
with an introduction and
short presentation of the
MPDD.
Mark Cunningham, German
Marshall Fund of the United
States.
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rope in the 1940s. He listed infrastructure recon-
struction, an intellectual counterbalance to po-
litical extremism, and government reforms as
needed recipes for redevelopment in MENA re-
gion today just as they were needed in post-war
Europe. From this basis, Gemayel proposed an
“Arab Marshall Plan” that will utilize civil society,
technology, and youth to bolster education, the
economy, and democracy throughout the Arab
world.
Gemayel’s presentation was followed by the

beginning of the first discussion session that cen-
tered on the concept of democracy in a pluralistic
environment. As moderator, Hassan Mneimneh
provided the initial focus of the discourse by in-
troducing a theme of dichotomous outlooks for
the region: pessimistic and optimistic. He cited
the revolutions in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, and
Yemen as examples of the positive forces catalyz-
ing change, and contrasted those events with the
multitude of challenges incumbent in the region;
the vast water shortages and the Syrian civil war
were two examples mentioned.
Presentations made by the invited discussants

expanded on the theme of dichotomy and were
then followed by moderated discussion. Each
discussant provided their own unique perspective
on the current political changes in the region,
and what approaches should be used to ensure
that positive change is realized. Sami Aoun,
Professeur titulaire at École de politique ap-
pliquée de l’Université de Sherbrooke, examined
the barriers toward greater democratization to
emerging threats and more imminent threats,
and argued that the wider global forces of democ-
ratization, liberalization, and secularization are
the positive forces that combat those threats.
Adding to the discussion was Karen Volker, Di-
rector of Volker Solutions, who brought her own
experiences from civil society to outline some of
the both successful and failed approaches used
by USAID in Central and Easter Europe during
the 1990s.
Following lunch, the conference was inter-

posed by a short presentation by Mark Cunning-
ham, Managing Director of Grantmaking at

SESSION II | DEVELOP-
MENT IN AN UNEVEN
ENVIRONMENT : DISPARITY
IN WEALTH, DEFICIT IN
TRUST, AND THE
PROSPECTS OF SUSTAINABLE
GROWTH IN A CHANGING
GEO-STRATEGIC
LANDSCAPE
Moderator : Samuel Menassa,
Maison du Futur.
Robert McFarlane, Institute for
the Analysis of Global Security.
Saleh M. Nsouli, Former
Director, International Monetary
Fund.
Joshua Walker, German Mar-
shall Fund of the United States
Temuri Yakobashvili, German
Marshall Fund of the United
States.

CONCLUDING REMARKS BY
HE AMINE GEMAYEL AND
HASSAN MNEIMNEH

HORIZONS 2015
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GMF, on GMF’s recently formed MENA partnerships for
Democracy and Development. After describing the aims and
approaches of the MENA partnership, a lively discussion fol-
lowed by participants around the table. In one exchange John
Bell offered his own advice to Cunningham by arguing that
simply providing money to civil society organizations will be
ineffective. Instead, he argued, providing real tangible benefits
like water resources and education will have a greater impact
on the region. To that point Cunningham agreed with Bell,
and emphasized that a key approach of the MENA partner-
ship is to operate as a facilitator of resources, and to have its
strategies be indigenous in origin.
Samuel Menassa, General Manager of Radio Voice of

Lebanon, moderated the second discussion session titled “De-
velopment in an uneven environment: Disparity in wealth,
deficit in trust, and the prospects of sustainable growth”. Here
the main theme was of a more economic nature. Saleh M.
Nsouli, Former Director of European Offices at the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund, provided a clear picture of the dire eco-
nomic problems the regions faces. He outlined possible
prescriptions that can improve the outlook of the region’s
growth, such as reenergizing credit institutions, restoring finan-
cial stability and promoting FDI to the region. To counter
Nsoulis’s presentation, Robert C. McFarlane, Chairman of Mc-

AFTER THE STORM
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Farlane Associ-
ates, strove to
understand the
nature of the
turmoil in the
region. He stated
the need for
greater access to

justice in order to combat oppression. He also specified how
the rise of global energy demands will shape the Middle East
in the near future. While there is a growing demand for oil,
prices are reaching historic levels. This is driving larger research
and development in renewable energies, which can give great
impact on the region’s economy. Joshua Walker emphasized the
need to view the region collectively, rather than each revolution
separately and in isolation to its neighbors. His comments
prompted a discussion of the role of the United States, Europe,
Turkey, and Iran in future. Yacoub Haddad, of AbbVie Biophar-
maceuticals, raised the issue of healthcare and highlighted the
need to move toward a multidisciplinary approach of increasing
efficiency and, in turn, preventative medicine.
Questions raised by the second discussion session included

the role of Erdo�an’s Turkey and the responsibility of local ac-
tors, if and how an orderly transition may be achieved, edu-
cation, and similarities within Tunisia and its changing role.
Amine Gemayel and Hassan Mneimneh provided the con-
cluding remarks for the conference, closing the day’s timely
and positive conversations and productive debate.
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Y≤óä ‘ Gd©ÉU°ªá G’CeÒc«á hGT°æ£ø
N∏ƒI eû°Îcá HÚ H«â GŸù°à≤Ñπ heƒDS°ù°á
LÒeÉ¿ eÉQT°É∫ aÉfó Y≤óä jƒΩ GdãÓKÉA ‘ 01
cÉfƒ¿ G’Chq∫/ Ojù°ªÈ –â YæƒG¿ {H©ó
Gd©ÉU°Øá: GdóÁ≤ôGW«á hGdàæª«á ‘ Gdû°ô¥
G’ChS°§ G÷ójóz. Gaààí GdôF«ù¢ GCeÚ G÷ª«qπ
Gÿ∏ƒI HÉdóYƒI GE¤ hV°™ N£á eÉQT°É∫ YôH«á
GEU°ÓM«á ‘ S°«É¥ MÉLá {Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§
GŸ†°£ôÜ GE¤ eÑÉOQI GEU°ÓM«á hGE‰ÉF«áz, hGCcó

YõΩ {H«â GŸù°à≤Ñπ heƒDS°ù°á LÒeÉ¿ eÉQT°É∫
aÉfó Y∏≈ GS°àæØÉO cπq GdØôU¢ ŸƒGU°∏á OYª¡ªÉ
d∏æîÖ GŸàæƒQI Gdù°ÉY«á GE¤ GEMóGç J¨«Ò

LòQ… ‘ Gd©É⁄ Gd©ôH»... hGŸù°ÉYóI Y∏≈ HæÉA
T°ô¥ GChS°§ GCa†°π V°ªø GEWÉQ G◊ôjá hGdù°ÓΩ
hG’S°à≤ôGQ hGdà©óOjá hM≤ƒ¥ G’Efù°É¿z.

hYø Gdàëƒ’ä Gdà» jû°¡ógÉ Gd©É⁄ Gd©ôH»,
S°ÉC∫ GdôF«ù¢ G÷ª«qπ GEPG cæÉ {fû°¡ó HõhÆ aéô
Y¡ó Lójó eø G’S°à≤ôGQ hGdôNÉA, GCΩ fëø GCeÉΩ
JóGY«Éä LójóI hWƒj∏á G’Ceó eø eƒLÉä
G◊ôÜ hGdóeÉQ?z. hdØâ GdôF«ù¢ G÷ª«qπ GCf¬

Y∏≈ GdôZº eø eƒLá Gdàû°ÉhDΩ Gdà» J¶∏π
eù°à≤Ñπ GŸæ£≤á, gæÉ∑ {JƒLq¬ j©àÈ Gdû°ô¥
G’ChS°§ eæ£≤á GROgÉQ j©ƒq∫ Y∏«¡É, GEP Jû°¡ó

e©ó’ä ‰ƒ eôJØ©á ŸƒDT°ôGä QF«ù°á, eãπ
QGCS¢ GŸÉ∫ GdÑû°ô… hQhì GŸÑÉOQI hGŸƒGQO
Gd£Ñ«©«á hJµæƒdƒL«É GŸ©∏ƒeÉäz. cªÉ GCT°ÉQ
GE¤ {GC¿ Gd©É⁄ Gd©ôH» Y∏≈ GS°à©óGO ’EWÓ¥
GŸÑÉOQGä hJ£ƒjôgÉ H¨ôV¢ GEYÉOI HæÉA G◊ƒcªá

GdôT°«óI hJóGh∫ Gdù°∏£á S°∏ª«É hJ©õjõ
Gdû°ØÉa«á hV°ªÉ¿ G◊ôjá hGdà©óOjáz.

hOYÉ GdôF«ù¢ G÷ª«qπ GE¤ GEWÓ¥ N£á
eÉQT°É∫ YôH«á eø GCLπ G◊ôjá hGdà©óOjá
hG◊ƒcªá GdôT°«óI, Y∏≈ GCS°ÉS¢ J©Éh¿ YôH» `
ZôH» j≤ƒΩ Y∏≈ {GC‰É• LójóI eø Gdû°ôGcá
HÚ Gdû°ô¥ hGd¨ôÜ, hd«ù¢ Y∏≈ GCS°ÉS¢

‡ÉQS°á GdƒU°Éjá Gdà» GCaù°óä S°ÉH≤É Gd©Óbá
HÚ G’CaôbÉA hGdà» a≤óä U°ób«à¡Éz. hMóO
GCgóG± gò√ Gÿ£á HÉ’EU°Óì G’bàü°ÉO… eø

NÓ∫ GEYÉOI GEYªÉQ GdÑæ≈ Gdàëà«á h–≤«≥
Gdàæª«á G’bàü°ÉOjá GŸù°àóGeá, hHÉEU°Óì
GŸƒDS°ù°Éä eø NÓ∫ GŸù°ÉYóI Y∏≈ JÉCS°«ù¢

f¶º Mƒcªá LójóI J≤ƒΩ Y∏≈ G’fØàÉì
hGdû°ØÉa«á, hHÉ’EU°Óì GdØµô… eø NÓ∫

Œójó GCf¶ªá Gdà©∏«º hJØ©«π G◊ƒGQ Gd©≤ÓÊ
hJ©õjõ bƒi G’YàóG∫ ‘ cØÉM¡É Gd©ÉO∫ hGÙ≥

V°ó Gdà£ô± hJØ©«π S°Ñπ Jû°é«™ GÛàª©Éä
GŸà©óOI Y∏≈ Gd©«û¢ Hù°ÓΩ.

hOYÉ GdôF«ù¢ G÷ª«qπ GE¤ Y≤ó d≤ÉAGä
heƒD“ôGä GCNôi JàÑ™ gò√ Gÿ∏ƒI G’aààÉM«á,
Jæîô• a«¡É ›ªƒYá cÑÒI eø Gdû°ôcÉA
Gd©ôÜ hG’CLÉfÖ hJ¡ó± GE¤ hV°™ Jü°ƒqQ ` GEWÉQ

eû°Î∑ ŸÑÉOQI H«â GŸù°à≤Ñπ heƒDS°ù°á
LÒeÉ¿ eÉQT°É∫ aÉfó dàë≤«≥ gò√ G’CgóG±
HæéÉì ha©Éd«á HÉYàÑÉQgÉ eù°ÉQkG Wƒjπ G’Ceó
jà£∏Ö GdóQGS°á hGdàØµÒ hGd©ªπ. 

ديدجلا طسوألا قرشلا يف ةيمنتلاو ةيطارقميدلا :ةفصاعلا دعب

AFTER THE STORM
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WELCOMING ADDRESS

Maison du Futur Chairman
AMINE GEMAYEL

Dear colleagues, ladies and gentle-
men, 
Thank you for participating in

this seminar, convened jointly by the
German Marshall Fund of the
United States and the Maison du
Futur in Lebanon.  
As founder and director of the

Maison du Futur, it is my profound
hope and expectation that today we
inaugurate a long and fruitful collab-
oration between the MdF and the
GMF.
To my dear friend, President

Craig Kennedy – and to the GMF’s
Vice President, Mr. Ivan Vejvoda –
I say a heartfelt “thank you.”  
It has been due to your distin-

guished leadership that this confer-
ence and related initiatives have
been launched.  
I must also express gratitude to

my friend and colleague Dr. Hassan
Mneimneh, who has worked tire-
lessly to give shape and form to the
shared GMF-MdF goal of improving
conditions in the Middle East.  

y
As you all know, the Arab world is

experiencing a great transformation
of vast proportions and import, but
the question that cannot be an-
swered yet is this : 

“Are we witnessing the dawn of a
new era of stability and prosperity, 
or the first eruptions of another long
cycle of war and destruction in the
Middle East?”
Evidence can be marshaled to

support both pessimistic and opti-
mistic visions. Yet the MdF and the
GMF are determined to seize every
opportunity to keep faith with the
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But the positive narrative must be
nurtured and empowered from
within the region.
Arab champions of the growth

narrative – including political lead-
ers, technocrats, and academics –
must cooperate with counterparts
from the liberal democracies to build
momentum based on new patterns
of partnership, not the discredited
practices of paternalism.  
Even amid “The storm,” it is

necessary – as we are doing here
today – to forsee and consider the
dictates and necessities of the post-
tempest, post-crisis period that will
eventually arise.  
The institution named in honor

of George Marshall can claim a spe-
cial heritage and expertise in the
vital enterprise of forging transfor-
mative coalitions.  
Mindful of General Marshall’s

legacy, let us reflect for a moment on
three parallels between conditions of
post-World War II Europe, and reali-
ties that will prevail in the Middle
East, post-Arab Awakening:

First, the requirement for physical
reconstruction and economic
development.

Second, the necessity for what can
be called “inspirational moderation”
to check the dangerous appeal of
extremism.
In Europe the threat came from

political extremism named Commu-
nism, in the Middle East it is reli-
gious extremism called terrorism.

Third, the need for new systems of
governance, both domestically and
on the level of regional cooperation.  
Just as the historical Marshall

Plan was an accelerator of economic

brave reformists pursuing fundamen-
tal change in the Arab world.  
The MdF-GMF partnership ac-

cepts the challenge of helping to
build a better Middle East defined
by peace, stability, and human rights.  
The narrative of the Middle East

as a zone of conflict and instability
finds easy confirmation in the big
war now raging in Syria, and in a set
of smaller violent conflicts that sim-
mer and flare up in other crisis
zones, including Lebanon.
Yet a counter-narrative also exists,

even if it receives far less attention
than it deserves.  
This is a story of the Middle East

as a zone of growth, where remark-
able growth in key indicators like
human capital, natural resources,
and Information Technology are
witnessed.  
So, on the one hand, raging turmoil

has led to the atrophy or outright col-
lapse of governmental and social insti-
tutions in places like Yemen, Libya,
Egypt and other Arab countries…  
On the other hand, the Arab

world is well positioned to launch
and advance initiatives to rebuild
better governance, enhance trans-
parency and accountability, and –
finally – ensure liberty, pluralism
and freedom.  
Reform efforts must focus on post-

conflict reconstruction, new systems
of education, economic develop-
ment, and quality of social welfare. 
The growth narrative that the

MdF-GMF partnership must em-
body has the potential to improve
not only the Middle East, but also
the world economy and even global
geopolitics.  

AFTER THE STORM
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This can be done by utilizing In-
formation Technology and media to
open up new public spaces and to
energize the forces of moderation in
their just struggle against extremism.  
Civil society actors, especially

those supported by the youth, have
already transformed the region’s po-
litical landscape.  
The old military dictatorships are

dead, dying, or – as in Egypt – forced
to negotiate and compromise with
the youthful forces of change.  
In the Middle East, the growth

narrative and civil society are
co-dependent; they will rise or fall
in tandem.  
To prevent the worst, a coordi-

nated and long-term effort is needed.  

development, political moderation,
and international cooperation, I
firmly believe that today what I call
an “Arab Marshall Plan for Freedom,
Pluralism & Governance” could help
transform the troubled Middle East. 
In terms of freedom and plural-

ism, the proposed “Arab Marshall
Plan” could give priority to educa-
tion and dialogue to promote solu-
tions of togetherness and respect for
pluralism.
These and related educational

measures can be bundled under the
theme: “Evolution of minds while main-
taining identities.” 
In terms of governance, the “Arab

Marshall Plan” could focus on issues
of openness, transparency, and the
rotation of power.  
We can call this approach: “Re-

form of institutions.”
Above all, the “Arab Marshall Plan”

must emphasize the promise of part-
nership as something separate and
distinct from the old paternalism.  
The historical Marshall Plan suc-

ceeded because it encouraged Euro-
peans to cooperate with each other
and – based on that cooperation – to
build enduring partnerships. 
Likewise, the “Arab Marshall Plan”

must encourage talented Arabs in
key sectors of state and society – es-
pecially the youth – to cooperate
with each other across sectarian, eth-
nic, and national boundaries, and
then to build lasting relationships
with international partners, espe-
cially in Europe and North America.  
Programs and activities of the

new, “Arab Marshall Plan” should be
designed to strengthen the Middle
East’s growth narrative.
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To survive and thrive, the “growth
narrative”, I mentioned a moment
ago, must attract a network of sup-
porting actors – Arab, European,
North American, Russian, Japanese,
and others.  
During today’s proceedings and

others to be held in the future, the
MdF and GMF invite a broad range
of individuals and institutions to
contribute their ideas and resources
to the great tasks awaiting us.  

Thank you. 

Ladies and gentlemen, 
To achieve success our Maison du

Futur-German Marshall Fund joint
initiative must be conceived and im-
plemented as a long-term process in-
volving study, reflection, and action.  
This inaugural meeting must be

followed by other conferences in-
volving an ever-expanding array of
partners representing a diversity of
interests, institutions, and con-
stituencies.  

AFTER THE STORM
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SAMI AOUN SYNOPSIS
Notion of citizenship: the renewal of
debate within the Arab spring.
The collapse of post-colonial Nation
state and the need of a
new citizenship debate.

The contribution undertakes a
reinterpretation of the problem of
internal conflicts and civil wars in
the Middle East from the perspec-
tive of citizenship and rights. The
central argument is that although
the genealogy and dimensions of
conflicts and civil wars are quite
complex and varied; underlying
most of these conflicts, especially
those that erupted within the last
years, is the issue of citizenship and
rights. The development of a new
concept of citizenship in the
national polity that would go hand
in hand with the nation-building
process.
Actually citizenship is considered

officially to be one of the key ele-
ments of successful nation-building.
The purpose is to consider the ex-

tent to which issues related of “con-
stitutional citizenship” and “dual
citizenship” are integral parts of the
current citizenship debate within the
Arab spring.
The concept of citizenship has re-

ceived renewed interest, since global-
ization has become a popular issue
in particular within the turmoil of
the Arab spring. Various political
events and trends throughout the
Arab world are seen as being respon-
sible for the increasing global impor-
tance of the concept of citizenship:
for instance, the resurgence of politi-
cal islamism and nationalist move-
ments; the stresses created by an

increasingly multicultural and mul-
tiracial or multi religious population;
the refugee problem which has cre-
ated a new crisis of stateless persons
in the Arab world.

y
JOE KHOURY SYNOPSIS
My paper is about change in the

mindsets of ordinary people and
how failing to respond to such
change by the system of governance
leads to instability and turbulence.
I will be talking about mindsets of

a more durable nature than public
opinion: key case study Egypt,
though it is possible to quote
Lebanon and Arab countries as well.

y
JOHN BELL SYNOPSIS
This is the basic concept of what

I’d like to talk about:
The main focus of Arab political

reform, before and after the revolu-
tions, has been focused on terms like
democracy, accountability, rights,
and the traditional political struc-
tures related to these primarily
Western terms. The focus on future
political development, and the re-
lated resource expenditure is there-
fore mostly aimed in that direction.
However, this approach ignores

the fundamental failure in “political
culture” in the Arab world: the lack
of trust between individuals as well
as various identity groups. This
deep-seated political habit (“cul-
ture”) undermines any democratic
structure erected in the region, or
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cult challenge? Certainly, long term
education regarding citizenship, po-
litical involvement and pluralism is
one solution, but there may also be
others: Sometimes indirect methods
of approaching the same issue, in-
cluding those that address cultural
habits within the Arab world that
may be direct impediments. 

attempts to develop consensus
within or towards such structures. In
other words, the Arab world suffers
from a problem of political software
as much, or much more, than one of
political hardware.
How is it possible to address such

an intangible and apparently diffi-

AFTER THE STORM
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INTRODUCTION

Despite a few variances [http://www.skeyes-
media.org/en/Reports] among Arab countries in
terms of censorship and violence against journal-
ists, Arab journalists and media institutions are
usually confronted with similar challenges.
According to Reporters Without Borders

2015 index [http://index.rsf.org/#!/], all Arab
countries – except for Lebanon and Kuwait –
were very poorly ranked. The reasons pertaining
to the low ranking of media in the Arab world in
terms of freedom of expression and transparency
can be attributed to many reasons, but generally
to the states’ control of the broadcasting sector,
political pressure – governments, the military or
political parties – in addition to the unprofes-
sionalism of media organizations and schools.
The Arab Spring opened the public space to

the people, mainly to social media and citizen
journalists, who used the transformations in the
Arab streets to boost freedom of expression and
set a new ceiling. However, state or political con-
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AGENDA

OPENING REMARKS : 
Peter Rimmele, Konrad-Ade-
nauer-Stiftung, Lebanon Resi-
dent Reprensentative.
Sam Menassa, MDF.

PANEL 1 | FREEDOM OF
EXPRESSION & MEDIA
TRANSPARENCY
IN THE ARAB WORLD
TODAY : CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES
Moderator : Giselle Khoury,
Talk show host, BBC.
An Overview from Lebanon
Speaker : Dr. Pascal Monin,
Professor and Head of Media
and Communication Depart-
ment – St. Joseph University.

Perspectives from the Arab
World
Speaker : Abdel Wahab
Badrakhan, Journalist.

PANEL 2 | TRANSPARENCY
AND OBJECTIVITY IN
MEDIA : MYTH OR REALITY
Moderator : Roula Kassab, Talk
show host, Future TV.

Editorial Preferences,
Transparency and Objective
Reporting: are the Terms
Reconcilable?
Speakers : Nabil Bou Monsef,
Deputy editor in chief Annahar
newspaper.
Nada Abdel Samad, Talk show
host, BBC.
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trol ensued right after new governments took
place and the crackdown on bloggers and jour-
nalists increased. Egypt is a perfect example of
how media’s freedom evolved briefly before it
dropped down to its worst levels. 
A Free media is not necessarily a credible

media. Freedom of expression is not enough if
not accompanied by professional standards,
credibility and accountability, in addition to a
modern media law that guarantees its freedom
and efficiency. Without a free and credible
media, and without access to information, true
transition to democracy and reform will always
be hindered. 
Based on this approach, MDF “Maison du

Futur” and Konrad Adenauer Stiftung organized
a one-day roundtable discussion among journal-
ists and media professionals. The discussion took
place on the 6th of February, 2015, and the pan-
els addressed the topic of freedom of expression
and transparency in the Arab world’s media in-
stitutions. 
Mr. Sam Menassa, from MDF, opened the dis-

cussion with a note on the significance of media
for the evolution and development of the Arab
world “after the storm.” MDF plans to kick-off
a comprehensive Marshal plan for the region,
which would address political, social, cultural
and economic advancement. All this will be
based on good-governance initiatives, in addition
to educational and economic development plans.
Freedom of expression is significant for this kind
of reform and development, especially when it
comes to the role media can play in terms of
boosting transparency across the board. To play
this role, media institutions need to be transpar-
ent as well. 

SESSION I :
TRANSPARENCY AND ITS CHALLENGES 

All attendees agreed that without trans-
parency, media is not independent. But what is
transparency in media? Transparency is the
transparency of the news, but it also means that
the administration and the management of
media institutions should also be transparent

PANEL 3 | MASS MEDIA
AND SOCIAL MEDIA : BE-
TWEEN COMPLIMENTAR-
ITY AND DIVERGENCE
Moderator : Rabih Haber,
Journalist, Lebanon Files.
From News Placement
and Broadcasting to En-
gagement and Networking
Speakers : Eli Khoury CEO,
Quantum.
Gino Raidy.

PANEL 4 | THE ARAB TV
EXPERIENCE 
Moderator : Nadim Koteish,
Talk show host, Future TV.

Transparency amid Re-
gional Discrepancy  
Speakers :Mushriq Abbas,
Bureau Chief of Al Hayat
Newspaper – Iraq.
Dr. May Chidiac, Journalist
and President of May Chidiac
Foundation (MCF) Media
Insitute.

PANEL 5 | SUMMARY AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Hanin Ghaddar, Managing
Editor – Now Lebanon.
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about their  resources, funding and sources, in addition to how
day-to-day news gathering is managed. These are usually ab-
sent from Arab institutions for the following reasons: 
– Sources of funding and sponsorship of governments and

political parties challenge institutions’ credibility and therefore
its independence. 
– Media laws do not give journalists access to information.
– Media schools and curriculums are outdated and gradu-

ates usually lack the minimal level of professionalism.
In the session on Challenges and opportunities of trans-

parency in Arab media, Giselle Khoury – BBC Arabic host –
stressed that the Lebanese media law is outdated to guarantee
journalists’ right to access information.
She introduced Pascale Monin, professor and director of

the department of media and communications at USJ. Monin
said that it is difficult to have transparency in media which
functions in a country where transparency is absent on all lev-
els. Media in Lebanon is owned by or affiliated with political
powers or personalities, making both journalists and the au-
dience mere tools that repeat the rhetoric of the party or po-
litical group. Lebanese media law made sure to distribute
media institutions among political parties and sects, leaving
no room for independent media that could actually hold po-
litical parties and figures accountable.
According to Monin, the Lebanese government and public

institutions are not allowed to share information with jour-
nalists. The absence of open sources on this level makes it al-
most impossible for journalists to get information and
subsequently inform the public. Journalists eventually aban-
don their role and duties to fact-check information and deliver
credible information.
Monin gave three recommendations to foster professional-

ism and transparency in media:
1. Reconsider and moder-
ate the media law in
Lebanon, in terms of allow-
ing the establishment of
newspapers. Otherwise, pub-
lications will be owned by
the same sects and parties. 

2. Establish necessary
laws that would allow
journalists to access infor-
mation. 

TRANSPARENCY IN ARAB MEDIA
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3.Modernize and revamp media schools and departments
– and curriculums – in order to produce a new generation of
professional journalists. 
On the same issue, Abdel Wahab Badrakhan blamed both

media institutions and state authorities for the lack of trans-
parency. According to Badrakhan, without access to informa-
tion, media institutions and journalists cannot be transparent,
and without freedom, transparency cannot be confirmed. Ac-
cess to information and freedom are two signs of a healthy
democracy. However, Badrakhan said that this is still far-
fetched in our societies, even after the Arab Spring attempts
to call for freedom. 
An example of the lack of transparency and freedom in

Arab media is the simple failure to answer the question of ISIS
in our media. Our take on this issue usually leaves the audi-
ence with more questions than answers regarding ISIS’ re-
sources, funding and strategies.

SESSION II :
SECURITY AND SELF-CENSORSHIP 

Another issue brought up during the discussion is the issue
of self-censorship. Nada Abdel Samad from BBC Arabic
brought up the issue of personal safety – away from laws and
regulations. In the midst of wars conflicts and the absence of
protection, journalists tend to censor their own work because
of the fear factor. 
The fear of assassination or arbitrary arrests is based on a

number of precedencies all over the Arab world. Even if one
complies with every law and regulation, it does not mean that
they are safe. Threatening journalists has become a very com-
mon practice in our region, but the absence of protection
measure for journalists – especially independent journalists –
has amplified self-censorship.
She also stressed that in times of conflict, objectivity in

media becomes meaningless. Although everyone agreed that
the objectivity of news means to report everything, with no
regard to political agendas or affiliations, Abdel Samad raised
the issue of ISIS in the media. According to her, broadcasting
all ISIS’ videos and statements could be indirectly assisting
ISIS’ media strategy. This is what ISIS wants and by giving
them a platform in our media, we are incidentally helping
them. She also called for a new definition of transparency, tak-
ing into consideration the impact of giving ISIS a platform in
the name of objectivity and transparency.
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During the same panel, AnNahar Deputy Editor in Chief
Nabil Bou Monsef stressed the significance of professional
standards in journalism. However, Bou Monsef assured the
discussants that objectivity does not contradict opinion. A
professional journalist does not have to be neutral. Reporting
news requires the utmost of objectivity; but media is not only
about news. Analysis should involve opinion and that’s essen-
tial, especially during critical times and conflicts. Bou Monsef
concluded that a journalist should carry a message. 

SESSION III :
SOCIAL MEDIA AND TRADITIONAL MEDIA

Right after Bou Monsef emphasized
classical professional standards, a new
panel discussed the relation between
social and traditional media. 
According to Eli Khoury – CEO of

Quantum – channels of expression dif-
fer, but at the end of the day, content is
based on the same tools : the picture
and the word. Today, these tools have
become digital, but social media is more
often operating outside a professional
framework. 
Therefore, Khoury stressed, “The issue

is to focus on the professional rhetoric in-
stead of the channels of this rhetoric”.
Lebanese blogger Gino Raidy spoke

about the high reach of social media in
comparison to traditional media. For example, while there are
1.2 or 1.4 million Lebanese who watch Lebanese TV channels,
there are 1.5 million Lebanese on Facebook, 1.1 million of
which visit FB every day. On YouTube, there are 300 videos
every minute. According to Raidy, social media and traditional
media should work together and try to complement each
other’s work, instead of competing against each other.
Raidy also discussed how Social Media helps him and other

journalists understand how people think and what topics
they’re interested in, but social media – despite its reach – re-
ally requires credibility and the trust of the audience. It is a
free-of-charge channel, but its currency is trust. 
At the end of the day, the reader decides what to read and

they have the authority, concluded Khoury. 

TRANSPARENCY IN ARAB MEDIA
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SESSION IV :
ARAB CONFLICTS AND ARAB TV CHANNELS

Head of the Al-Hayat office in Baghdad, Mushreq Abbas,
raised two points. First, he stressed the issue of internal sen-
sitivities within each countries and why media institutions fail
to address them. He emphasized the importance of taking
these sensitivities and specifics into consideration while cov-
ering different countries in the region. 
Second, Abbas brought up the role of the reader/receiver of

news and how they gained more responsibility due to the in-
crease of sources of news and their affiliations. The audience
is now expected to double-check the information they receive
and try to validate it through various sources.
May Chidiac, MSF president, put the same emphasis on

the role of the audience. When transparency and objectivity
are absent in our media, the viewer should make extra effort
and go out of their comfort zone to try to watch more than
one channel – with different agendas and views – in order to
understand the story.
Chidiac said that the audience is part of the problem, be-

cause they do not hold media institutions accountable. On
the contrary, they support their agendas and promote them.
There is always a relation between the ignorance of the audi-
ence and the lack of transparency in media. The more viewers
act as blind followers instead of observers with critical ap-
proach, the more media tends to hide information and avoid
transparency. Eventually, media becomes part of the hatred
and sectarian rhetoric which ignites conflict. 
The role of the journalist here becomes crucial. If media in-

stitutions do not require transparency and objectivity, it all be-
comes the job of the journalist – as an individual – to act
professionally and determine their priorities. But Chidiac – de-
spite her stress on the significance of objectivity in media – went
back to the earlier debate on objectivity and neutrality through
a different angle. Chidiac discussed the importance of “positive
subjectivity” during times of conflict and on issues related to
sovereignty, independence, freedom, and human rights. Accord-
ing to Chidiac, a journalist cannot be neutral or a mere observer
when injustice is being practiced against people.
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CONCLUSION 

It was obvious throughout the conference that the security
situation and conflict in the Middle East have a big impact
on any discussion on media and transparency. The safety of
the journalist often weighs on his/her decision to be profes-
sional, objective or transparent. 
Therefore, the question that still needs a more thorough

discussion is how to protect the journalist from threats on
their personal safety. The mechanisms are not easy to imple-
ment during war times, but there are channels or measures
that media professionals could resort to in case of risk.
When journalists feel secure, they could be able to focus

more on the professional standards of writing or producing
news. In the notes attached to its 2015 Index, RSF “RE-
PORTERS SANS FRONTIERES”, noted that many of the
armed conflicts of the past year were partly conducted as in-
formation wars. “The opposing sides attempted to shut down
independent news sources or use them to broadcast their own
propaganda,” RSF reported, implying that truth is the first ca-
sualty of war. 
National security has always been

used to justify restrictions on press free-
dom and basic civil and human rights.
In the Arab world, especially after the
Arab Spring, people are presented with
a choice; freedom or stability, but never
both. If you chose freedom at the risk of
insecurity – as people or journalists – it
means that you are responsible for your
own safety.
However, conflicts also present non-govermental groups

who do not even give the journalist this choice. For example,
in Syria, Iraq and Libya, militias have killed journalists in the
name of religion or national security, and no one was held re-
sponsible. RSF reported that 66 journalists were killed in
2014. The most threatening countries for journalists’ lives
were Syria, where 15 died, followed by Iran, Eritrea, Eastern
Ukraine, Iraq and Libya.
The Arab world is currently a turbulent place for journalists,

but it doesn’t mean that media institutions or journalists should
give up to the status-co and surrender their integrity and pro-
fessionalism. That’s why this discussion should continue.

TRANSPARENCY IN ARAB MEDIA
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Good afternoon everybody!
I feel extremely privileged to be invited by

“Maison du Futur” and also to be able to share
my thoughts on what I think is an extremely im-
portant topic.
I am afraid that I am an old fashioned Euro-

pean intellectual, so I prepared a very serious lec-
ture. I hope that after my lecture we can have a
discussion on my views. 
I wanted to tackle the return of political ex-

tremism, but I gave it a new title which is “Cul-
ture or Civilization”, and I decided to speak and
share with you my views on culture or civilization
because as you may remember in 1993, Samuel
Huntington, one of the most important political
scientists predicted what he called “a clash of civ-
ilizations”. The idea that we are facing a clash of
civilizations still has a strong political impact be-
cause, especially, in my part of the world it still
dominates many people’s view on Islam and the
region which is dominated by Islam. 
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I think it is very unfortunate, as the idea of the clash of civ-
ilizations is the main cause of wars, and political extremism is
in my opinion fundamentally wrong. Huntington should have
made the distinction between culture and civilization, and the
reason for not making this distinction is that he forgot or was
not aware of the fact that the term culture has a double and
even a contradicting meaning. 
The original meaning of culture comes, as many of you

shall know, from Cicero’s expression “cultura animi” which
means “the cultivation of the human soul”. Of course, this
idea of Cicero is the translation of Socrates’ idea of Phaedo
which is the Greek expression for the idea that every human
being carries the spiritual principle inside him or her which is
the image of our true being, and that our life is one ongoing
effort to educate ourselves to live according to who we should
be instead of who we are.
So culture in its original meaning is a moral concept, it is a

critical notion. As my friend Georges Tinabel said, “culture is
about coming to our better selves.” Culture, in this meaning,
is indeed indispensable for any form of civilization. However,
culture also has another meaning which is more often used;
therefore culture is longer a normative concept, but it is de-
scriptive. It is the anthropological description of customs, be-
liefs, tradition, etc, according to which a certain group lives.
Not every culture is compatible with the notion of civiliza-
tion; in fact some cultures clash with civilization. So the fu-
ture will not be deterred by hunted guns, clash of civilizations
but by the clash with civilization. I identified three cultures
which are dominating our society and will always clash with
civilization. The three cultures are:

1- The culture of religious fundamentalism.
2- The culture of fascism in each dominated mass

democracy.
3- The culture of high tech, scientific world view
These three cultures have their own characteristics. On one

hand, they are completely different from each other, but on
the other hand they have four characteristics in common. All
three different cultures, and based on their four characteris-
tics, will clash with civilization because all four incorporate:

a- The denial of human nature
b- The denial of human freedom 
c- The denial of human excellence
d- The denial of the grammar of life
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Those four denials combined make clear what the ultimate
denial always is, the denial of human dignity. Human dignity
is the celebration and cultivation that makes the essence of
any form of civilization. You cannot have civilization without
the celebration of cultivation and human dignity. These three
cultures are not everywhere on the globe but are becoming
more and more dominant. Civilization in the civilized world
and its citizens is in retreat everywhere. In the variety of crisis
which are manifest everywhere, the financial, social, economic,
political, democratic, religious and environmental crisis are no
more than different expressions of the world crisis we are fac-
ing, which is the crisis of civilizations. Yet, we are facing this
crisis again! So we will find out what the consequences will be
when civilization indeed collapses, and that’s always violence,
war, destruction and self-destruction. As we are now living in
the nuclear age, it is even imaginable that we are facing the

destruction of
mother earth her-
self. For instance,
we are all part of
mankind and we
have no choice
but to accept the
obligation to act
wisely and deci-
sively. 
This starts by

understanding
what these cul-
tures are about,

why they are attractive to many people, although they are so
destructive, and last but not least, what’s to be done?
Let me start with the first culture, the religious fundamen-

talism. In nowadays media culture, religious fundamentalism
is mostly associated with Islam extremism, in particular the Is-
lamic State. Obviously, religious fundamentalism exists in all
times and all religions: Christianity with its crusades, the Klu
Klux Klan in the U.S. has its own legacy of men burning and
beheading. All of these actions are done under the pretext that
the others are heretics and represent the incarnation of the
devil, etc. What lies behind this horror and why religious fun-
damentalism will always clash with civilization is their denial
of human nature; their denial of the fact that we human beings
do have a physical nature; that we have our senses, that we
have a sexual instinct, and that there is something like female
beauty. They try to deny it as much as possible in favor of

POLITICAL EXTREMISM
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men’s spirit, which has to remain pure. There is nothing wrong
with a pure soul, but among religious fundamentalists this pu-
rity of a soul is based on a profound lie, and it’s due to the
worst transgression. A transgression occurs when a man starts
to believe to be in possession of the absolute truth and absolute
justice. Any form of theocracy is the worst form of idolatry.
Religious fundamentalism is a Prescott, and priests act as if
they are God. They have an absolute knowledge; they know
everything about right and wrong, and they believe that they
want to purify mankind of whoever is not like them. With this
view of human nature, they are in denial of the sense of life;
they do not know what compassion is ; their world view is
tribal ; there is no tolerance, nor any understanding for the
unity of mankind. 

Religious fun-
damentalist can
exist because of a
deep fear of free-
dom for only a
tiny minority is al-
ways part of the
priest class ; the
rest are followers.
They follow those
people out of fear
of freedom. The
famous legend of
“The Grand In-
quisitor”, which is
part of the novel
of Dostoevsky,
“The Brothers

Karamazov”, where he has a beautiful picture of the Islamic
State 400 years ago which was then the Christian state. The
novel explains that everybody was thrilled by the fact that
there will be a burning of ten heretic, that everybody wanted
to be part of it. While waiting for the big event, abruptly from
the back of the square a stranger appears, and suddenly people
who are blind can see, and an ill child recovers immediately
etc. and people realize he is back… Jesus is back!
“The Grand Inquisitor”, who is a cardinal, also recognizes

that Jesus is back, and he orders his guards to put Jesus in prison
immediately. Trying to obey, the guards put him in jail. That
evening, the Cardinal visits the jail. Jesus doesn’t say anything,
but the Cardinal tells him: “What a kind of bastard are you for
coming back. Don’t you realize that we, the church, are busy to
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redo your work! You did something very silly 70 centuries ago,
when you wanted people to believe that they should be free, but
that is a serious mistake; you never understood human nature.
People are afraid of freedom because it puts responsibility on
them, and the church have taken that responsibility from them.
In exchange, we will give them miracles, authority and wonders,
hence, people are happy. If people have to make the choice be-
tween being happy or free, everybody will choose happiness, so
next morning, we will set you on fire as well.”  That is the end
of the famous legend of “The Grand Inquisitor.”
Religious fundamentalism has always existed, in all reli-

gions, and unfortunately, Christianity had its own share of it.
Religious fundamentalism always celebrates the cult of death.
They have no clue about the grammar of life. Again, because
it is tribalism, and its mission is to purify mankind. Their mis-
sion is to make what is sacred and absolute their own. They
can only aim for destruction, and they will never aim for any
form of construction. According to their logic, they always
have to prefer death over life ; it will always be their choice.  
The second culture which will always clash with civiliza-

tion, is the culture of fascism in each dominated mass society.
Unfortunately, this phenomenon is occurring in Europe right
now. All over Europe, much to my embarrassment in my
country the Netherlands, there are new fascist parties, and of
course many people are in denial of their existence, but they
are there in the Netherlands, in Belgium, in France, in Italy,
in Spain, in Hungary, in Romania, etc… 
What is fascism? Fascism is a political phenomenon that

started to manifest itself at the beginning of the 20th century,
and it is something inherit to a mass democracy. It can be de-
scribed as the politization of the mentality of a society that is
totally fooled by resentment. It is a form of politics used by
democrats whose only motive is the enforcement and exten-
sion of the wrong power to which end they will exploit resent-
ment, use scapegoats, insult others, incite hatred and hide
their own intellectual emptiness. 
When Ortega y Gasset first analyzed mass democracy and

the rise of fascism at the end of the twenties beginning of the
thirties, he summed up in one sentence in his analysis, that
the mass society on line: “It comes out to defect that Europe
no longer has any morals.” Again, this relates to the denial of
human nature. Why? Because we human beings are the
species that have a double nature. On one hand, we have our
physical nature; our body needs our instincts and it drifts in
many ways we are equal to animals, but we also have our spir-
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itual nature. We do have an awareness of ideas about failures;
we know about truth, beauty, justice and freedom, but the
mass man does not want to be confronted let alone be bur-
dened with intellectual or spiritual failures, because he believes
the truth will restrict him. 
Life for mass man must be easy and abundant everything

must be permitted, for there are no constraints. The mass man
does not think and without any spiritual guidance, he clings
to the weight of masses, which will lead him to life. In this ni-
hilistic society, spiritual failures are replaced by greed and fear,
and spiritual life is replaced by kitsch. The need for kitsch is
there because we need a cover for our spiritual emptiness and
the pointlessness of life. 

This said, it is very important
to understand what is going on
in Europe and in the United
States of America. For example,
if you go to the airport here in
Beirut, and then fly to any other
place you will discover that the
magazines ad are everywhere the
same. In every shop the maga-
zines you will find are dealing
with computers and technology,
and because our faith in engi-
neering and technological
progress is enormous, you will al-
ways find sports, cars and motor

racing magazines, for we do have this deep faith that fast is
better, speed became a value. Bill gates became tremendously
rich by windows 7.0 and 8.0 because everything is 20 seconds
faster. Of course there are always the shares of money, we also
find the lifestyle, celebrities and sex magazines because we
cannot imagine a life without amusement. Commercial TVs
and internet will only confirm how dominant these values are
in our culture.
Therefore, since we are living in the 21th century, why does

the modern world give so much value to technology, to speed,
to money, to fame and to sexual pleasure? 
200 years ago, Socrates said, “Your lifestyle is only focused

on pleasure and you ignore the best.” This is one of the most
beautiful definitions of kitsch, which is based on pleasure and
the ignorance of the best. 
Please do understand the political societal consequences of

kitsch for there are no longer any spiritual values, there isn’t
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any objective measure to our actions because everything be-
came subjective, and you can hear it in the language. The only
thing that counts is what I feel, what I think, my taste and that
my opinions are respected, otherwise I will be offended be-
cause the sensitive ego is the master of all the things and can-
not stand any form of criticism or deal with self-criticism. 
Human identity is no longer based on an expression of who

you are but rather on materiality, what you have, what you look
like, you can literally now buy your identity, adapt it and change
it. So our permanent drive to buy and to own is not so much an
expression of greed and consumerism, it is based on our deep
identity; you have to have this car; you have to have this watch,
or you have to have this whatever thing because then you can
say this is my identity, and you post it on Facebook hoping to
get many likes. The spiritual life is no longer relevant; it is about
feeling good. You feel best when everything is pleasant and there-
fore fun. Fun is the ultimate measure for all things you invest in:
your friends must be nice, your school, your studies, your work,
and in your free time you want amusement. Mass media, sports,
games, everything has to be nice; the mindset must be nice, and
you also have to be nice. However, if things go wrong, you take
some pills because you have to feel good again. If you watch
American television, you will learn so much about our society
since all the commercials are about feeling good.
When nothing is absolute, when everything is transitory

everything goes down to the now, to the moment, and that is
the fundamental reason that we are no longer having time any-
more, everything has to happen now; and then we call it multi-
tasking. In politics, it is no longer about having a serious
discussion about the best and good society. It is about people
who want to gain political power and hold it in their slogans
and their image. Forget political substance, nowadays in poli-
tics, they have no ideas. Fascism exploits these crisis, these
fears, and these instincts of men. The fascist politics is based
on crude materialism; it’s a politics of resentment and hatred
and based on permanent lies. Fascists are the best liars ever;
they always have to have scapegoats; the Jews, the Americans,
the Muslims, the poor, whoever abuses the fear of freedom, it’s
an anti-democratic strategy, that’s why they will never engage
in a serious discussion. It’s nationalistic, and it’s build on trib-
alism.  You can even hear it in the language of Mme Le Pen,
and Mr. Putin is the greatest fascist we are having now. Our ig-
norance of history is huge; we are not even capable to recog-
nize that Mr. Putin is the new fascist leader of nowadays.
The famous American historian, Robert Paxton, wrote a

wonderful book on fascism in which he says that fascism is be-
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yond definitions, because it has no intellectual content at all,
so you will always recognize it by the characteristics which are
prevalent in every situation. 
Fascism is spreading all over Europe because after World

War II, we cultivated the fantasy of eternal economic growth.
This is also how we created the business leaders and the heroes
of our time. The business leaders are interested in everything
expect society; they created a mass society, a kitsch society, and
we are now facing the consequences.
The third and last culture, the culture of high tech, scientific

world view, is our culture and is in many ways the biggest threat.
As we are facing the barbarism of the Islamic State and religious
fanatics, it is terrible to see that Europe is again getting into the
grip of fascism, but on the long term, the biggest threat is scien-
tism; it is this holy faith in high tech and scientific culture. In
his book “Brave New World”(1935), Huxley created “Utopia”,
an island where everybody was happy. The point is no longer
science fiction, it is here already; you can go to Oxford or any
other very serious universities, where they already have the de-
partment of so called transhumanism. In America, the most
powerful university is a singular University in California. They
are working on the fusion between computer and men; it is
based on the exponential growth of technology and the creation
of the perfect man; cloning is already possible, and if you have
enough money and you want to have a specific child you can
go to L.A where according to the cult of neuroscience, you are
your brain. Neuroscience is the idea that we don’t have any free
will because we are completely determined by our brains, by our
genes. There is no free choice. Everything is based on how your
brains are wired, and of course, the wiring can be changed
through technology, and yet through it change our behavior. 
Two years ago, Nexus held a conference tackling this mat-

ter. People were honest and very explicit about what they can
do. The first element of this culture is embraced by all of us,
and what we still do not realize is that with Google and Face-
book, privacy is gone, but privacy in Georges Orwell’s 1984
is the essence of freedom, when there is no privacy anymore
you can never be free. Therefore, there is no free pace any-
more; there is no free time; we are connected all the time, and
the old idea of philosophy is now replaced everywhere by a
tsunami of data. The next step, and it’s already there, is be-
coming like robots, this is the idea of the Silicon Valley. The
whole idea of human dignity is replaced by efficiency, trans-
parency, and robots. In Japan, there are already hospitals more
cost efficient, where nurses were replaced by robots.
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This culture is completely null of human nature; there is
no freedom, and human excellence in terms of virtue and cre-
ativity is already replaced by technology; a kind of English
techno bubble and smileys are replacing true human interac-
tion. It was Ludwig Wittgensteinand old fashioned intellec-
tual who wrote in 1921; “We feel that even if all possible
scientific questions are to be answered, the problems of life
have still not been touched at all”, but in our age of science,
we don’t want to engage with those questions as we think we
are no longer having any problems in life because everything
can be fixed by technology.
We are not only living in the age of science, but we are living

in the age of fundamentalism. They also think that we don’t
have problems in life because they have already answers given
by God, and through magic the priest will know all the answers,
and he will tell you what to do. The only thing you have to do
is obey. So yes we are living in the age of capitalism also the age
of kitsch and fascism. The simple but horrifying truth is that
the West in particular has lost its ideal of civilization. Why?
How could this happen? I want to quote briefly something very
important written by poet Fernando Pessoa who lived at the
end of the19th, beginning of the 20th century. He was one of
the very few writers who was not interested in any form of
recognition. He wrote the most beautiful poems and prose.
Only 60 years after his death, they found a book called the
“Book of Disquiet”and instantly became a world classic for all
the good reasons. My quote from the “Book of Disquiet” is
something he wrote around 1920, “The generation I belong to
was born into a world where those with a brain as well as a
heart couldn’t find any support. The destructive work of previ-
ous generations left this world with no security to offer us with
regards to religion, no anchor with regards to morality, no sta-
bility with regards to politics. We were born in the middle of a
metaphysical and moralaguish, more anxiety and more political
disquiet. Drunk on external formula, on the mere processes of
reason and science, the preceding generations destroyed the
foundations of the Christian faith because their Biblical exege-
sis, which shifted from the textual to the mythological, reduced
the gospels and the earlier hierography to a collection of hypo-
thetical myths and legends, to mere literature. Under the influ-
ence of a vague theory, they called “positivism” these
generations criticized all morality and scrutinized all the rules
of life. All that remained from this clash of doctrines was un-
certainty and the pain of that uncertainty. He goes on and on
about the scientific positive views; it became impossible for us
to be connected to the great narratives, to the great stories that
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explain something about the meaning of life and its dignity. He
concluded with “In today’s life, the world belongs only to the
stupid, the insensitive and the agitated. The right to live and
triumph is now conquered almost by the same means by which
you conquer internment in an asylum: the inability to think,
amorality and nervous excitability.”
We got disconnected, Nietzsche predicted it and many

other philosophers and writers like Camus mentioned it too… 
So what’s to be done? To quote our friend Lenin, the first

thing to be done is to remind ourselves what it means to be
civilized, and how to celebrate and cultivate the dignity of
men. Being civilized has everything to do with the four phe-
nomena, which are denied by the mentioned cultures: the
nature of men, freedom, human excellence and the grammar
of life. And these 4 phenomena are interrelated and cannot be
disconnected. As I already stated, we may never forget that the
human being is one single creature with a double nature, and
this fact is part of the secret of the human existence. Yes, we
are equal to animals, and often we behave like animals, but the
dignity of men is the human spirit. This is the essential differ-
ence in religious fundamentalism. Although the image of our
true being (according to the bible we are created in the image
of God), although that true image is given to us because we
know about truth, about love, friendship, freedom although
these failures are absolute and transcendental, nobody can
claim to be in full possession of them. So our whole life is one
effort, one permanent practicing education to live according
to the spiritual principle of our soul, in order to develop intu-
ition and consciousness for what has quality, what’s good and
what is evil, to acquire wisdom for the experience of life, to
have compassion to keep our senses open for the so often hid-
den poetry of life, and to practice an open dialogue with all
those people who have different backgrounds and different
views. This attitude, this process of lifelong learning to become
whom we should be, again Socrates called it Phaedo which
means to speak and to act based on the grammar of life be-
cause freedom and truth, friendship and loyalty, wisdom and
courage, love and poetry, justice and harmony form the basic
grammar of our existence, because these are the qualities that
give life to our life, that inspire us, that make what is mean-
ingless meaningful, that can transform what is transitory into
the intransitory, and this is what art is doing, and this is exactly
because these life values are absolute, and we cannot own
them; we cannot manipulate them or instrumentalise them.
It is in these words that we see the image of whom we should
be, and in these words we are confronted with the standards.
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In the mirror of these values, of this grammar of life, all
wealth, fame, power no longer matter and neither do birth,
tradition or position or agenda. There is only one question
asked in all serious religions: how do you live? Do you live as
a just human being whether you’re famous or not simply does-
n’t matter, so it is not for nothing that Spinoza finished his
ethics with: All things excellent are as difficult as they are rare.
Because the grammar of life is difficult, it is extremely difficult
to live accordingly because we cannot do it our physical nature
and the gifts of our senses. There will always be our desires,
our fears and our prejudices and our aggressions and our stu-
pidity and our mortality. The fact that you are  human beings
says you are limited, but we are free; we have to be free it is a
moral imperative method to give up the notion that we are
free because it is only based on our freedom that we will have
a chance to become that person whom we should be. Again,
this is the big lie of religious fundamentalists because they
take away our freedom and say you just have to obey. It is also
the big lie of fascism which has the similarity of just follow
the leader, and it is the big lie of the high tech science because
they deny your freedom. We cannot give away our freedom
because it will turn us into slaves or robots. At the end, we
pay the price of our own dignity, and the society which is not
free; the society where the dignity of life and all freedom is
not cultivated, where the grammar of life is being spoken,
there will never be a civilized society. 
Which brings me to my last point, the responsibility of the

ruling class, the responsibility of power elites. Since a long time
our spiritual and cultural elites have been completely margin-
alized in western society and as an example the Time 100 list
of world influencers, we don’t find a single writer, not one
artist, not one poet, they are not considered to be influential
in any way. So our current elites are nowadays representatives
of an entire different world. It is the world of money, business,
politics, media and sports, but these are not true elites in the
true sense of the word because rather than being the best
which is the original meaning of elite, and strive for the best,
they are not characterized by being the best; they are charac-
terized by acquiring the most money, the most power, the most
influence, the most awards. Instead of quality, quantity reigns
within the power elites. How these power elites and their val-
ues dominate our society and how little relevance of value are
attributed to culture and arts is evident in the state of our ed-
ucational system. Universities and institutions where younger
generations can acquire their knowledge of life may satisfy the
hunger for intellectual information through the study of phi-
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losophy and the classics in order to form a cultural and moral
consciousness, hardly exist anymore. Completely indoctrinated
by the material values of the common power elites, our uni-
versities all over the globe are completely corrupted and reduc-
ing the focus of education to what is useful, cost effective,
practical, commercial or amusing only. Culture and intellectual
building progressively has to make way for data size and en-
trepreneurship, and it is completely illustrative for the structure
tendency of power elites to only consider the now to engage
short term thinking, and for their inability to open their eyes
to real crisis which again is not the economic crisis but the crisis
of civilizations right at the heart of the western society. 
Ladies and gentlemen, I consider this “Maison du Futur”

as not only a “lieu de mémoire mais c’est un lieu de futur”
and I count on you to be that place where you will become a
counter weight to nowadays power elites, wishing you success
in your civilized mission. Thank you!

cªÉ YÉdè S°∏á eø Gdàù°ÉhD’ä hGCOQL¡É V°ªø
Gdù°«É¥ GdàÉ‹:

1. gπ eÉ jû°¡ó√ Gd©É⁄ eø YƒOI d∏à£ô±
jæóQê ‘ GEWÉQ Gÿ£ÉC ‘ Gdà≤««º Gdù°ÉH≥ Gdò…
GaÎV¢ GC¿ eôM∏á eÉ H©ó G◊ôÜ Gd©ÉŸ«á GdãÉf«á

bó M≤≤â GEM«ÉA d∏≤«º Gdàæƒjôjá, hgπ JØôV¢
GdƒbÉF™ Gÿ£ÒI GEYÉOI Gdæ¶ô H¡òG Gdà≤««º?

2. G¤ GC… eói Áµø GYàÑÉQ GdàªÉg» GdØµô…
HÚ Gd£ôhì Gdà©ù°Ø«á ‘ Gd©É⁄ Gd©ôH» hGChQhHÉ
Y∏≈ Gdù°ƒGA eø bÑ«π QOI GdØ©π GdóaÉY«á, GCΩ gƒ
Gf©µÉS¢ dû°ôhñ GCYª≥ ‘ K≤ÉaàæÉ Gd©ÉŸ«á GŸû°Îcá?

hGYàÈ QÁø G¿ GŸù°ÉCdá d«ù°â U°óGΩ M†°ÉQGä
cªÉ JæÑÉC U°Éeƒjπ gÉfà«æ¨àƒ¿, Hπ g» U°óGΩ
Gdã≤ÉaÉä GdãÓç Gdà» YóOgÉ hg» G’CU°ƒd«á
Gdójæ«á, hGdû°©Ñƒjá G’ES°à¡Óc«á, hGd©∏ªÉhjá.

hGS°àØÉV¢ ‘ G◊ójå Yø Gd©∏ªÉhjá. hGCT°ÉQ G¤
GQH™ S°ªÉä eû°Îcá d¡ò√ Gdã≤ÉaÉä Jû°µπ

›àª©á GdóGa™ ŸƒGL¡á G◊†°ÉQI, hg» GfµÉQgÉ
d£Ñ«©á G’Efù°É¿, h◊ôjá G’Efù°É¿ hdÓEeà«ÉR Gdò…
jù°©≈ Gd«¬ G’Efù°É¿ hd≤ƒGYó G◊«ÉI.

h–óç HÉS°¡ÉÜ Yø bƒGYó G◊«ÉI hg» Gd≤«º
hG◊Ö hGdü°óGbá hG◊ôjá hG◊≤«≤á hG÷ªÉ∫

hGd©óGdá, eù°àæókG G¤ bôGAI S°Ñ«æƒRG H¡òG Gÿü°ƒU¢
hNÓU°à¡É  G¿ cπ Yªπ ‡àÉR U°©Ö haôjó.

hGYàÈ G¿ gò√ Gdã≤ÉaÉä GdãÓç JàØ≥ Y∏≈ GC¿
J£ƒjô G’Efù°É¿ jµƒ¿ eø NÓ∫ Gd≤†°ÉA Y∏≈

Môjà¬ hJæª«á Qhì Gd£ÉYá dój¬, hGd≤†°ÉA Y∏≈
MÖ GdàØƒ¥ dój¬, hgòG S°∏ƒ∑ j©ÉQV¢ Gd£Ñ«©á

GdÑû°ôjá hMôjá G’Efù°É¿ hbƒGYó G◊«ÉI.
hT°óO GÙÉV°ô Y∏≈ GCgª«á GdµôGeá G’Efù°Éf«á

Gdà» J©àÈ ÃãÉHá Gdôhì dói GdæÉS¢, OGY«kÉ GE¤
“ôjø GdòGä Y∏≈ G◊ƒGQ GŸæØàí hGdàÓb» e™
LªÉYÉä eø N∏Ø«Éä flà∏Øá.

hMòqQ eø GdƒV°™ GdôGgø Gdò… j©ªπ Y∏≈ GEbü°ÉA
GdæîÑá GdØµôjá hGdã≤Éa«á eø GÛàª™, h“µÚ

fîÑá Hój∏á g» LªÉYá GŸÉ∫ hGdù°∏£á hGdôjÉV°á
hG’EYÓΩ, hG’Cbƒi a«¡É gƒ eø Á∏∂ GCcÌ.

hJƒb∞ GCNÒkG Yæó eù°ƒDhd«á Gd£Ñ≤á G◊Écªá
hY∏≈ J¨∏«Ñ¡É Gdµº Y∏≈ Gdæƒ´ hGdµ«∞, hS°©«¡É
hQGA GdôHí Gdù°ôj™.

hQGgø Y∏≈ OhQ H«â GŸù°à≤Ñπ cëÉLá
d∏ªù°à≤Ñπ ‘ GEfû°ÉA GdæîÖ GdØµôjá hGdã≤Éa«á
hGÛàª©«á.
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GS°à†°É± H«â GŸù°à≤Ñπ ‘ HµØ«É ‘ 72
f«ù°É¿ 5102eƒDS°ù¢ heójô e©¡ó fÉcù°«ù¢
Gdóh‹ QhÜ QÁø Gdò… GCd≤≈ fiÉV°ôI MƒGQjá

H©æƒG¿: {K≤Éaá GCΩ M†°ÉQI. YƒOI Gdà£ô±
Gdù°«ÉS°» ‘ Gd≤ô¿ GdƒGMó hGd©û°ôjø?z

Gd∏≤ÉA Gdò… Gf©≤ó HÉd∏¨á G’fµ∏«õjá hJî∏∏¬
JØÉYπ heóGNÓä eø GŸû°ÉQcÚ HÉd∏¨Éä GdãÓç,
Gd©ôH«qá hGdØôfù°«qá hG’fµ∏«õjqá, T°ÉQ∑ a«¬ GdæÉFÖ
GdócàƒQ aôjó GÿÉR¿, hS°ØÒI G’E–ÉO G’ChQhH» ‘
dÑæÉ¿ G‚∏«æÉ Gjî¡ƒQS°â, h‡ãπ eƒDS°ù°á cƒfôGO
GOjæÉhQ ‘ dÑæÉ¿ H«Î QÃ«∏«¬, hGdæÉFÖ Gdù°ÉH≥

eü°ÑÉì G’CMóÜ, hGdù°ØÒ QjÉV¢WÑÉQI, hGdù°ØÒI
e«û°∏ÚGH» S°ªôG, hMû°ó eø GCgπ GdójÑ∏ƒeÉS°«á
hGdã≤Éaá. hGCOGQ Gd∏≤ÉA GdócàƒQ Mù°ø eæ«ªæá.

ىّسنم
HóGjá J£∏™ G’CS°àÉP S°ÉΩ eæù°≈ Gdò… GCd≤≈

c∏ªá HÉS°º {H«â GŸù°à≤Ñπz, G¤ eù°à≤Ñπ hGYó
d∏à©Éh¿ HÚ {H«â GŸù°à≤Ñπz he©¡ó fÉcù°«ù¢
Gdóh‹ hbÉ∫: {gòG Gdæû°É• gƒ G’Ch∫ ‘ gòG

GŸµÉ¿, hGdãÉdå dÑ«â GŸù°à≤Ñπ H©ó Z«ÉÜ Wƒjπ
LôqGA G◊ôÜ Gdôg«Ñá Gdà» Yü°Øâ H∏ÑæÉ¿.

Gdæû°É• G’Ch∫ cÉ¿ ‘ hGT°æ£ø, hGdãÉÊ ‘ aæó¥
dƒZÉHôjÉ∫ G’CT°ôa«á, hgòG Gd∏≤ÉA jû°µπ Gÿ£ƒI
G’BPfá HÉaààÉì GŸôcõ QS°ª«É. hGCY∏ø Yø Jæ¶«º
GŸƒD“ô Gdù°æƒ… G’Ch∫ dÑ«â GŸù°à≤Ñπ ‘ T°¡ô
GCjÉQ GŸ≤Ñπz.

نمير
hYÉdè GÙÉV°ô GdócàƒQ QhÜ QÁø G’CMóGç

Gdà» Jû°¡ógÉ GŸæ£≤á, hGŸªÉQS°Éä Gdà» JôJµÖ
Y∏≈ jó Jæ¶«º Gdóhdá G’ES°Óe«á ‘ Gd©ôG¥ hS°ƒQjÉ
)OGYû¢(, heÉ Jû°µ∏¬ eø –óm U°ÉQñ d∏≤«º
G’Efù°Éf«á.

hJ£ôq¥ GdÑÉMå G¤ GQJóGOGä gòG Gdæ¡è
G’CU°ƒ‹ ‘ Gd≤ÉQI G’ChQhH«á Gdà» Jû°¡ó HóhQgÉ
GS°à¡óGakÉ d∏≤«º G’fù°Éf«á hdƒ HƒJÒI GCbπ MóqI.

hGS°à©ôV¢ GÙÉV°ô cπ GdØôV°«Éä Gdà» Jµªø
hQGA YƒOI Gdà£ô± eø GdÑÉÜ GdƒGS°™ heæ¡É Gd¶ôh±
G’bàü°ÉOjá hG’LàªÉY«á hGd†°¨ƒ• Gdã≤Éa«á.
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MAISON DU FUTUR, BIKFAYA
[MAY 30, 2015]

La Maison du Futur (MDF) held its annual in-
ternational conference on the theme of “An Arab
Marshal Plan: A Partnership and Cooperation
for the Future of the Middle East” at Serail Bek-
faya, on Saturday, May 30, 2015.
The conference was organized in partnership

with Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS), a think
tank closely associated with the Christian Dem-
ocratic Union of Germany (CDU), and focused
on the future of the geopolitical order in the
Middle East in light of the growing unrest
throughout the region. 
Eminent European, American, Canadian and

Arab political and academic figures participated
in the conference, which was held in three
sessions.
The Marshal Plan, officially known as the Eu-

ropean Recovery Program (ERP) was an Ameri-
can initiative of $13 billion in economic support
to help rebuild European economies, secure the
free flow of commerce, modernize industry and
prevent the spread of communism following the
World War II.
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WRAP-UP & CONCLUSION

MDF is looking into a rescue project along the
lines of the ERP, designed for the Arab World:
An Arab Marshal Plan based on a partnership be-
tween the Arab countries and the international
community to revamp their economy and achieve
wider aims, such as democracy, dignity, human
rights, social equality and economic security.

OPENING SESSION

The event kicked off with a welcome address
by the Chairman of MDF President Amine
Gemayel, who briefed the attendees on the his-
torical role of MDF, as a pioneering center of
studies and research in Lebanon and the Middle
East since the mid-1970s, charged with the task
of promoting peace and furthering strategies and
studies to shape a brighter future for Lebanon
and the region.
President Gemayel underscored Lebanon’s

historical status as a land of freedom, a model of
pluralism and a special space for dialogue and co-
existence of different cultures, ethnicities and re-
ligions. He said that amidst the turmoil that is
engulfing the region, it is paramount to keep
Lebanon’s stability, highlighting two major chal-
lenges : the widespread of illegitimate weapons
among sectarian non-state actors, and the overt
regional sectarian and ethnic rift and fighting im-
pacting the domestic situation.  
Emphasizing the seriousness of countering the

spread of extremist ideology and totalitarian
projects, President Gemayel made a strong case
for the urgency of a large-scale rescue program
inspired by the US-led Marshal Plan to rebuild
post-war Europe, revamp its economy and pre-
vent the spread of dogmatic totalitarian ideology.
He added that the current situation in the Arab
countries is not different: We are facing a devas-
tated region with a destroyed economy, shattered
social environment and the threat of the radical-
ism raise.
He said that the recent upheavals and wars

that buffeted the region greatly affected the de-
velopment in the Arab countries, which empha-
size the utmost need to establish an Arab Bank
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for Reconstruction, with the task of creating long-term sus-
tainable development plan to boost economic growth in con-
flict-devastated Arab countries, in cooperation with the
International Monetary Fund, and national resources within
the framework of a real partnership and not a tutelage. 
The proposed Arab Marshal Plan should also help the

prospects Arab states to institutionalize their achievements,
embrace the principles of good governance and improve the
education systems.
In this vein, President Gemayel said: “(…) the answer and

solution to our predicament is an open and civil education”.
Finally, the President pledged that he would dedicate his

time, effort and expertise to uphold and sponsor such initia-
tives for the sake of Lebanon, freedom and humanity.
For his part, Christian Clages, ambassador of Germany to

Lebanon gave opening remarks, highlighting the long-standing
close relations between President Gemayel and his country.
He spoke of the Yugoslav refugee crisis in Europe, in general
and Germany in particular, and how the EU dealt with it
through partnership memberships, assistance and a billions
euros-project. He stressed that the region needs huge invest-
ment to create employment and that before the outbreak of
the current crises the region’s countries were in need of mas-
sive economic and social reforms. 
He also added that among the major triggers of the Arab

Spring revolutions was the fear of young people that they
would not find an appropriate political and economic perspec-
tive in their societies at the beginning of the 21th century,
which is the key to stability and peace.
He suggested to deal with the current regional conflict from

a European perspective and to launch a healthy process for
the Middle East, one that can benefit from the European
experience.
In turn, Peter Rimmele, KAS Resident Representative in

Lebanon, applauded MDF leading role in forwarding its
mission to draw a better future, and the key Lebanese intel-
lectuals who were part of it and have striven to achieve a bet-
ter tomorrow. 
“The future is not shaped by itself, but it is being shaped.

Where do societies want to go? MDF mission is to help an-
swering that question, contributing to shaping the future for
the Lebanese people and the region,” he concluded.

ARAB MARSHALL PLAN
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SESSION 1 :
THE APTNESS OF GERMANY’S POST WWII EXPERI-
ENCE ON THE REGION’S FUTURE IN THE WAKE OF
THE ARAB SPRING

Joe Khoury, Professor of social psychology in charge of
postgraduate courses in social phycology at the Lebanese Uni-
versity, was the moderator of the first session. He introduced
the three panelists of the session, Selim Sayegh, former Min-
ister of Social Affairs in Lebanon, Sami Aoun, Professor at the
School of Applied Politics, University of Sherbrook, Canada,
and Gunther Beckstein, former Prime Minister of the State
of Bavaria, Germany.
Sayegh started his presentation by wondering if the con-

cept of resilience equates submission and surrender, adding
that this question is an invitation to reflect and determine
whether Lebanon’s stability, in the absence of a real social and
political peace, is the result of weariness, passivity and a sense
of powerlessness against the force of the hegemonic status
quo, or otherwise. In his quest to respond to this query,
Sayegh distinguished between the resilience of the status quo
and the resilience of the transformation.
Speaking about the resilience of the status quo, that is ac-

cording to him helping maintaining Lebanon’s volatile stabil-
ity, he outlined its main displays: The nature of the current
political system and our inability to change it. This status quo
is beneficial since it prevents the recurrence of uncertainties
and instability drivers, specific to the advent of new actors
within the system, communities’ fear of each other, the cen-
trality of the regional issue, and the marginalization of the
Lebanese issue, saying that knowing “what will be the cost of
the return of Hezbollah from Syria to Lebanon” is essential
to determine whether this resilience is precarious or stable,
the capacity to absorb and adapt, and that’s one of the secrets
of Lebanon which lies essentially in the Lebanese themselves,
finally, the economic resilience which have two pillars: the pri-
vate sector and the banking sector.
As for the resilience of the transformation explained by

Sayegh as an active resiliency that can turn crisis into opportu-
nity, he said it should start by implementing a comprehensive
political reform based on an inclusive participation, decentral-
ization, a neutral foreign policy, investing in education, culture
and technology and forging a new social pact that enhances the
intrinsic Lebanese values of freedom, tolerance and plurality.    
For his part, Aoun said that throughout its history, Lebanon

has not suffered the pangs of despotism prevalent in the Mid-
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dle East and long before any other regional nation in the Near
East, the idea of a republic and the experience of a civil society
had sprouted in its Mountain. He added that despite the ob-
vious failure of establishing cross-community parties and the
dominant mercantile mentality, Lebanon has maintained a
lead in embracing liberal democracy, and therefore the country
could again reconnect with its heritage and survive its current
political and constitutional crisis. 
Conversely, the fact that The Arab Spring has been a

hotbed to extremist ideology using violence as the only way
to attain societal changes, shows that the Arab Countries do
not share to the same extent the Lebanese liberal and demo-
cratic values. The extremist Islamic ideology impedes the dem-
ocratic culture and shall not be regarded as a solid foundation
for social peace and harmony within pluralistic societies.
Notwithstanding that in the near term, the Arab spring

prospects are for instability, in the long-term it may usher in
an era of a freer Middle East, with nations escaping the hand-
grip of long entrenched dictatorial regimes. Aoun added that
the Lebanese intellectual spectrum and hence La Maison du
Futur, should contribute at sustaining this new freedom and
supporting transitions to democracy through the creation of
liberal institutions and economic problem solving that offer
the promise of a region with better governance and less abu-
sive of human rights. La Maison du Futur should also strive

ARAB MARSHALL PLAN
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to alleviate the regional rampant tension between Sunnis and
Shia, and entrench the separation between politics and reli-
gion through a liberal perspective. 
In this respect, and as the Middle East’s sectarian temper-

atures rise and the Saudi-Iranian geopolitical rivalry intensi-
fies, Aoun said that walking the tightrope between these two
big rivals will prove a difficult balancing act. He stated that
neither the Wahhabi model, nor the Iranian clerical model
and not even the Turkish-Islamic one could be applied in the
Arab region and hence the urgency for the region to find its
own model. Lebanon can help meeting this challenge. 
As ways to deter the current Islamist wave engulfing the re-

gion, Aoun underscored that Arabic societies desperately need
a reform agenda movement leading to formulate an alterna-
tive to Islamism that can sustain a pluralistic, participatory
politics. He added that in recent years, the search for an al-
ternative to Islamism has been thwarted by the widening sec-
tarian conflict within Islam, which has increased tensions and
driven violence across the Arab world. In light of this emer-
gency, the need to reform Islamic jurisprudence and social
thought has become more urgent than ever. Islamism’s men-
ace to the Arab world, however, has been compounded by the
weakened state of critical thinking within Islamic religious and
political traditions. In developing a reformist alternative to Is-
lamism, Arab societies will have a substantial body of both
historical as well as contemporary thinking that they can draw
upon to help improve their political and social structures and
create more just, inclusive societies.
Aoun stated in this vein, that we should capitalize on Al

Azhar proposed ideas on the rule of law, equity, justice, free-
dom, which are much more moderate than the conservative
Islamist discourse in all its variations. 
Finally, Aoun stressed on Lebanon’s role in enhancing lib-

eral democracy in the Arab world, fostering dynamic interfaith
dialogue and entrenching a culture of tolerance and accept-
ance of others.
Beckstein provided details on how the European Marshal

Plan was implemented in Western Europe after WWII. He
started his lecture by saying that when the Second World War
ended, Germany was a wasted country economically and intel-
lectually. Without the help of the United States and the United
Kingdom, it would have been even much worse, he added. 
The idea behind presenting a program for the reconstruc-

tion of Germany and revival of European economies, the Mar-
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shal Plan was : Only a united Europe can be economically
healthy and can oppose any totalitarian regime. The goals
were to rebuild war destroyed regions, to remove trade barri-
ers, to modernize industries, and to make Europe prosperous
again with the aim of preventing the spread of communism.
The Marshall Plan required the lessening of interstate barriers,
a dropping of many regulations constraining business and an
increase in productivity, labor union membership, as well as
the adoption of modern business procedures. 
Beckstein stressed that The Marshall plan was one of the

first elements of European integration. For hundreds of years,
there were wars after wars in Europe. After WWII the Euro-
pean integration had to make war in Europe impossible, he
said. The third pillar of the economic miracle was the imple-
mentation of the social market economy. He added that in
putting social policy on par with economic policy, Germany
reached the third way between capitalism and communism.
The Marshall Plan was very successful in Germany and in Eu-
rope for social welfare and peace and human rights. It was not
only an economical program for it created peace by exploring
the principles and practices of pluralism, human rights and
democracy.
He concluded on stressing that Lebanon with its mosaic of

18 religions and the coexistence of Christians and Muslim
Sunnis and Shia, with its culture of tolerance and respect for
other religions and political opinions, Lebanon should be a
model for a new Arab world.

SESSION II :
BEYOND TURBULENCE : THE REGION’S FUTURE

John Bell, Director of the Middle East and Mediterranean
Program at the Tolido Center in Madrid, was the moderator
of the second session. He presented the panelists, Philip J.
Crowly, former US Assistant Secretary of State for Public Af-
fairs, Abdulaziz Sager, Chairman of the Gulf Research Center
represented by Mustafa al-Ani and Enders Wimbush, Man-
aging Partner of State Various LLC.
Bell said that in order to tackle opportunities to implement

a Marshal plan for the region, there are a few questions that
need to be raised:
– Is partnership and cooperation between the Middle East

and other partners viable?
– Is the situation in the region containable or manageable?
– Is there a need to deal with the conflicts of the region

ARAB MARSHALL PLAN
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before moving on to socio-economic developments, or do
these two things happen in parallel? 
Crowly talked about the US policy to promote a new order

in the Middle East and praised MDF initiative to hold such de-
bates and dialogues to promote peace and stability in the region. 
He said that it is not an overstatement to suggest that we

are experiencing the most complex strategic environment in
the Middle East in at least 70 years and perhaps a century.
The international structure put in place at the end of World
War I is coming apart at the seams. In critical places, such
as Syria, Iraq and Yemen, we cannot be certain that the
existing order will survive. In any case, repairing the damage
will take decades.
He added that given the developments of the past decade,

no country is the same as it was, the list of conflicts and chal-
lenges continues to grow, as well as the list of regional spoilers,
the latest being the Islamic State.
In the midst of this complexity, questions arise. What does

the United States want to see in the Middle East? And what
is it prepared to do to promote a stable new order?
He underlined the US objectives in the region during the

late decades beginning with regional stability, a comprehensive
Middle East peace, the security of Israel, combatting violent
political extremism and terrorism, protecting the freedom of
navigation to ensure the flow of energy across the world, pre-
venting the spread of weapons of mass destruction, the con-
tainment of Iran, and promoting good governance in the
region, greater economic opportunities, and respect for human
rights, particularly for women and minorities. 
Pinpointing the US achievements in the region as com-

pared to its pre-set goals, he said that a comprehensive peace
“is still in a coma,” especially in light of the ongoing Palestin-
ian-Israeli conflict, stressing that the two-state solution is the
only viable solution. The US was also unable to protect re-
gional security and toppling regimes in Iraq and Libya back-
lashed. In the same vein, Crowly criticized President Barack
Obama’s policy towards the Syrian crisis, describing it as weak
and lax. He underscored that Syrian President Bachar al-Assad
has survived four years of civil war only because of “the sup-
port from Iran and Russia.”
He also addressed the nuclear negotiations with Iran, stating

that despite the “rapprochement” with Tehran, Iran continues
to define the United States as the “Great Satan” and most of
its ongoing policies are rooted in opposition to the US and its
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regional objectives. Iran continues also to sponsor terrorism,
rebuffing concerns that a nuclear agreement will come at the
expense of America’s traditional allies in the region.
He stressed that Washington is currently far more cautious

about the use of military force today. When it does, the
United States hopes to act with regional partners and based
on a strong international consensus for action. He added that
our recent experience in Afghanistan and Iraq, has become a
powerful American political narrative and will be an influen-
tial sub-text regarding American policy for the foreseeable

future. He refused to brand this policy as “disengagement”,
rather calling it “sustainable engagement”, trying to pursue
multilateral rather than unilateral solutions. The question be-
comes not what the United States decides alone, but what can
be achieved together. This requires key actors here to develop
a consensus for action that both the United States and the re-
gion are able to support.

Mustafa al-Ani, representing Abdulaziz Sager, joined the
conference via Skype call.

He stated that from a GCC point of view, and amidst the
post-Arab spring hectic regional situation, the urgency for the
Gulf States was to avert its repercussions and impact, and to
a certain extent, it succeeded in this endeavor due to a series
of economic, social and political conditions. However, today
the Gulf States have to deal with the repercussions of the Arab
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spring in Yemen. This is a challenge and a fundamental prob-
lem for us, but “I take it that the Arab Spring is no longer a
threat for the GCC regimes because we were able to contain it
and deal with it”, he added.
Al-Ani harshly criticized the US foreign policy, saying that

US President Barack Obama wants to avoid any confrontation
or engagement and to cut losses during his remaining term in
office. He added, today we are paying the price of US policy
mistakes, and we are still dealing with the consequences of the
US invasion of Iraq. American wrong politics are responsible
for a large part of our current problems, starting with the
George W. Bush administration’s irrational policy and exces-
sive use of unjustified force, to the blurred, ineffective and
negative Obama administration’s policy towards the region.
Al-Ani said that Obama policy in the Middle East is based on
the “Too little too late” strategy. 
He condemned the US “disengagement” policy and raised

many questions, saying : “Why ISIL intervention in Syria is
seen as a crime and an external interference, while the inter-
vention of the Lebanese Hezbollah, Iraqi militias and Iran’s
Revolutionary Guard are not seen as such?”
“Why does the US policy tolerate Hezbollah interference in

Syria? Why is ISIL sectarianism rejected, while the US has sup-
ported Nouri Maliki’s sectarian policies for eight years, pushing
the country towards the edge of the abyss? Why does Iranian
General Soleimani move freely in Iraq and Syria’s cities, with-
out being tracked down by the US aircrafts?” he added.
Al-Ani also said that there is a major trust issue in the “US

lax indecisive foreign policy,” especially with Iran’s policy of
expansion in the Arab world, stressing that the US position
towards Iran's expansionist and interventionist policy will de-
fine the commitment and ability of the Gulf States to cope
with Sunni extremist groups and terrorism. We cannot fight
the ISIL’s expansion and Iran’s expansion at the same time,
especially with the US light-handed policy towards Iran’s ex-
pansionist ambition.    
He urged the US to fight against the Sunni and Shia ter-

rorism on equal footing, away from the policy of selectivity.
Al-Ani also stressed that the GCC believes that the only

solution to the Iranian nuclear issue is the political and diplo-
matic solution, reaching an agreement that inhibits Iran’s mil-
itary nuclear ambition, otherwise, any other agreement would
set the wheel of nuclear weapons in motion in the region.
He concluded that the post-Obama era will usher a new

form of bilateral relations between the US and the GCC, and
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will see the emergence of an independent policy less commit-
ted to protect American interests in the region. 
Wimbush underlined the significance of tectonic shifts in

the Middle East and the role of external players on shaping
the future of the region, adding that no other region of the
globe has been affected so powerfully by the interests of out-
side actors, whether they seek to harvest the region’s abun-
dant resources or enhance positions in an ongoing geostrategic
competition that occurs elsewhere, or both. He doubted that
the United States’ appetite for pursuing what it considers vital
national interests in the Middle East has dimmed, anticipating
that US interests will remain strong here, and that any new
administration will adjust strategies to facilitate the United
States remaining a strong player and constant presence for the
foreseeable future. 
Alternatively, he suggested that despite Russia fierce come-

back into the Middle Eastern political scene, it will not be a
durable presence in the Middle East. While Putin’s ambitious
and assertive Kremlin has behaved as if it is a regime on the
geopolitical ascent, by most indicators (political, military, eco-
nomic and social) the Russian state is actually on a downward
trajectory. 
Russia is likely to seek new supporters for its risk-taking

from amongst state and, particularly, non-state actors who
share Russia’s risk-taking mentality and antipathy toward the
United States in particular and the West generally while
bringing to the relationship high geographic reach. This will
include, prominently, the Middle East.
Similarly, he stated that Europe as a traditional Middle East

actor is also declining in its capacity to play a major role in
the region, as investment in military capability is down in vir-
tually every European state. It is not difficult to imagine a Eu-
rope in the not too distant future that is divided, weak, and
whose deep unhappiness is reflected in the bitter rhetoric of
its increasingly dominant extreme political parties, he added.
However, individual states, such as Germany, France or Great
Britain could play a role in shaping the region’s activities.
On the other hand, he stressed that Asia’s economy de-

pends – in part – of what happens in the Middle East. He
spoke about China and India, which are witnessing significant
growth at the economic, military, and energy levels, making
them potential major players and place them in competitive
strategic positions in the Middle East.
China’s continued development depends fundamentally on

an interrupted supply of energy from the Middle East. To pro-
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tect energy supplies and to
enhance its geostrategic po-
sition relative to the United
States and, importantly, to
rising India, China will in-
vest heavily in securing a
strong strategic position in
the Middle East, including
establishing military instal-
lations and relationships.

India is rising, as it is reflected in recent economic growth
rates. Its new leadership shows promise for creating a more
assertive, outwardly focused India than its predecessors. One
example of this intention is India’s development of substan-
tially more military power, with special emphasis on naval
power, especially submarines, aircraft carriers, and aircraft.  
All of these actors – new, old, rising, or declining – will place

Iran near the center of their strategic planning. Its size, loca-
tion, and resources make this inevitable. The tectonic tremors
that would result from Iran becoming a nuclear weapons
power would affect the strategies of all of these competitors
powerfully, and will propel a number of them to begin plan-
ning nuclear futures for their countries. 
He concluded by asserting that The Middle East “I see”

will thus increasingly become a tapestry of intersecting strate-
gic interests of relatively new players, while some traditional
competitors and forces of restraint – for example, Russia and
Europe – will fade. At very least, the strategic architecture of
the emerging Middle East will have many more moving parts
represented by new actors with significant capabilities pursu-
ing unfamiliar strategic outcomes. 
Before lunchtime, Bader Al Humaidi, former Minister of

Oil and Finance in Kuwait, applauded the initiative of an Arab
Marshal Plan, and expressed his optimism and admiration for
Lebanon.
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SESSION III :
TOWARDS A GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP FOR THE
MIDDLE EAST : A COMPARATIVE GEO-STRATEGIC
DISCUSSION

The final session kicked off with Raouf Abou Zaki, CEO of
Al-Iqtisadwal-A’mal Group, who praised President’s Gemayel
initiative to revive MDF role and stressed that the Middle East
remains central in the international strategies, politically and
economically. He presented the panelists, who were in addi-
tion to president Amine Gemayel, Naguib Sawiris, Executive
Chairman of Orascom Telecom Media and Technology Hold-
ing S.A.E and Hassan Mneimneh, Principal at Middle East
Alternatives in Washington DC.
Before giving the stage to president Gemayel Former Syrian

Minister of Economy and Trade Ghassan al-Rifai, made an in-
tervention in the session. He suggested calling the Arab Marshal
Plan a “global initiative, as it goes beyond the reconstruction
process and economic reforms to reach social pattern,” an ini-
tiative that should not be funded by Arab  players in the region
only, but by all concerned actors all over the world.
In the same vein, President Gemayel said that the main ob-

jective of this strategy, regardless of its name, boils down to
one issue: “How to achieve humanity and the well-being of
humans,” and uphold human rights, “whether through a Mar-
shal Plan or a Global Initiative,” which is the ultimate goal
of MDF.
On the ongoing conflicts and struggle against radical move-

ments, Gemayel stated that Sunnis were the first to fight
against extremist and fundamentalist groups, whether politi-
cally or militarily. He stressed that “several awakening groups”
have risen in the face of extremism throughout the Arab
world, and that the “dynamics of the goodwill” is victorious
over evil to give people back their humanity.
He also said that this subject will be further elaborated on

during workshops that will be organized in the future by MDF
in coordination with other centers of researches and studies.
President Gemayel focused on four pillars to uphold

human rights and to promote social and economic develop-
ment in the region, starting first and foremost with education,
to produce young generations that are open to dialogue, free-
dom, and acceptance of others.
Secondly, he underscored the need for the establishment of

good governance, which is essential to serve humanity and
fight corruption, unlike the case of the totalitarian Arab
regimes that have prevailed in the region.
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Thirdly, there is also need for “development projects,” in
the region, which are crucial to the Arab world as “its resources
are being squandered.”
Finally, President Gemayel reiterated the need to engage

“in partnership” instead of “paternalism.”
For his part, Sawiris, said that the European Marshal Plan

in Germany and Europe took place following the end of the
war, while the war and conflicts in the region are seemingly
dragging on, especially in light of inaction on the part of the
US and Europe.
Thus, he suggested a “simpler plan” for the region that

could be achievable amidst the ongoing wars, which is “the
establishment of safe zones” for investments. Sawiris gave
Kurdistan as a successful example of such safe zones, designed
to create job opportunities and investment projects under in-
ternational insurances against political threats.
He concluded that Lebanon is not neutralized in the on-

going regional crises, but “is at the core of the conflict,”
whether “we like it or not.” However, Lebanon could play a
prominent role in finding economic solutions to the region.
Finally, Hassan Mneimneh, Principal at Middle East Alter-

natives in Washington DC, talked about the revival of the
Arab world with the cooperation of international partners,
wondering about the existence of a sole Arab world today, and
where is it? He said that the current state of things propels us
to talk from now on about different Arab worlds instead of a
single Arab world. He sorted out different regions within the
existing Arab geographic reality, and each one of those consti-
tutes by itself an isolated Arab world. These regions are:
– The Maghreb region, (Tunisia, Morocco, Algeria), which

is witnessing the ascendance of a “Maghrebian” awareness ex-
ceeding the national boundaries and seeks to connect with the
European countries instead of the Arab world.
– The second is Egypt and its regional surrounding, cur-

rently focused on pursuing its national interests, in addition
to the geopolitical factors that push Egypt towards Sudan and
up to Ethiopia.  
– The third Arab world is the Gulf, essentially connected

to Asia. This region is stable and cannot be disintegrated
– The forth Arab world is the Levant (Mashriq), which in-

cludes Iraq and the Levant: Syria, Lebanon, Palestine, Jordan
and Israel
He explained that when we talk about the decay and col-

lapse and war-ravaged area, we are actually designating the
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Levant. He underscored the importance of this area of the
Arab world by stating: “should the Levant fail, this would in-
evitably lead to the failure of the other Arab worlds as well as
the entire world”, a fact that was politically and ethically neg-
lected by the American administration. 
Mneimneh stressed that Lebanon remains, however, “im-

mune to” what is happening in the region, despite having “an
army affiliated with Iran.” He attributed this immunity to the
civil war that prevailed in Lebanon and that led Lebanese to
give priority to their national interests
He also agreed with President Gemayel on the suggestions

he made to promote development and stability in the region.
He added the need to uphold “the humanitarian reference,”
beyond any other political or religious references and to over-
come the crisis of “cultural flattening,” and “the Islamization
of sciences.” Furthermore, he spoke of “hollow education,”
which is also at the heart of the crisis in the region, stressing
the need to introduce reforms in the education sector through-
out the Arab worlds.
Mneimneh also talked about optional partners of the Arab

world, which includethe US, China, India and Russia, while
Europe has “no other choice but to be involved” in what is
going on in the Arab world, he said, as part of the “Mediter-
ranean partnership and alliance.”
The conference ended with cocktail on the terrace. 

ARAB MARSHALL PLAN
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LA RÉSILIENCE DU LIBAN :
MYTHE OU RÉALITÉ ?

Former Minister of Social Affairs in Lebanon.
Vice-President
of al Kataeb Party

SELIM EL SAYEGH

Dans une discussion avec un jeune
étudiant en droit sur la résilience au
Liban, il m’a exprimé son inquiétude
quant au choix du terme résilience, et
m’a suggéré, non sans le ton de dé-
fiance propre à son âge, de remplacer
résilience par résignation. Cet étudiant
est parmi nous aujourd’hui. En d’au-
tres termes, il s’agit d’une invitation à
réfléchir et à déterminer si au Liban, la
stabilité, à défaut d’une véritable paix
sociale et politique, était la résultante
d’une lassitude, d’une passivité, d’un
sentiment d’impuissance face à la force
du statu quo hégémonique au détri-
ment du citoyen.

Je vais essayer de répondre à cette
question en deux points très rapides,
puisqu’on ne m’a laissé que 12 minutes
pour exposer mon point de vue. Je vais
répondre rapidement en deux points,
tout d’abord la résilience du statu quo,

et en second lieu, je vais parler de la ré-
silience, de la transformation.

Tout d’abord, le statu quo: nous
sommes en train de vivre cette résilia-
tion du statu quo, avant tout du fait
que notre système politique provoque le
blocage du système et la division de la
rente, que ce soit au sein des groupes
politiques ou au travers des groupes po-
litiques. Cette incapacité à débloquer le
système politique, a un effet résilient,
c’est-à-dire bénéfique pour la paix au
Liban, puisqu’elle bloque du coup
toutes les incertitudes et tous les fac-
teurs d’instabilité propres à la venue de
nouveaux acteurs dans le système.
Nous voyons ainsi que dans les
communautés, il est très difficile de per-
cer avec de nouvelles forces politiques et
de nouvelles propositions du fait de ce
blocage, avec l’effet pervers mais peut-
être aussi bénéfique, qui est celui de
préserver la situation telle quelle.
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En second lieu, je parlerai du dis-
cours de la peur de l’autre, c’est à dire
au lieu de saisir le moment essentiel,
pour obtenir une certaine évolution de
la situation, on se rabat sur le moment
existentiel. Tout le monde a peur de
l’autre, et essaye de défendre son exis-
tence. C’est le sens de ce discours de
marginalisation des chrétiens à un mo-
ment donné, ou du fameux ‘Al Tah-
mich”, qui a contribué à alimenter ce
discours de la peur. Aujourd’hui avec
l’extrémisme, le discours de la peur se
généralise avec deux tendances, l’une
communautaire qui pousse vers un repli
identitaire, et l’autre nationale avec
comme les statistiques l’indiquent, une
prévalence très précaire du national sur
le communautaire. 

Il existe un blocage sunnite chiite au
Liban avec les effets de la crise syrienne
et la présence d’un grand nombre de
Syriens déplacés au Liban. Dans ce
cadre, certains chrétiens jouent un rôle
subsidiaire, un rôle de tampon entre ces
deux grandes communautés, sans pour
autant réussir à  opérer une entente du-
rable du fait de leur faible force de mar-
chandage à cause de leurs divisions. Il
s’agit aujourd’hui d’une entente de dés-
engagement d’un conflit plutôt que
d’une entente sur un engagement civil
et un engagement de paix. 

Ensuite, l’une des raisons de la rési-
lience dans laquelle nous vivons au
Liban est la centralité de la question ré-
gionale et la marginalisation de la ques-
tion libanaise. La question qui se pose
donc à mon sens – et je l’évoque très
brièvement puisqu’on laissera plus tard
au débat le soin de poser des questions
et d’y répondre – est celle de savoir quel
sera le coût du retour du Hezbollah de
la Syrie. Un jour ou l’autre, le Hezbol-

lah rentrera définitivement au Liban, et
c’est alors qu’on saura laquelle des dy-
namiques prévaudra: la dynamique
d’interventions extérieures, ou celle de
pacification interne qui prévaut déjà à
l’intérieur aujourd’hui, l’une étant la
cause de l’autre. Je suppose que la ques-
tion sur laquelle il faudra se pencher
pour examiner la précarité ou la stabi-
lité de la résilience est de savoir quels se-
ront les dividendes du retour du
Hezbollah au Liban.

Par la suite, il y a la capacité d’ab-
sorber et de s’adapter, et c’est l’un des
secrets du Liban qui réside essentielle-
ment dans le Libanais lui-même. Le
Liban est fait de libertés et d’initiatives
privées, et le Libanais s’est implanté
dans ce pays, s’est greffé sur ce territoire
au fil des âges, parce qu’il fut un creu-
set d’hommes et de femmes libres, sans
comprendre cette aspiration à la liberté
qui est une aspiration identitaire. On
ne comprendra pas aujourd’hui com-
ment la société libanaise elle-même gé-
nère le dynamisme interne qui lui
permet de suppléer l’État, lorsque celui-
ci ne peut plus subvenir aux besoins so-
ciaux en particulier. Nous avons vu
dans la dynamique de la société civile,
que plus de 15 mille ONG sont opé-
rantes au Liban et suppléent plus de
trois quarts du coût social de notre so-
ciété alors que l’État ne peut assurer
qu’un quart. Cela montre combien cette
société est capable d’absorber les chocs
comme celui des déplacés syriens au
Liban qui ont augmenté le coût comme
vous le savez, et qui est capable aussi
de s’adapter pour subvenir à ses be-
soins. Comme nous avons des représen-
tants de la communauté internationale
parmi nous, et que nous sommes dans
le cadre d’une discussion d’un plan
Marshall pour la région, il faut dire

ARAB MARSHALL PLAN
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que le coût de la crise syrienne au
Liban est à l’échelle de 22 milliards de
dollars comme l’a annoncé la semaine
dernière le Ministre libanais des Af-
faires Sociales, la communauté interna-
tionale n’a assuré qu’environ 10% de
ce montant. Donc les 20 milliards que
supporte le Liban aujourd’hui sont as-
surés non pas grâce aux dépenses pu-
bliques mais à cette fabuleuse capacité
du Libanais et de la société libanaise,
cette solidarité de la communauté, et
cette capacité à absorber et à s’adapter.

De surcroît, je souhaite dire deux
mots sur la résilience économique. L’un
des secrets de cette résilience serait le
mécanisme du secteur privé, ce légen-

daire secteur privé, qui crée toujours
l’emploi malgré un taux de chômage de
20%, un État qui dépense à tour de
bras en créant un emploi non productif,
en employant à peu près 18% de la po-
pulation libanaise active, et qui sup-
porte environ plus de 30% de
l’ensemble de la masse salariale dans le
pays, cet État qui n’arrive plus au-
jourd’hui ni à créer l’emploi productif
ni à dépenser comme il se doit pour re-
lancer la machine économique.

Le deuxième pilier de notre résilience
économique est la politique monétaire.
Si nous avons encore un système ban-
caire sain, c’est parce qu’il y a eu des
décisions courageuses prises au plus fort

eÉ gƒ GŸ≤ü°ƒO Ãü°£∏í GŸôhfá? gπ j©æ»
Gÿ†°ƒ´ hG’S°àù°ÓΩ?

GE¿ gòG Gdù°ƒDG∫ gƒ OYƒI d∏àØµÒ eÉ GEPG cÉ¿
GS°à≤ôGQ dÑæÉ¿ ‘ Xπ Z«ÉÜ Gdù°∏º G’LàªÉY»

hGdù°«ÉS°» G◊≤«≤» gƒ fà«éá Gdà©Ö hGdù°∏Ñ«á
hGdû°©ƒQ HÉd©éõ GERGA bƒI GdƒV°™ GdôGgø
GŸ¡«ªø. dÓELÉHá Yø gòG Gdù°ƒDG∫, ’ Hóq eø
Gdàª««õ HÚ eôhfá GdƒV°™ GdôGgø heôhfá
Gdà¨«Ò.

GCh∫ e¶Égô eôhfá GdƒV°™ GdôGgø Gdà»
S°Égªâ ‘ GÙÉa¶á Y∏≈ GS°à≤ôGQ dÑæÉ¿ hGE¿
Hû°µπ gû¢, g» WÑ«©á Gdæ¶ÉΩ Gdù°«ÉS°»
hYéõfÉ Yø J¨«Ò√. GE¿ gòG G’Ceô YÉO HÉdæØ™
Y∏≈ dÑæÉ¿ ’Cf¬ MÉ∫ Oh¿ HôhR Gdû°µƒ∑ hYƒGeπ
YóΩ G’S°à≤ôGQ Gdà» JàõGeø e™ X¡ƒQ GCWôG±
LójóI OGNπ Gdæ¶ÉΩ. KÉf«¡É gƒ Nƒ±

Gd£ƒGF∞ H©†°¡É eø H©†¢. GCeÉ KÉdã¡É a¡ƒ

eôcõjá Gd≤†°ÉjÉ G’Eb∏«ª«á e≤ÉHπ J¡ª«û¢
Gd≤†°«á Gd∏ÑæÉf«á: GE¿ e©ôaá Kªø YƒOI MõÜ
Gd∏¬ eø S°ƒQjÉ, –óqO GEPG eÉ cÉfâ gò√ GŸôhfá

gû°qá GCh GEf¡É YÉeπ GS°à≤ôGQ. hQGH©¡É bóQI
Gd∏ÑæÉÊ Y∏≈ GS°à«©ÉÜ Gdü°óeÉä hGdàµ«q∞,

hgòG S°ô eø GCS°ôGQ gòG dÑæÉ¿ hjæÑ™ eø
T°îü°«á Gd∏ÑæÉf«Ú GCfØù°¡º. hGCNÒG GŸôhfá
G’bàü°ÉOjá Gdà» d¡É Qc«õJÚ GCS°ÉS°«àÚ:
Gd≤£É´ GÿÉU¢ hGd≤£É´ GŸü°ô‘.

hHÉdæù°Ñá GE¤ eôhfá Gdà¨«Ò, a¡» eôhfá
a©Édá Jàªà™ HÉd≤óQI Y∏≈ –ƒjπ G’CReÉä GE¤
aôU¢, hJÑóGC Hàë≤«≥ GEU°Óì S°«ÉS°» T°Éeπ
bÉFº Y∏≈ JÉCeÚ GŸû°ÉQcá Gdù°«ÉS°«á ÷ª«™
GCW«É± GÛàª™ Gd∏ÑæÉÊ hGYàªÉO GdÓeôcõjá

hS°«ÉS°á NÉQL«á fiÉjóI hG’S°àãªÉQ ‘ GdÎH«á
hGdã≤Éaá GdàµæƒdƒL«É, GEV°Éaá GE¤ hV°™ Y≤ó
GLàªÉY» Lójó j©õR Gd≤«º G÷ƒgôjá Gdà» “«õ
dÑæÉ¿ hg» G◊ôjá hGdàù°Éeí hGdà©óOjá.

≠S°∏«º Gdü°Éj؟ةقيقح مأ ةروطسأ :نانبل ةنورم
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de la crise monétaire et économique au
Liban qui a permis de maintenir la ré-
serve d’or du pays sans y toucher. Je
parle bien sûr du Président Amine
Gemayel qui, par un acte courageux, a
su non seulement préserver la réserve
d’or du pays, mais a su aussi par le
biais de décrets, honorer tous les engage-
ments extérieurs du Liban parce qu’il
s’agit avant tout quand on parle du
secteur bancaire, de confiance et de cré-
dibilité. Depuis les années 80, le Liban
a été remis sur les rails, et avec la poli-
tique actuelle adoptée par la Banque
du Liban depuis une bonne vingtaine
d’années, nous avons vu que finalement
la dette publique qui a augmenté et qui
peut être un véritable boulet pour notre
économie, reste principalement inté-
rieure. Selon les chiffres du gouverneur
de la Banque du Liban, le taux de la
dette est estimé à 143% du PIB, mais
on n’a pas les chiffres exats qui varient
(selon les sources) entre 60 milliards et
102 milliards ; et j’ai d’autres chiffres
qui parlent de 200 milliards, ce qui
met quand même une zone d’ombre sur
le sujet. La dette est détenue par sept
des plus grandes banques libanaises,
qui ont finalement intérêt à honorer ou
à renouveler leurs engagements quant
aux bons de trésor.

Si nous n’avions pas cette stabilité
bancaire monétaire, je pense que nous
aurions souffert au niveau macroécono-
mique dans tous les autres secteurs. Il
est certain que l’effet négatif de cette po-
litique conservatrice du système ban-
caire est l’absence de prise de risques
puisque cela sécurise en temps de crises.
Il n’y a pas de prise de risques donc il
n’y a pas un encouragement réel pour
passer du commercial à l’investissement
même malgré les quelques réglementa-

tions très limitées en cette faveur. Ainsi
le Liban honore toujours ses dettes. J’ai
quelques propositions rapides à faire
durant le temps qui me reste. 

Par suite, si je parle de ces facteurs
de résilience, je dirai que c’est une rési-
lience à minima, de statu quo, mais il
faudrait passer, et c’est là mon
deuxième point, vers une résilience de
transformation active qui peut transfor-
mer la crise en une opportunité, trans-
former la crise syrienne et les crises
dans le monde arabe en opportunité
pour le Liban. Alors là nous restons
assez conservateurs. Pour ce faire, il
faut rapidement prendre des mesures
courageuses. Tout d’abord, et là encore
je commence par le plus urgent : nous
parlons tous les jours devant l’assem-
blée nationale de la législation d’ur-
gence pour adopter une loi autorisant
de nouveaux prêts, comme si le Liban
qui souffre maintenant de 22 milliards
du coût de la crise syrienne, pour faire
fonctionner son infrastructure, avait be-
soin de nouveaux prêts ! Si la commu-
nauté internationale voulait
véritablement aider le Liban à travers
un plan Marshall ou autre, il s’agirait
de ne plus permettre au Liban de pren-
dre des prêts mais des dons. 

On ne peut plus hypothéquer notre
richesse nationale par une politique
volontariste en prenant le chemin le plus
facile des prêts. Cela suppose un acte
politique courageux certainement, cela
suppose aussi l’élection d’un Président
de la République, un Président de sortie
de crise, non pas un Président de crise
ou un Président qui génère lui-même
une crise. Il y a encore d’autres mesures
à long terme. On ne peut pas parler
d’une stabilité réelle du Liban sans un

ARAB MARSHALL PLAN
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assinissement du régime politique. On
ne peut pas parler si les communautés
ne trouvent pas leur pleine expression
au sein d’un Sénat libanais où le pou-
voir central est libéré de la tutelle des
hégémonies des uns et des autres. 

On ne peut pas parler de réforme s’il
n’y a pas une véritable décentralisation
qui renoue avec la démocratie partici-
pative locale où le citoyen contrôle, suit
ses affaires et participe à la gestion de
ses affaires immédiates. Cela suppose
que nous ayons un pays, un État pré-
servé dans sa souveraineté par le biais
d’une neutralité active et positive. Cela
rassurera toutes les communautés, sur-
tout celles qui se trouvent aujourd’hui
renforcées par les armes ou le soutien
extérieur, celles-ci se trouveraient un
jour affaiblies, ce sont elles qui deman-
deraient un jour qu’il y ait une souve-
raineté libanaise protégée par la
neutralité. 

Je tiens encore à dire qu’au Liban
nous avons une société civile qui s’élar-
git. Selon un sondage en ma possession,
nous avons vu que le Liban passe pre-
mier au Moyen-Orient en matière d’ex-
pression des valeurs réelles mais
silencieuses aujourd’hui : la tolérance
au niveau de laquelle le Liban est classé
numéro 1 au Moyen-Orient. Ces va-
leurs englobent de même l’expression
personnelle, les questions du genre, le
soutien à la démocratie, à la séparation
de la religion et de l’État. L’un des in-
dicateurs de ce sondage est une question
qui est la suivante, celle de savoir si
l’amour devrait être le fondement du
mariage ou l’accord des parents, et là
les chiffres sont éloquents puisque 69%
des Libanais considèrent que c’est
l’amour qui doit fonder le mariage, par

rapport à 47% en Arabie, 31% en
Iraq, 29% en Egypte, et 26% en Tuni-
sie. Cela est un indicateur sur les choix
et sur les préférences personnelles. Cela
indique aussi où se trouve le citoyen li-
banais réel, nouveau, qui doit avoir des
chances dans un système de résilience
assaini à l’avenir. Donc concernant la
croissance du sentiment national chez le
citoyen libanais, et selon les sondages
dont je dispose, 60% des Libanais pré-
fèrent le sentiment national au senti-
ment communautaire. Mais dans le
même sondage, il est dit que 35% des
Libanais seulement sont fiers de leur
pays, contrairement aux Egyptiens qui
se déclarent à 90% fiers de leur pays. 

Sur les plans économique et social,
nous avons pu découvrir auprès du Pré-
sident Gemayel concernant la question
de la gestion des déchêts, l’intersection
entre les différentes hégémonies qui
s’exercent, loin de l’État de droit qui est
lui seul capable de fonder un système de
résilience pour l’avenir. On ne peut
donc parler d’avenir au plan écono-
mique et social sans un assinaissement
du secteur de l’énergie, à travers une
privatisation ou autre, et sans une
bonne gestion et une bonne gouvernance
du pétrole et du gaz. Nous allons com-
prendre de plus en plus la relation
entre la citoyenneté nouvelle et une
bonne gestion étatique en matière de pé-
trole et de gaz, parce qu’ils sont des
fonds souverains qui doivent être gérés
sans passer par les écoles intermé-
diaires, le système de clientélisme et les
hégémonies au sein des groupes. Ceci af-
franchira et protègera de plus en plus le
citoyen libanais. Aussi faut-il arrêter
les prêts et opter pour les dons, et
comme le dit aussi le gouverneur de la
Banque du Liban, investir dans la
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société de la connaissance. Je pourrais
de même ajouter l’investissement dans
la technologie verte, qui est désormais
de plus en plus créatrice d’emploi. Pour
le partenariat entre le secteur privé et le
secteur public ou le fameux PPP, il fau-
drait en réalité prendre les meilleures
expériences qui se trouvent actuellement
au Liban en incluant la société civile et
les ONG. En Allemagne, 5% du PIB
est produit par les ONG, un taux plus
important que celui de Mercedes Benz!
Il faut donc croire que la société civile et

les ONG ne sont pas simplement des
associations caritatives mais elles peu-
vent être aussi créatrices de la richesse
nationale. 

Enfin je dirai qu’il faudrait recher-
cher un nouveau pacte citoyen, que
nous avons appelé le pacte social, qui
pourrait prendre le Liban comme mo-
dèle de gestion de la gouvernance et de
la pluralité. Ainsi nous aurions saisi
les occasions que nous présentent les
crises, pour les transformer en opportu-
nités. Je vous remercie.

ARAB MARSHALL PLAN
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EN DÉFENSE DU LIBÉRALISME LIBANAIS :
L’IMPASSE DES IDÉOLOGIES RELIGIEUSES

AU MILIEU DU CHAOS
DÉCLENCHÉ PAR LE PRINTEMPS ARABE

Professor at the School
of Applied Politics,

University of Sherbrooke, Canada

SAMI AOUN

L’objectif de cette intervention est de
suggérer un mandat idéo-culturel possi-
ble pour la Maison du Futur à la lu-
mière des valeurs fondatrices de
l’expérience libanaise étatique, constitu-
tionnelle, pluraliste au niveau religieux
et confessionnel, ainsi que pluri-ethno-
culturel. Cela est certainement sur un
aveu partisan qui croit que le convi-
vium libanais est toujours porteur d’es-
poir (même d’espérance) pour être une
plateforme de la nouvelle Renaissance
arabe tant souhaitée. 

Selon ses pères fondateurs, chrétiens
et musulmans, ainsi que les élites de la
Renaissance arabe, le Liban a été voué
et projeté comme un espace de liberté et
de loyauté citoyenne fondée sur les liens
civiques, en dépit de la précarité et la
dose d’artificialité, de son entité annon-
cée en 1920. En un certain sens le
Liban a déjà été projeté comme un

modèle référentiel démocratique et plu-
riel pour un certain Plan Marshal
avant la lettre !

En ce moment critique de l’histoire
du Liban où les effets désastreux du
Grand Jeu au Petit Levant sont subis,
il est de la sagesse la plus élémentaire
de conserver et même de consolider les
acquis de l’État libanais et ce, dans le
but de faire affranchir du spectre de
l’effondrement des États faillis ou
presque et l’éclatement des entités pluri-
religieuses, et du coup dilapider les
acquis de la modernisation de la pé-
riode de post indépendance.

Sans un excès de zèle de patriotisme,
il est bien manifeste, et à titre compara-
tif avec son entourage proche-oriental,
que le Liban garde les prérequis pour
être – et encore une fois – une plate-
forme du renouveau culturel et un lieu
de synergie avec les idéaux de la moder-
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nité surtout en leur rapport avec les
matrices interreligieuses et intercultu-
relles, et un modèle d’hébergement de la
démocratie libérale. 

La survie de l’État libanais est la
condition sine qua non pour que chaque
communauté reste un acteur dans le
concert des États-Nations. 

Il est de coutume de dire que le
Liban n’a pas subi les affres du despo-
tisme oriental, non plus un féodalisme
lourd. Même en sa Montagne s’est for-
mée avant d’autres coins du proche
Orient, une société civile et une idée ré-
publicaine. L’avantage historique du
Liban est dû aussi au fait qu’il a été
régi selon les modalités du contrat social
et non pas par l’allégeance tradition-
nelle pour gérer son pluralisme. Toute-
fois, malgré la faillite évidente de la
gestion du confessionnalisme (antino-
mique avec les piliers du libéralisme),
surtout l’échec des partis transcommu-
nautaires, couplé par une mentalité
mercantile, le Liban a maintenu une
avance dans l’encadrement des idées
fondatrices de la démocratie libérale et
donc il est réhabilité pour renouer avec
sa mission originelle et il faut le souhai-
ter survivre à la crise institutionnelle et
politique actuelle.
Sur cet arrière-plan je formule une

critique sur la crise des idéologies
combatives islamistes:

Un simple survol du chaos dans les
sociétés arabes permet de juger ses idéo-
logies religieuses et sectaires ainsi que de
noter le constat de leur attitude inhibi-
trice de la culture démocratique dans
cet espace libanais et son voisinage.
Ainsi, par le fait même et à l’instar des
approches anti libérales se formeront
des obstacles majeurs contre la paix ci-
toyenne et le développement durable et

citoyen. Ce ne sont surtout pas des al-
ternatives aux idéologies autoritaires
même les plus laïques et les semi-laïques
parmi elles. C’est encore par leur exclu-
sivisme sectaire ou religieux elles ne se-
ront pas considérées comme un socle
solide pour la paix sociale et l’entente
harmonieuse dans les sociétés plurielles.

Cette crise actuelle qui traine depuis
le Printemps arabe et ses déboires et
bien avant, confirme la fin des grandes
utopies de la culture politique arabe
moderne et contemporaine qu’elle soit le
panislamisme ou l’utopie califale, l’ara-
bisme dans ses différentes expressions
institutionnelles, ou tout autre nationa-
lisme sans contenu démocratique et
même la vision de la gauche socialiste
ou marxisante.

En accompagnement avec cet âge des
extrêmes que traverse l’espace politique
arabo-musulman, la Maison du Futur
pourrait contribuer à une réflexion cri-
tique en quête des solutions appliquées
aux enjeux suivants :

– Les enjeux du Printemps arabe 
Ce virage qui n’a pas livré tous ses

sens, porte en lui en principe malgré ses
soubresauts volcaniques le mince espoir
d’un âge libéral et dont la mort annon-
cée reste prématurée. D’où le rôle impé-
ratif de la MDF de contribuer aux
efforts de faire sortir le Printemps arabe
de sa crise. La participation des élites
libanaises dans l’avancement de la dé-
mocratie libérale est incontournable.
Leur apport au sein de la culture arabe
est majeur pour la rendre hospitalière à
l’idéal libéral et ses exigences pour la
création de l’État de droit civique, gé-
rante, garante et neutre, du primat de
l’individu et les droits égaux des ci-
toyens, tout en œuvrant pour l’État
Providence avec une décentralisation
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administrative accrue. Ce qui devrait
être à l’opposé de l’État sultanique qui
a formé une chape de plomb sur la so-
ciété civile. Ceci dit, le libéralisme n’a
pas la robustesse apparente des idéolo-
gies totalitaires et autoritaires, reli-
gieuses plus spécifiquement! Il traine le
dilemme de Böckenförde : qui annonce
que le libéralisme n’a pas de garanties
sur la validité de ses prémisses !!!

– Les enjeux de la “Fitna”
Qu’elle soit au sens religieux propre

à une guerre fratricide au sein de l’Is-
lam, ou au sein des branches sunnites
et chiites, ainsi qu’un usage à un degré
alarmant de la violence sectaire tragi-
quement autodestructrice, une rivalité à
somme nulle et des débordements désas-
treux sur le vécu des deux idéologies
selon les dires de Wajih Kawtharani :
Un Faqih avec un sultan et un Faqih
sultan! Tout au plus que cette guerre
inter-musulmane pour des raisons géo-
politiques et idéologiques touche aussi
les communautés diasporiques et dé-
clenche une dynamique de radicalisa-
tion et de violence extrême et
d’endoctrinement identitaire qui met en
péril leur image et ternit celle de leur foi
religieuse et leurs aptitudes à l’intégra-
tion citoyenne.
– La polarisation autour de l’autorité
entre pouvoirs militaires et islamistes et
l’essoufflement de la politisation de
l’Islam. 

En ce sens les élites libanaises sont
intensément sollicitées à contribuer et à
raconter leur expérience sur la bonne
distance entre le politique et le religieux.
Ceci sans pour autant minimiser l’ins-
trumentalisation constatée et prouvée
par des régimes laïcisant ou semi-
laïques des idéologies religieuses inté-
gristes et combatives, qui ont mené au
chaos du Printemps arabe, à l’aggrava-

tion du rôle des idéologies contre-révolu-
tionnaires et à l’anarchie des fatwas
anti-culture démocratique.
– La polarisation géopolitique 

Elle s’avère désastreuse entre les
puissances islamistes particulièrement
l’Arabie saoudite, (perçue comme sun-
nite rigoriste, ou fondée sur une alliance
tribale avec l’establishment des prédica-
teurs wahhabites) et l’Iran, (puissance
cléricale persano-chiite adoptant une
approche d’exportation de sa révolution
idéo-religieuse). En outre sa dynamique
autodestructrice, cette polarisation entre
les deux puissances islamiques a engen-
dré un glissement de la configuration de
l’ennemi (de la guerre avec l’Autre à la
guerre intestine).

Sur le plan référentiel, ni le modèle
wahhabite ni le clérical iranien, ni
même celui islamo-turc (en éclipse pour
le moment) pourrait être répandu dans
l’espace arabe, d’où l’urgence de la
quête de son propre modèle.

Le Liban pourrait être un lieu et
une tribune via la Maison du Futur et
ses partenaires, pour relever ce défi.

Il va sans dire que l’accomplissement
réussi d’un projet de développement hu-
main durable trouve sa plénitude dans
un espace démocratique libéral.

La question du libéralisme se pose
au moment des échecs des idéaux et des
slogans du Printemps arabe, suite aux-
quels des convictions dans les cercles de
pouvoirs, des élites journalistiques, des
observateurs diplomatiques et des per-
ceptions populaires surtout en Occi-
dent, répandent encore une fois que les
valeurs libérales sont soit rejetées soit
menacées par l’islam en général et les
islamismes en particulier. 

D’où les questions récurrentes et du-
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⁄ j©É¿p dÑæÉ¿ YÈ JÉQjî¬ eø hWÉCI
G’Cf¶ªá G’S°àÑóGOjá Gdà» S°ÉOä eæ£≤á Gdû°ô¥
G’ChS°§, hYô± LÑ∏¬ bÑπ GC… Ohdá GCNôi ‘
Gdû°ô¥ G’COf≈ ŒôHá G÷ª¡ƒQjá hGÛàª™
GŸóÊ. h Y∏≈ GdôZº eø aû°π dÑæÉ¿ ‘ GEfàÉê
GCMõGÜ S°«ÉS°«á YÉHôI d∏£ƒGF∞ hGd©≤∏«á
GdàéÉQjá GŸ¡«ªæá a«¬, MÉaß Y∏≈ Gdü°óGQI ‘
GMà†°É¿ GdóÁ≤ôGW«á Gd∏«ÈGd«á, eÉ eµsæ¬ JÉd«É

eø GdàƒGU°π ›óOG e™ JôGK¬ hJî£» G’CReá
Gdù°«ÉS°«á hGdóS°àƒQjá G◊Éd«á. 

‘ GŸ≤ÉHπ, GE¿ Gfàû°ÉQ GdØµô GŸà£ô± Gdò…
jù°àîóΩ Gd©æ∞ cƒS°«∏á hM«óI dàë≤«≥
J¨ÒGä GLàªÉY«á hGdò… GCY≤Ö eÉ jù°ª≈
HÉdôH«™ Gd©ôH», jãÑâ GCf¬ HîÓ± dÑæÉ¿ ’

–ªπ Oh∫ GŸæ£≤á ‘ LòhQgÉ b«º GdóÁ≤ôGW«á
Gd∏«ÈGd«á. GdØµô G’ES°Óe» GŸà£ô± jû°µπ YÉF≤É
GCeÉΩ K≤Éaá GdóÁ≤ôGW«á h’ Áµæ¬ GC¿ jƒDS°ù¢
dù°ÓΩ GCg∏» ‘ GÛàª©Éä GŸà©óOI.

he™ Pd∂, hY∏≈ GdôZº eø MÉ∫ GEf©óGΩ
G’S°à≤ôGQ Gdà» Gfàé¡É GdôH«™ Gd©ôH» Y∏≈ GŸói
Gd≤ü°Ò, a¡ƒ Oh¿ GCOf≈ T°∂ jƒDT°ô Y∏≈ GŸói
Gd£ƒjπ GE¤ b«ÉΩ T°ô¥ GChS°§ Mô e™ GES°≤É•

Ohd¬ dÓCf¶ªá G’S°àÑóGOjá Gdà» cÉfâ QGS°îá.
hHÉEeµÉ¿ ›àª™ GŸØµôjø ‘ dÑæÉ¿ heæ¡º H«â
GŸù°à≤Ñπ GŸù°Égªá ‘ JôS°«ï gò√ G◊ôjá
G÷ójóI hOYº G’fà≤É∫ GE¤ GdóÁ≤ôGW«á eø

NÓ∫ JÉCS°«ù¢ eƒDS°ù°Éä d«ÈGd«á hMπ GŸû°Écπ
G’bàü°ÉOjá, eÉ j©ó Ãæ£≤á J©àªó G◊ƒcªá
GdôT°«óI Gd≤ÉFªá Y∏≈ GMÎGΩ M≤ƒ¥ G’Efù°É¿.

Y∏≈ GdÑ«â GŸù°à≤Ñπ Gdù°©» dàîØ«∞ GdàƒJô
Gdù°æ» ` Gdû°«©» GŸàõGjó hGd©ªπ Y∏≈ JôS°«ï

aü°π Gdójø Yø Gdóhdá YÈ e≤ÉQHá d«ÈGd«á.
h‘ gòG Gdü°óO, he™ GQJØÉ´ MóI Gd£ÉFØ«á

‘ eæ£≤á Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§ RjÉOI GdàæÉaù¢
G÷«ƒS°«ÉS°» Gdù°©ƒO… ` G’EjôGÊ, aÉdù°Ò Y∏≈

G◊Ñπ GŸû°óhO HÚ gòjø GŸàæÉaù°Ú GdµÑÒjø
S°«µƒ¿ U°©ÑÉ hMù°ÉS°É. ’ ‰ƒPê GdƒgÉH«á, h’

‰ƒPê GŸÓ‹ G’EjôGÊ h’ Mà≈ GdæªƒPê GdÎc»
G’ES°Óe» Áµø GC¿ j£Ñ≥ ‘ GŸæ£≤á Gd©ôH«á,

hHÉdàÉ‹ –àÉê GŸæ£≤á Hû°µπ e∏í GE¤
GS°àû°ôG± ‰ƒPê NÉU¢ H¡É, hÁµø d∏ÑæÉ¿ GC¿
jù°ÉYó ‘ –≤«≥ gòG Gdàëó….  

hYø S°Ñπ cÑí GŸó G’S°Óe» Gdò… jéàÉì
GŸæ£≤á, –àÉê GÛàª©Éä Gd©ôH«á GE¤ Môcá
GEU°ÓM«á Jæàè ‰ƒPLÉ HójÓ Yø GdæªƒPê
G’ES°Óe» GŸà£ô± jëÉaß Y∏≈ Gdà©óOjá

hGdù°«ÉS°á Gdàû°ÉQc«á. GE¿ GdæõG´ Gd£ÉFØ» OGNπ
G’ES°ÓΩ GCYÉ¥ ‘ Gdù°æƒGä G’CNÒI Yª∏«á GdÑëå

Yø gòG GdæªƒPê GdÑójπ, eÉ GCLqè GdàƒJôGä
hGCZô¥ Gd©É⁄ Gd©ôH» ‘ OhGeá eø Gd©æ∞. ‘

V°ƒA gò√ G◊Édá Gd£ÉQFá, GCU°Ñëâ G◊ÉLá GE¤
GEU°Óì GdØ≤¬ G’ES°Óe» hGdØµô G’LàªÉY» GCcÌ
GE◊ÉMÉ eø GC… hbâ e†°≈. GE¿ Gdà¡ójó Gdò…
jû°µq∏¬ G’S°Óe«ƒ¿ GŸà£ôaƒ¿ d∏©É⁄ Gd©ôH»,

V°ÉY∞ eø MÉdá Gd†°©∞ ‘ GdàØµÒ Gdæ≤ó…
d∏à≤Éd«ó Gdójæ«á hGdù°«ÉS°«á G’ES°Óe«á. heø

NÓ∫ hV°™ Hójπ GEU°ÓM» d∏Øµô G’ES°Óeƒ…,
jü°Ñí dói GÛàª©Éä Gd©ôH«á g«µ∏«á U°∏Ñá
PGä H©ó JÉQjî», J©àªó GdàØµÒ GŸ©ÉQV¢
hJƒDS°ù¢ d≤«ÉΩ GCf¶ªá S°«ÉS°«á hGLàªÉY«á
GCa†°π hÿ∏≥ ›àª©Éä YÉOdá –à†°ø Lª«™
G’CW«É±.

h‘ gòG G’EWÉQ, Y∏«æÉ G’S°àãªÉQ ‘ G’CaµÉQ
Gdà» YôV°¡É G’CRgô eƒDNôG Mƒ∫ S°«ÉOI Gd≤Éfƒ¿

hGŸù°ÉhGI hGd©óGdá hG◊ôjá, hGdà» LÉAä GCcÌ
GYàóG’ eø Gÿ£ÉÜ G’S°Óe» Gdà≤∏«ó… ‘ cπ

JæƒYÉJ¬.
fû°óO GCNÒG Y∏≈ OhQ dÑæÉ¿ ‘ J©õjõ

GdóÁ≤ôGW«á Gd∏«ÈGd«á ‘ Gd©É⁄ Gd©ôH»,
hJ©õjõ G◊ƒGQ HÚ G’COjÉ¿ hJôS°«ï K≤Éaá
Gdàù°Éeí hbÑƒ∫ G’BNô.
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bitatives sur la probabilité d’implanter
la démocratie des valeurs dans cet es-
pace, malgré la proximité géographique,
le fonds gréco-romain et les ressem-
blances autour de la Méditerranée
ainsi que la parenté entre l’islam et les
deux autres monothéismes, (le judaïsme
et le christianisme). Ce qui fait réelle-
ment que les musulmans ne donnent
pas des réponses sans ambiguïté et
claires sur le sort et la pertinence du li-
béralisme dans leur devenir face à leurs
enjeux!

Cela tout en gardant dans l’esprit
que toutes les idéologies dans la culture
arabe ont tenté de ternir l’image du li-
béralisme, l’accusant de jouer le trem-
plin des intérêts occidentaux ou d’être
importé et dénudé de racines culturelles.
Un bon croyant n’est pas un bon li-
béral et vice versa!

Signalons au passage et à titre com-
paratif que les fondements théologiques
du libéralisme ont été largement souli-
gnés par plusieurs penseurs et auteurs,
qui considèrent que la modernité est la
fille légitime du christianisme porteur
en lui-même les germes de la sécularisa-
tion. Dans le célèbre discours du Pape
Benoît XVI à l’université de Ratis-
bonne (2006), à propos de la relation
entre la foi et la raison dans la pensée
occidentale, celui-ci explique que le
christianisme a effectué une synthèse
entre la philosophie grecque et la foi bi-
blique. Ce qui a permis une promesse
de la pensée chrétienne de s’engager sur
le chemin d’une connaissance ration-
nelle. Il est important de signaler que le
Pape Benoît XVI reconnait dans ce dis-
cours les bienfaits et les grandeurs de
l’idéal de la modernité.

Cela signifie que des parentés simi-
laires avec la vision de l’islam et ses cul-

tures sont probables. Les deux centrali-
tés référentielles dans la culture univer-
selle humaine sont manifestes et
imposantes: La centralité du religieux et
la centralité de la modernité politique.

Ainsi dit et constaté, les axes de re-
cherche et de réflexion suivants sont à
explorer :

Premier axe : La réforme religieuse
Elle est sollicitée et recommandée

comme sortie de crise des idéologies isla-
mistes, surtout vue la difficulté d’imagi-
ner l’islam se placer à contre sens de
l’ordre international hors des institu-
tions étatiques modernes. Il est encore
difficile, même improbable, de prévoir
l’islamisme bâtir son État sans considé-
ration de la sécularisation et ses dyna-
miques et exigences qui sont en cours
dans ses propres cultures, notamment
sans conserver l’ordre étatique de ses
propres pays.  

On ne manque pas à la rigueur en
affirmant la centralité de la religion
dans les imaginaires identitaires et les
mémoires collectives et individuelles.
C’est une raison de plus que le religieux
ne soit plus ou pas la seule affaire de
l’islamisme politique, ou celle des
croyants eux-mêmes. Vue que ni le fon-
damentalisme ni l’intégrisme ne peu-
vent s’entendre sur un dialogue
fructueux avec les exigences de la moder-
nité. Pire : ils sont inaptes à s’engager
même dans un dialogue interreligieux et
interculturel en vue de consolider le
vivre ensemble.

Malgré les apparences, et indépen-
damment des lectures intégristes et fon-
damentalistes des textes sacrés, le
religieux est multifonctionnel, et en plus
d’être polysémique, il se porte à l’usage
et ainsi qu’au service du despotisme et
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de l’autoritarisme. Mais paradoxale-
ment, il se prête à être un tremplin de
démocratisation et de modernisation.
Grâce justement à la polysémie des
Textes sacrés et au phénomène de trans-
vasement des valeurs, le religieux est
une source justificatrice et légitimatrice
de Modernité (Pierre Manent)  

C’est dans cette approche qu’on est
en position d’affirmer l’échec des dis-
cours islamistes exclusivistes et leur
inaptitude à inclure les idéaux de la
modernité surtout le primat de la li-
berté individuelle et celui de la liberté
de conscience. Ajoutons aussi la pau-
vreté sémantique des récits islamistes
devant l’ascendance de la modernité po-
litique surtout avec son expression dé-
mocratique.

Second axe : L’utopie califale
Ces idéologies islamistes sont restées

éprises des approches de domination
(wilayet al moutghaleb), et ce depuis
les premiers moments de l’émergence de
l’autorité califale (as-sakifa). Ce qui
révèle les conséquences désastreuses de
la politisation du religieux et surtout
l’inclusion du religieux dans le proces-
sus décisionnel politique et institution-
nel. Ce qui a été révélé par leur échec
dans le ta’ssil (enracinement) des va-
leurs de la démocratie et en se limitant
à légitimer la démocratie procédurale, et
dans la même avenue leur échec à
conceptualiser l’État-nation ou l’État
territorial (ad dawla al watania)
comme couveuse de démocratie et comme
un moyen efficace et prometteur de la
modernisation.

LES PISTES DE SORTIE DE CRISE
Cela étant, la MDF à ce niveau de

réflexion idéo-culturelle, s’engagera sur
les pistes de sortie ou les politiques ap-
pliquées pour le déblocage des liens
entre l’étatique, le religieux, et la poli-
tique :
S’engager dans le débat pour la laï-
cité ouverte ou la neutralité de
l’État, soit par un retour à la Consti-
tution de 1926, soit en s’inspirant de
la Constitution tunisienne actuellement
en vigueur. Finir avec cette invraisem-
blable binarité “le fondamentalisme est
authentique et la laïcité est étrangère”
sans toutefois glisser vers un fondamen-
talisme laïc qui est de la même matrice
que le fondamentalisme religieux reje-
tant la démocratie ! C’est dans ce sens
qu’on rappelle que dans la foulée des
changements survenus après le prin-
temps arabe, Al-Azhar a proposé des
idées sur l’État de droit, sur l’équité, la
justice et la liberté, qui sont nettement
plus modérés que le discours islamiste
en toutes ses variations. 

Dans un célèbre document après le
printemps égyptien, il redéfinit la rela-
tion entre l’islam et l’État. Ce docu-
ment inclut plusieurs points essentiels
qui visent entre autres, à : 

– Soutenir la création d’un État na-
tional constitutionnel démocratique et
moderne, basé sur une constitution ap-
prouvée par la nation, qui assure la sé-
paration des pouvoirs et des différentes
institutions dirigeantes.

– Adopter un régime démocratique,
basé sur le suffrage universel direct, une
forme moderne reconnue pour la
réalisation des principes de la Choura
islamique qui garantit le pluralisme
et la transmission pacifique du
pouvoir… etc.
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– S’engager au respect du système de
libertés fondamentales de pensée et
d’opinion, dans un total respect des
droits de l’homme, de la femme et de
l’enfant, l’affirmation du principe de
pluralité, le respect de toutes les reli-
gions monothéistes, tout en définissant
la citoyenneté comme le seul critère de
responsabilité au sein de la société.

– Respecter la culture de la différence
et l’esprit du dialogue, la prévention de
l’accusation d’athéisme, ainsi que l’ins-
trumentalisation de la religion afin de
créer la discorde et l’hostilité entre les
citoyens et criminaliser l’incitation à la
haine confessionnelle et raciale.
L’éthique citoyenne hautement inspi-
rée de la morale religieuse et de la mo-
rale humaniste et de la modernité, en
vue de l’émergence d’une éthique poli-
tique non violente.

Justement sur cet aspect, il est impé-
ratif de poursuivre la réflexion sur le
Fiqh al Aqliayt. La mise en applica-
tion du principe pertinent pour une ap-
proche libérale : Darourat tobih
al-mahdourat (La nécessité permet l’in-
terdit). Ainsi le spectre des nécessités
s’agrandit alors que celui des interdits
se rétrécit. Par ce fait même, se donner
comme obligation d’actualiser les méca-
nismes de la jurisprudence musulmane,
pour se conformer aux registres norma-
tifs de la démocratie libérale. La refor-
mulation des maqassed (finalités)
comme envisagé par l’imam Shatibi
(mort en 1388).

Approfondir le débat sur les consé-
quences négatives de la réduction de la
Foi religieuse à une idéologie de
combat ou de gestion belliqueuse des
subjectivités et des factions concurrentes
et rivales qui sont foncièrement anti hu-
manistes et anti modernes. Par ce fait,

les idéologies religieuses s’avèrent anti
développement et anti renouveau cultu-
rel et une recette de cette dégradation
dans la logique raciale et raciste au sein
de la sphère de l’islam. Ce qui, en ce
sens, provoque l’enlisement dans l’éloi-
gnement de l’esprit du siècle : s’enfoncer
dans leur logique de bellicosité et d’ex-
clusivisme, et leur incapacité endémique
à se reconnecter aux valeurs universelles
et universalisables.

Ce qui est devenu une évidence : il
n’y a pas un religieux viable sans une
synergie avec la modernité et il n’y a
pas une modernité enracinée dans la
culture arabe sans une profonde inter-
action de celle-ci avec celle-là. Ni le
passéisme, ni le fondamentalisme ni
l’intégrisme ne sont porteurs de projets
de société surtout en insistant à écarter
des interactions avec la modernité poli-
tique et culturelle. Sous cette optique la
MDF pourrait abriter un débat avec
des méthodologies des sciences humaines
et sociales pour trouver les meilleures
conditions pour un développement mo-
dèle Plan Marshall et en particulier
avec une nouvelle vision sur le dépasse-
ment de la double instrumentalisation
du politique et du religieux. Ce qui est
en soi un prérequis pour faire la dis-
tinction entre ce qui est du dogme et ce
qui est de la coutume ou du culte et du
cultuel.

Par conséquent la MDF pourrait
être utile dans le débat incontournable
sur la loyauté citoyenne où devraient
primer les loyautés communautaires
dans la gestion du pluralisme et le pri-
mat de la Raison de l’État. Il est aussi
impératif de faire remarquer que l’État
n’est pas émergé du fond religieux abra-
hamique ou de la révélation mono-
théiste et expressément islamique. Le
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fondement qui cimente l’État reste la
Assabiya et non pas le lien de la Foi et
de la croyance religieuse! Cela est vrai
pour l’Occident et l’Orient, tout au
long de l’histoire du Moyen-Orient
arabo-musulman! 

Reconnaître ces faits garderait vi-
vante la question de la possibilité de la
démocratie islamique. Encore plus, il la
rend de plus en plus probable, en invi-
tant à une autre approche de la néces-
sité de l’inclusion du religieux dans le
projet de modernité dans les parcours
arabes et musulmans sans nier des ra-
cines et des préludes possibles dans la
Tradition et l’Idéal coraniques de la
possibilité de la démocratie.

Toutefois, Il est bien évident que les
idéologies intégristes étouffent cette pos-
sibilité par leur concentration utopique
identitaire et leur déficit dans le
contenu social. En ce sens, ces inté-
grismes, par leur littéralisme par leur
concentration sur le Texte, ils en igno-
rent le contexte ; par leur bellicosité et
leur conflictualité due à leurs approches
“Takfiris” deviennent une force anti dé-
mocratique et étouffent les grains possi-
bles de l’éclosion de la démocratie en
terre de l’Islam. La réalité dramatique
que des millions des adeptes des idéolo-
gies religieuses combatives se lancent
dans des batailles apocalyptiques et
prétendument justifiées par de utopies
mahdistes et millénaristes.

y
EN GUISE DE CONCLUSION, il faut
dire qu’en ce moment de la montée
criante et apeurante en Occident de la
radicalisation menant à la violence au
sein des société démocratiques, et pour
avoir une expertise sur ce phénomène,

qui est de toute évidence une source de
nuisance pour la démocratie libérale
bien ancrée mais qui est par contre une
menace existentielle pour un pays
comme le Liban et les États et les socié-
tés composées et multiculturelles.

La MDF devrait assumer un rôle
de prévention vigilante dans une pé-
riode qualifiée de “La Brutalisation du
monde: du retrait des États à la dé-ci-
vilisation”, selon le fameux titre de Jo-
seph Laroche. Alors sur ce point, un
débat ouvert interreligieux et intercultu-
rel sur la responsabilité de la religion
en général et l’Islam en tant que tel et
en tant qu’une des visions qui garde
une emprise avancée sur l’étatique et le
politique, vu la polysémie de ses textes
fondateurs, est nécessaire pour établir
l’approche socio-culturelle des profils du
l’activiste radical antidémocratique.
Ceux qui œuvrent pour le déraillement
des projets de développement durable.

Enfin il est important de souligner
que le religieux ne meurt pas avec la
modernité, mais ses formes et ses expres-
sions, ainsi que son rôle, connaissent
une mue positive vers le vivre en com-
mun nécessaire pour une société plu-
rielle comme le Liban. De la sorte la
pensée religieuse (ou la réflexion sur le
sacré) n’est pas sacrée. Et les idéologies
religieuses ne sont pas le dernier mot
sur l’interprétation du religieux. Une
lecture démocratique, libérale et forcé-
ment laïque est donc toujours possible.
Sur cette avenue, le Liban, ce passeur
culturel, grâce à son convivium islamo-
chrétien et sa tradition libérale, reste le
lieu privilégié au Moyen-Orient pour
articuler des plans de développement
humain durable.
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THE MARSHALL PLAN
AND THE SOCIAL MARKET ECONOMY

IN POST-WWII GERMANY

Former Prime Minister
of the State of Bavaria,

Germany

GÜNTHER BECKSTEIN

I want to refer to the theme: The
Marshall Plan and the social market
economy in post World War II in
Germany. Germany had started the
war when Hitler was the aggressor
against Poland, later France and
nearly all other European Nations
including Russia. 
The Second World War ended

with millions of soldiers and civil
persons dead. Millions of people
were murdered in Germany: Jews,
gypsies, priests, people who spoke
against the Nazis… All these men
came into concentration camps;
many of them were murdered. Ger-
many was a wasted country econom-
ically and intellectually. German
cities were destroyed by millions of
bombs. For instance, the city of
Dresden was destroyed by 98%; my
home city Nuremberg was destroyed
by 95%. It was a huge and terrible

war which ended with an uncondi-
tional surrender. We had in Ger-
many more than 10 million refugees
and displaced people. Afterwards,
the Western allies started a program
to reeducate German people to
democracy and to clean them from
Nazi ideology. Russia had some mil-
lions of prisoners of war and took
them to coal mines in Siberia. The
machines in German factories were
destroyed and brought to Russia. In
winter time 1946-1947, there was a
great need in Germany. The harsh
winter had been a catastrophe. The
nutrition, energy supply and trans-
portation sectors collapsed. Without
the help of the United States and
the United Kingdom, it would have
been even much worse. 
The former Foreign Minister

George C. Marshall presented in a
speech to Harvard University students
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a program for the reconstruction of
Germany in June 1947. As a precon-
dition for American aid, he de-
manded a joint initiative for the
European States. His idea was: only
a united Europe can be economically
healthy and can oppose any totali-
tarian regime, and he developed the
European recovery program. The
Marshall plan’s official title was the
European Recovery Plan. It was an
American initiative to aid Europe in
which the United States gave about
15 billion dollars, around 120 to
150 billion dollars in the current
value, to help rebuild European
economies. The plan was an opera-
tion for four years beginning in April
48. The goals were to rebuild war de-
stroyed regions, to remove trade bar-
riers, to modernize industries, and to
make Europe prosperous again to
prevent the spread of communism. 
The Marshall plan required the

lessening of interstate barriers, a
dropping of many regulations con-
straining business and an increase in
productivity, labor union member-
ship, as well as the adoption of mod-
ern business procedures. The
Marshall Plan aid was divided
among the participant States,
roughly on a per capita basis. A large
amount was given to the major in-
dustrial powers. The recipients of
Marshall Plan money were the UK
(26%), France (18%), and West Ger-
many (11%). 18 other European
countries received Marshall Plan
benefits. The Soviet Union refused
the plan’s benefits and also blocked
benefits for Eastern bloc countries
such as Poland and East Germany.
The reason was that the Russians
feared the US control over commu-
nist economies. 

The Marshall plan had bipartisan
support in Washington where Re-
publicans controlled Congress and
Democrats controlled the White
house under Truman’s presidency.
The State department provided the
expertise of William Clayton and
George Kennan to craft the plan.
Help was given by think tanks and
NGOs. Additionally, there was a
technical assistance program were
the US bureau of labor statistics
could use its expertise in the field of
productive efficiency to implement a
productivity drive in each European
country receiving aid. The bureau of
labor statistics used existing data to
calculate how much a worker pro-
duces per hour of work and the aver-
age output rate, than it compared it
to other output rates in other na-
tions, which lead to identifying
strengths and weaknesses in each
country’s industrial production.
They could recommend technologies
that each individual nation could
implement, and these technologies
often came from the United States.
The American government sent hun-
dreds of technical advisors to Eu-
rope, and vice versa, the technical
assistance program funded 24000
European engineers and industrial
leaders to visit American factories.
The European countries joined an
organization for a European Eco-
nomic Cooperation, the EEC. 
The Marshall plan looked to the

future and did not focus on the de-
struction by the war. Money was im-
portant, but much more important
was the effort to modernize Euro-
pean industrial and business prac-
tices using high efficient American
models, reducing artificial trade bar-
riers, and instilling a sense of hope

ARAB MARSHALL PLAN
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and self reliance. By 1952, as the
funding ended, the economy of
every participant state had surpassed
pre war levels ; output was at least
35% higher than in 1938. Over the
next two decades, Western Europe
enjoyed unprecedented growth and
prosperity. The Marshall plan was
one of the first elements of Euro-
pean integration. For hundreds of
years, there were wars after wars in
Europe. After WWII the European
integration had to make war in Eu-
rope impossible. Indeed, within the

European community, no war took
place during the last 70 years; the
Yugoslavian war was in Europe but
not in the European community.
France that was the enemy of Ger-
many became its most narrow ally. 
As for the third pillar of the eco-

nomic miracle, it was the implemen-
tation of the social market economy.
It is a form of market capitalism
combined with a social policy favor-
ing social goods especially social in-
surance. Social market economy
aimed to combine free initiatives

YæóeÉ GCQNâ G◊ôÜ Gd©ÉŸ«á GdãÉf«á Pjƒd¡É,
cÉfâ GCŸÉf«É eóeôI Gbàü°ÉOjÉ haµôjÉ hdƒ’
eù°ÉYóI Gdƒ’jÉä GŸàëóI hGŸª∏µá GŸàëóI dµÉ¿
GdƒV°™ GCcÌ S°ƒAG.

GE¿ GdØµôI N∏∞ hV°™ HôfÉeè ’EYÉOI GEYªÉQ
GCŸÉf«É hGEf©ÉT¢ G’bàü°ÉOGä G’ChQhH«á, eû°ôh´

eÉQT°É∫, cÉfâ GCf¬ a≤§ eø NÓ∫ hMóJ¡É
Jù°à£«™ GChQhHÉ GC¿ Jæà©û¢ Gbàü°ÉOjÉ hGC¿
Jàü°ói ÙÉh’ä J¨∏¨π G’Cf¶ªá
GdàƒJÉd«àÉQjá. GCeÉ GCgóG± gòG GŸû°ôh´ aµÉfâ

HæÉA GŸæÉW≥ Gdà» OeôJ¡É G◊ôÜ, GERGdá G◊ƒGLõ
GCeÉΩ G◊ôcá GdàéÉQjá, –ójå Gdü°æÉYá,

hGEYÉOI G’ROgÉQ GE¤ GChQhHÉ Ÿæ™ Gfàû°ÉQ GŸó
Gdû°«ƒY». hcÉ¿ eû°ôh´ eÉQT°É∫ j≤à†°»

JîØ«∞ G◊ƒGLõ HÚ GdÑ∏óG¿ hGEd¨ÉA Gd≤ƒGfÚ
GŸ©«≤á dà≤óΩ G’CYªÉ∫ hRjÉOI G’fàÉL«á hJØ©«π
Gd©ªπ Gdæ≤ÉH», a†°Ó Yø GYàªÉO GELôGAGä
G’CYªÉ∫ G◊ójãá.

GE¤ gòG, cÉ¿ eû°ôh´ eÉQT°É∫ eø GCh∫
Gd©æÉU°ô Gdà» S°Égªâ ‘ –≤«≥ G’fóeÉê

G’ChQhH». YÉfâ GChQhHÉ ŸÄÉä Gdù°æÚ eø
G◊ôhÜ, hdµø G’fóeÉì Gdò… –≤≥ HÚ Ohd¡É

‘ eôM∏á eÉ H©ó G◊ôÜ Gd©ÉŸ«á GdãÉf«á jé©π
eø Gfó’´ MôhÜ LójóI GCeôG eù°àë«Ó. GCeÉ
Gdôcø GdãÉdå d¡ò√ GŸ©éõI G’bàü°ÉOjá, a¡ƒ

J£Ñ«≥ Gbàü°ÉO Gdù°ƒ¥ G’LàªÉY». GE¿ hV°™
Gdù°«ÉS°á G’LàªÉY«á Y∏≈ bóΩ GŸù°ÉhGI e™
Gdù°«ÉS°á G’bàü°ÉOjá, eµqæâ GCŸÉf«É eø T°≥

Wôj≥ KÉdå HÚ GdôGCS°ªÉd«á hGdû°«ƒY«á. cÉ¿
eû°ôh´ eÉQT°É∫ fÉLëÉ LóG ‘ GCŸÉf«É hGChQhHÉ ‘
M≤π GdôYÉjá G’LàªÉY«á hGdù°ÓΩ hM≤ƒ¥

G’Efù°É¿. a¡ƒ d«ù¢ a≤§ HôfÉeè Gbàü°ÉO… ’Cf¬
“µø eø –≤«≥ Gdù°ÓΩ eø NÓ∫ GS°àµû°É±
eÑÉOÇ h‡ÉQS°Éä Gdà©óOjá hM≤ƒ¥ G’Efù°É¿
hGdóÁ≤ôGW«á.

Y∏≈ dÑæÉ¿ GC¿ jµƒ¿ ‰ƒPLÉ d∏©É⁄ Gd©ôH»
G÷ójó, e™ aù°«Øù°ÉA Gd£ƒGF∞ GŸµƒqfá dæù°«é¬
G’LàªÉY» hGdà©Éjû¢ HÚ GŸù°«ë«Ú

hGŸù°∏ªÚ Gdù°æá hGdû°«©á, GEV°Éaá GE¤ K≤Éaá
Gdàù°Éeí hGMÎGΩ G’COjÉ¿ G’CNôi hG’BQGA
Gdù°«ÉS°«á GŸàéòQI a«¬.  

ايناملأ يف يعامتجالا قوسلا داصتقاو لاشرام عورشم
ةيناثلا ةـّيملاعلا برحلا دعب ام

ZƒfÎ Hµû°àÉjø
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and social progress on the basis of
competitive economy. Social market
economy is opposed to laisser-faire
politics in Anglo American capital-
ism and to social economies that ob-
viously failed in the 1990s. Social
market economy combines private
enterprise with State regulation and
State intervention to establish fair
competition maintaining a balance
between economic growth and low
levels of unemployment, good work-
ing conditions, social welfare, and
public services. 
Ludwig Erhard and Konrad Ade-

nauer implemented social market
economy. In putting social policy on
par with economic policy, they
reached the third way between capi-
talism and communism. The essence
of the social market economy is to
maximize the output of private mar-
kets through state macroeconomic
management. By decreasing poverty
and broadening economic prosperity
to the middle class capital market,
participation would be enlarged. So-
cial market economy also requires
that government regulations and
even sponsorship of markets can
lead to a superior economic out-
come. The social market economy
corresponds to the social ethics. In

the center of economy is the human
being not the money. I think it
would be very interesting to com-
pare Christian economic ethics with
Islamic rules for economy, but it is
not the theme of my speech today.
The Marshall Plan was very success-
ful in Germany and in Europe for
social welfare and peace and human
rights. It was not only an economical
program for it created peace by ex-
ploring the principles and practices
of pluralism, human rights and
democracy. 
I think the existence of Lebanon

with its mosaic of 18 religions and
the coexistence of Christians and
Muslim Sunnis and Shiites depends
on tolerance and on denying fa-
natism and extremism. The existence
of Lebanon depends on tolerance
and respect for other religions and
political opinions. So Lebanon
should be a model for a new Arab
world. Lebanon is a messenger State
for tolerance, democracy, human
rights and economical success for the
entire world, especially for the entire
Arab world. Lebanon has to be a de-
light house for the Arab world and
the Middle East. The idea of Maison
du Futur is great. I wish all the suc-
cess for this think tank, and for this
conference day. Thank you.

ARAB MARSHALL PLAN
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FROM OSLO TO ISIL TO IRAN :
COMPETING AMERICAN POLICIES AND

NARRATIVES IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Professor of Practice and Fellow Institute
for Public Diplomacy & Global Communication

George Washington University

PHILIP J. (P.J.) CROWLEY

First of all, let me thank the Mai-
son du Futur and the Konrad-Aden-
hauer-Stiftung for the kind
invitation and welcome opportunity
to return to the Middle East and to
visit Beirut. Let me pay tribute to
the people of Lebanon for what you
are doing to support those who have
been uprooted by the tragic civil war
in Syria. You know only too well
how challenging it is to recover from
conflict. You are shouldering an in-
credible burden. The resilience of the
Lebanese people is nothing short of
remarkable.
I don’t think it is an overstatement

to suggest that we are experiencing
the most complex strategic environ-
ment in the Middle East in at least
70 years and perhaps a century. The
international structure put in place at
the end of World War I is coming
apart at the seams. In critical places,

such as Syria, Iraq and Yemen, we
cannot be certain that the existing
order will survive. In any case, repair-
ing the damage will take decades.
Given the developments of the

past decade, no country is the same
as it was. The ground does seem to
be shifting beneath our feet. The list
of conflicts and challenges continues
to grow, with most of them beyond
the ability of any country, including
the United States, to resolve it
alone. The list of regional spoilers
also continues to grow, the latest
being the Islamic State, with suffi-
cient capability to inhibit an effec-
tive international response.
In the midst of this complexity,

questions arise. What does the
United States want to see in the
Middle East? And what is it pre-
pared to do to promote a stable new
order from the current confusion?
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Those are good questions.
In the United States, the Ameri-

can people have their own questions.
What is going on in the Middle
East? Why should we jump into the
middle of problems rooted in the
7th and not the 21st Century?
These are valid points as well.
Between these two perspectives,

there is a wide gap of understand-
ing – in terms of both policy and
politics – that has strategic signifi-
cance and will impact what America
is likely to do – and not do – in the
years ahead.
Over the past quarter century,

since the end of the Cold War, U.S.
policy towards the Middle East has
included several core objectives. The
list hasn’t necessarily changed, al-
though the priority given to any one
objective has over time. These objec-
tives include:
Regional stability.
Comprehensive Middle East

peace.
The security of Israel.
Combatting violent political

extremism and preventing acts of
terrorism that pose a danger to the
United States and its allies.
Protecting the freedom of naviga-

tion to ensure the flow of energy
vital to both the regional and global
economies.
The containment of Iran.
Preventing the spread of weapons

of mass destruction and precluding a
regional nuclear arms race.
Promoting responsible governance

that gives the people of the region a
greater voice in the direction of their
countries, greater economic opportu-

nity, inclusive civil societies and re-
spect for human rights, particularly
for women and minorities.
These objectives include initia-

tives that have not yet succeeded.
They also include clear contradic-
tions and unintended consequences
from actions the United States has
taken.
One of the positive side effects of

the Gulf War in 1991 – besides
restoration of Kuwaiti sovereignty –
was the development of the Oslo
process and the prospect of compre-
hensive Middle East peace and a
Palestinian State. While there have
been important accomplishments,
including peace treaties between Is-
rael and Egypt and Jordan, compre-
hensive peace remains stubbornly
elusive. The peace process is cur-
rently in a coma and is likely to stay
in that condition until there are
leadership changes on all sides – in
Israel, in America and in Palestine as
well.
The sad irony of the peace process

is that the parameters of the solu-
tion are well known, but the political
will and imagination to enable the
necessary compromises to achieve
peace are not yet manifest. Nonethe-
less, we must preserve hope in a two-
state solution as the only viable path
forward.
The United States does value re-

gional stability, but recently has been
a leading disruptor of the status quo.
Attempts to change the nature of
regimes in Iraq and Libya have cre-
ated significant ripple effects. 
The invasion of Iraq in 2003 did

little to advance America’s demo-
cratic narrative ; it did for a time re-
inforce Osama bin Laden’s narrative

ARAB MARSHALL PLAN
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GS°ªëƒG ‹ HóGjá GC¿ GCT°µô H«â GŸù°à≤Ñπ
heƒDS°ù°á cƒfôGO GCOjæÉhQ Y∏≈ OYƒJ» hGC¿ GCT°µô
dÑæÉ¿ Y∏≈ cπ eÉ jØ©∏¬ ‘ S°Ñ«π eù°ÉYóI
GdÓLÄÚ Gdù°ƒQjÚ Gdòjø ZÉOhQG HÓOgº gôHÉ

eø GCJqƒ¿ G◊ôÜ.
d«ù¢ eø GŸÑÉd¨á ÃµÉ¿ Gd≤ƒ∫ GEfæÉ fû°¡ó

Gd«ƒΩ GdÑ«Äá Gdù°ÎGJ«é«á G’CcÌ J©≤«óG ‘
Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§ eæò 07YÉeÉ Y∏≈ G’Cbπ, hQÃÉ

bô¿. Gd¡«µπ Gdóh‹ Gdò… hV°™ ‘ f¡Éjá
G◊ôÜ Gd©ÉŸ«á G’Ch¤ HóGC jàªõ¥, Hë«å ⁄ f©ó

fù°à£«™ G÷õΩ HÉC¿ G’Cf¶ªá Gd≤ÉFªá ‘ Gdóh∫
GŸû°à©∏á cù°ƒQjÉ hGd©ôG¥ hGd«ªø S°àÑ≤≈ Y∏≈

b«ó G◊«ÉI. ‘ Lª«™ G’CMƒG∫, S°«à£∏Ö G’Ceô
Y≤ƒOG ’EU°Óì Gd†°ôQ Gdò… Mü°π. 

GE¿ Gdà£ƒQGä Gdà» T°¡óJ¡É GŸæ£≤á NÓ∫
Gd©≤ó G’CNÒ, GCMóKâ J¨ÒG LòQjÉ ‘ Gd©ójó

eø Oh∫ GŸæ£≤á, hV°ÉYØâ GŸû°Écπ hG’CReÉä
hGCOä GE¤ HôhR LªÉYÉä YójóI eø GıôqHÚ
GCNôgÉ Jæ¶«º Gdóhdá G’ES°Óe«á ‘ Gd©ôG¥

hGdû°ÉΩ. h‘ Xπ gòG GŸû°¡ó, JÈR YóI GCS°Ä∏á
÷¡á GŸƒb∞ G’CeÒc» eø gò√ GŸû°¡ójá: c«∞

Jæà¶ô Gdƒ’jÉä GŸàëóI GC¿ jàû°µπ gòG Gdû°ô¥
G’ChS°§ G÷ójó?  hGE¤ GC… eói g» eù°à©óI
dà©õjõ b«ÉΩ f¶ÉΩ eù°à≤ô?

’CcÌ eø QH™ bô¿ GYàªóä Gdù°«ÉS°á
G’CeÒc«á ŒÉ√ GŸæ£≤á G’CgóG± GdàÉd«á:
GÙÉa¶á Y∏≈ G’S°à≤ôGQ G’Eb∏«ª» h–≤«≥ S°ÓΩ

T°Éeπ hV°ªÉ¿ GCeø GES°ôGF«π heµÉaëá Gdà£ô±
Gdù°«ÉS°» hG’EQgÉÜ hMªÉjá Môjá Môcá GŸÓMá
dàÉCeÚ hU°ƒ∫ eƒGQO Gd£Ébá GE¤ Gd©É⁄ GCLª™
hGMàƒGA GEjôG¿ heæ™ Gfàû°ÉQ GCS°∏ëá GdóeÉQ
Gdû°Éeπ hJ©õjõ G◊ƒcªá GdôT°«óI ‘ GŸæ£≤á,
GEV°Éaá GE¤ N∏≥ aôU¢ Gbàü°ÉOjá GCcÈ hGdóa™

HÉŒÉ√ GMÎGΩ M≤ƒ¥ G’Efù°É¿, ’S°«ªÉ HÉdæù°Ñá
d∏æù°ÉA hG’Cb∏«Éä.

GEPG eÉ GS°à©ôV°æÉ eÉ GC‚õJ¬ Gdƒ’jÉä GŸàëóI
eø gò√ G’CgóG±, fôi GCf¡É Yéõä Yø –≤«≥
Gdù°ÓΩ Gdû°Éeπ hHîÉU°á ‘ Xπ GS°àªôGQ GdæõG´
GdØ∏ù°£«æ» G’ES°ôGF«∏», cªÉ GCf¡É ⁄ Jàªµø eø
GÙÉa¶á Y∏≈ GS°à≤ôGQ GŸæ£≤á, hLÉA b∏Ö
G’Cf¶ªá ‘ Gd©ôG¥ hd«Ñ«É HæàÉFè e©Écù°á dà∏∂
GŸôLƒqI. ‘ G’EWÉQ fØù°¬, f©∏º GC¿ S°«ÉS°á
GdôF«ù¢ G’CeÒc» HÉQG∑ GChHÉeÉ ŒÉ√ G’CReá
Gdù°ƒQjá, cÉfâ Oh¿ G◊ó GŸ£∏ƒÜ, eÎGN«á

heàîÉPdá, h⁄ jàªµø GdôF«ù¢ Gdù°ƒQ… Hû°ÉQ
G’CS°ó eø Gdü°ªƒO H©ó GCQH™ S°æƒGä eø G◊ôÜ
G’Cg∏«á GE’ Hù°ÑÖ OYº GEjôG¿ hQhS°«É d¬.

HÉdæù°Ñá GE¤ GŸØÉhV°Éä Gdæƒhjá e™ GEjôG¿,
hY∏≈ GdôZº eø Mü°ƒ∫ J≤ÉQÜ e™ W¡ôG¿, eÉ
RGdâ GEjôG¿ J©ÉQV¢ G’CgóG± G’CeÒc«á ‘
GŸæ£≤á hJ©àÈ GC¿ Gdƒ’jÉä GŸàëóI g»

{Gdû°«£É¿ G’CcÈz. GE¤ gòG eÉ RGdâ GEjôG¿
JóYº G’EQgÉÜ, hcπ Mójå Yø U°Ø≤á Œôj¡É
Gdƒ’jÉä GŸàëóI e™ GEjôG¿ Y∏≈ Mù°ÉÜ M∏ØÉF¡É

‘ GŸæ£≤á gƒ HÉWπ.
H©ó G◊ôÜ ‘ GCa¨Éfù°àÉ¿ hGd©ôG¥, GCU°Ñëâ

hGT°æ£ø MòQI eø GdàóNπ Gd©ù°µô… GŸæØôO ‘
G’CeÉcø Gdà» Jû°¡ó U°ôGYÉä, h’ JàóNπ

Yù°µôjÉ GE’ V°ªø –ÉdØÉä Ohd«á J†°º GCWôGaÉ
GEb∏«ª«á. GE¿ GdàéôHá G’CeÒc«á GdØÉT°∏á ‘
Gd©ôG¥ Y∏≈ gòG Gdü°©«ó S°àƒDKô d©≤ƒO Y∏≈
Gdù°«ÉS°á G’CeÒc«á GÿÉQL«á, hd«ù¢ eø
Gdü°ëá Hû°»A hU°∞ gò√ G’CNÒI HÉCf¡É GCV°ëâ

S°«ÉS°á {a∂ GQJÑÉ•z e™ b†°ÉjÉ GŸæ£≤á, Hπ
g» S°«ÉS°á Jù°©≈ GE¤ –≤«≥ {T°ôGcá
eù°àóGeáz eø NÓ∫ Yª∏¡É GdóhDhÜ d∏àƒU°π
GE¤ M∏ƒ∫ eà©óOI G’CWôG± Hó’ eø aôV¢ Mπ

eø LÉfÖ hGMó, Jù°ÉYó ‘ Gdƒbâ Y«æ¬ Y∏≈
{HæÉA Gd≤óQGä G’Eb∏«ª«áz hJÎ∑  dÓYÑÚ
G’Eb∏«ª«Ú ‘ GŸæ£≤á aôU°á GCNò ReÉΩ GŸÑÉOQI.  

:ناريإ ىلإ شعاد ىلإ ولسوأ نم
طسوألا قرشلا هاجت يكريمألا باطخلاو تاسايسلا سفانت

a«∏«Ö côGh‹
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regarding the western occupation of
sacred lands in the Islamic world. It
also opened the door to increased
Iranian influence in Iraq and be-
yond, and the advance of malign ac-
tors like al Qaeda and the Islamic
State.
While the United States has reen-

gaged both politically and militarily
in Iraq, it has struggled to define a
coherent and sustainable strategy re-
garding Syria that the American peo-
ple and the region are willing to
support. Certainly the Obama ad-
ministration did not enhance the
credibility of American policy in the
region with its mismanagement of
the so-called red line regarding
Syria’s use of chemical weapons, and
even though chemical weapons have
been removed and destroyed over
the past two years, the Assad
regime’s use of chlorine barrel
bombs is a gross violation of interna-
tional norms that the United States,
United Nations and Arab League
need to address with greater urgency.
The region is obviously focused

on the ongoing negotiation with Iran
regarding its nuclear program. This
was a major topic of discussion at
the recent U.S.-GCC Summit at
Camp David. It appears the out-
come was an agreement that the dia-
logue is important, and a
disagreement whether the dialogue
will result in the desired behavioral
impact.
Assad has survived four years of

civil war only because of the support
of Iran and Russia. There is concern
that a nuclear agreement will come
at the expense of America’s tradi-
tional allies in the region that will in-
volve a concession that allows Assad

to remain in power, or signals a rap-
prochement with Tehran. 
I believe these concerns are vastly

overstated.
The backdrop of the negotiation

is more than 35 years of hostility be-
tween the United States and Iran.
The complex history between the
two countries, the nature of the
Iranian revolution, the takeover of
the American Embassy in 1979 and
Iran’s ongoing support for terrorism
as a major dimension of its foreign
policy. Iran continues to define the
United States as the Great Satan
and most of its ongoing policies are
rooted in opposition to America and
its regional objectives.
These are not the ingredients that

lend themselves to a rapprochement.
That said, we should not dismiss the
possibility that further engagement
can identify common interests that
can contribute to a just resolution of
the crisis in Syria.
If the broad objectives of U.S.

regional policy have not changed
substantially in recent years, what
has changed is the manner in which
the United States pursues these
objectives. 
Chastened by its interventions in

Afghanistan and Iraq, Washington is
far more cautious about the use of
military force today. When it does,
the United States hopes to act with
regional partners and based on a
strong international consensus for
action. In the case of a conflict like
Yemen, where the regional interest
may be more compelling than the
American interest, the United States
will let the region take the lead. In
many respects, this is the result of
two decades of U.S. policy, to help
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build regional capabilities to imple-
ment local solutions to neighbor-
hood problems.
Where possible, given the narra-

tives advanced by al Qaeda and the
Islamic State, if boots on the ground
are required, ideally, they should be
first and foremost regional forces,
promoting a regional political solu-
tion, not one imposed by Washing-
ton. This is harder than it sounds as
we have seen with support to the
Syrian opposition. The process has
been too slow, frustrating and
uncertain.
This revised regional approach –

leading from behind is one way it
has been described – is controversial
within political and policy circles in
Washington and will undoubtedly
be much debated during the upcom-
ing 2016 presidential campaign in
the United States. Regardless of who
becomes the next president of the
United States, he or she will
confront our recent experience in

Iraq, which has become a powerful
American political narrative and will
be an influential sub-text regarding
American policy for the foreseeable
future.
Here in the region, many have in-

terpreted this policy as the begin-
ning of a disengagement by the
United States. I don’t see it that
way. The Obama administration did
believe America was over-invested in
purely military solutions in the re-
gion – I dare say many in the region
agreed. This is not disengagement. It
is sustainable engagement. 
The United States will remain the

most influential actor in the region,
but is interested in pursuing multi-
lateral rather than unilateral solu-
tions. The question becomes not
what the United States decides
alone, but what can be achieved to-
gether, but this requires key actors
here to develop a consensus for ac-
tion that both the United States and
the region are able to support.
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The future of the Middle East will
be the result of the interaction of
events occurring in the region itself
with forces and dynamics occurring
beyond its borders. I am particularly
interested in the latter – the external
forces and influences that will con-
tribute to the strategic architecture
of the Middle East going forward.
We tend to focus on profound
changes within the Middle East’s
states and societies as evidence that
the future is likely to be rather dif-
ferent from today. I wish to concen-
trate attention on the tectonic shifts
occurring all around the Middle East
that ultimately will go far toward
shaping what happens here. These
shifts are among both old actors and
new.

Perhaps no other region of the
globe has been affected so power-

fully by the interests of outside ac-
tors, whether they seek to harvest
the region’s abundant resources or
enhance positions in an ongoing
geostrategic competition that occurs
elsewhere, or both. I will not speak
of the United States, whose interests
and strategies can be described bet-
ter by other participants in this con-
ference, except to register my own
view that despite the political, eco-
nomic, and social turmoil America’s
recent involvement in the Middle
East has caused at home, I doubt
that the United States’ appetite for
pursuing what it considers vital na-
tional interests in the Middle East
has dimmed as much as most media
pundits and a few candidates for the
presidency would have us believe. To
the contrary, I anticipate that U.S.
interests will remain strong here, and
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that any new administration will
adjust strategies to facilitate the
United States remaining a strong
player and constant presence for
the foreseeable future. 

Russia, one of the Middle East’s
formative actors and an aspiring
player once again, will not be a
durable presence in the Middle
East. Today, Russia is a declining
state across virtually every measure
of its corporate viability. While
Putin’s ambitious and assertive
Kremlin has behaved as if it is a
regime on the geopolitical ascent
by most indicators, the Russian
state is actually on a downward
trajectory. 

The elements of Russia’s na-
tional unraveling – and thus, the
unraveling of Russia’s sources of
state power – are more or less well-
known. They include:

– Severe and intractable demo-
graphic constraints, including an
ongoing and inescapable long-term
labor force contraction, a seem-
ingly irresolvable public health
nightmare, profound and rapid
population aging where “greying”
starts at the shockingly young, and
other deep dysfunctions in the
realm of human resources 

– Ethnic imbalances favoring
“population replacement” by non-
Russians that are fundamentally
changing the complexion of Rus-
sia’s overall population, especially
its younger cohorts, and its institu-
tions (e.g., the military)

– One-commodity economy –

d∏ƒ’jÉä GŸàëóI, hG’Cgº eø Pd∂, HÉdæù°Ñá GE¤
Gd¡æó, Jù°àãªô Gdü°Ú Hû°µπ cÑÒ ‘ JÉCeÚ

eƒb™ GS°ÎGJ«é» bƒ… d¡É ‘ eæ£≤á Gdû°ô¥
G’ChS°§, hjû°ªπ Pd∂ GEfû°ÉA GŸæû°ÉBä Gd©ù°µôjá

h“àÚ Gd©ÓbÉä.
GE¤ gòG , HóGC ‚º Gd¡æó GCj†°É HÉdü°©ƒO cªÉ

Jó∫ Y∏«¬ e©ó’ä Gdæªƒ G’bàü°ÉOjá G’CNÒI,
hJ¶¡ô b«ÉOJ¡É G÷ójóI YõeÉ Y∏≈ –ƒjπ
GdÑÓO GE¤ bƒI MÉReá haÉY∏á. eÉ jƒDcó Pd∂,

b«ÉΩ Gd¡æó Hà£ƒjô bóQGJ¡É  Gd©ù°µôjá GE¤ Mó
cÑÒ, e™ GdÎc«õ Hû°µπ NÉU¢ Y∏≈ Gd≤ƒI
GdÑëôjá hHîÉU°á Gd¨ƒGU°Éä hMÉeÓä
Gd£ÉFôGä, hGd£ÉFôGä. 

hS°«†°™ Lª«™ gƒD’A GdÓYÑÚ `` G÷óO
hGd≤óGe≈ hG’Cjπ ‚ª¡º GE¤ Gdü°©ƒO GCh GE¤
G’Caƒ∫ `` fü°Ö GCY«æ¡º GEjôG¿ f¶ôG ◊éª¡É

heƒGQOgÉ. GE¿ Gdàëƒ∫ G÷òQ… Gdò… S°«û°µ∏¬
Mü°ƒ∫ GEjôG¿ Y∏≈ bóQGä Yù°µôjá fƒhjá
S°«ƒDKô Y∏≈ GS°ÎGJ«é«Éä gò√ GdÑ∏óG¿ hjóa™
YóOG eæ¡É GE¤ Gdàî£«§ ’càù°ÉÜ bóQGä
fƒhjá GCj†°É.

GCNÒ, GE¿ eæ£≤á Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§ S°àü°Ñí
Y∏≈ fëƒ eàõGjó fù°«éÉ eø J≤ÉW™ GŸü°Édí
Gdù°ÎGJ«é«á dÓYÑÚ LóO fù°Ñ«É, ‘ MÚ

S°«àÓT°≈ fØƒP H©†¢ GdÓYÑÚ Gdà≤∏«ójÚ
côhS°«É hGChQhHÉ. ‘ GCbπ J≤ójô, S°àà©ôV¢
Gd¡«µ∏«á Gdù°ÎGJ«é«á d∏û°ô¥ G’ChS°§ GdæÉT°Å
dàëƒ’ä GCNôi e™ ONƒ∫ ’YÑÚ LóO
jàªà©ƒ¿ H≤óQGä cÑÒI hjæà¶ôh¿ fàÉFè
GS°ÎGJ«é«á ZÒ eÉCdƒaá.
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’ JƒLó eæ£≤á ‘ Gd©É⁄ JàÉCKô Ãü°Édí
Gd≤ƒi GÿÉQL«á  cªæ£≤á Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§,

M«å jàµÉKô JóNπ G÷¡Éä GdØÉY∏á GÿÉQL«á
GEeÉ S°©«É d∏ù°«£ôI Y∏≈ eƒGQO GŸæ£≤á GCh J©õjõG

Ÿƒb©¡É ‘ Gdü°ôG´ Y∏≈ GdæØƒP G÷«ƒS°ÎGJ«é»
GŸù°àªô hGdò… bó jëóç ‘ GCeÉcø GCNôi, GCh
G’KæÚ e©É. GS°ªëƒG ‹ Y∏≈ gÉeû¢ eóGN∏à»
GC¿ GCYÉQV¢ G’CQGA Gdà» Jàëóç Yø Jî∏»
Gdƒ’jÉä GŸàëóI Yø MªÉjá eÉ J©àÈ√ eü°Édí

M«ƒjá d¡É ‘ Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§, hGCJƒb™ GC¿ jëóç
Gd©µù¢ “ÉeÉ, GC… GC¿ JÑ≤≈ eü°Édí Gdƒ’jÉä
GŸàëóI bƒjá ‘ GŸæ£≤á hGC¿ J©ªπ GC… GEOGQI

LójóI Y∏≈ J©ójπ GS°ÎGJ«é«à¡É dàÉCeÚ H≤ÉA
Gdƒ’jÉä GŸàëóI ‘ GŸù°à≤Ñπ Gd≤ôjÖ ’YÑÉ bƒjÉ

‘ GŸæ£≤á, d¬ a«¡É hLƒO eù°àªô.
HÉdæù°Ñá GE¤ QhS°«É, hY∏≈ GdôZº eø YƒOJ¡É

GE¤ GŸû°¡ó Gdù°«ÉS°» ‘ Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§,
aƒLƒOgÉ cÓYÖ Oh‹ dø jù°àªô. h‘ Gdƒbâ
Gdò… jàü°ô± a«¬ GdôF«ù¢ GdôhS°» HƒJÚ

hGdµôe∏Ú cªÉ dƒ GC¿ HÓOgº HÉJâ “à∏∂ fØƒPG
hGS°©É ‘ GŸû°¡ó G÷«ƒS°«ÉS°» Gdóh‹, aÉE¿ cπ
GŸƒDT°ôGä Jó∫q Y∏≈ GC¿ QhS°«É Jû°¡ó HîÓ± Pd∂
GfëóGQG cÑÒG. 

h’ GCS°àÑ©ó GC¿ J∏éÉC QhS°«É ‘ d©Ñá Gÿ£ô
Gdà» J∏©Ñ¡É dÓS°à©Éfá Hóh∫ GCNôi GCh Mà≈

Ãæ¶ªÉä NÉQLá Yø Gdóhdá Y∏≈ f£É¥
L¨ôG‘ hGS°™ j£É∫ eæ£≤á Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§,
’S°«qªÉ GChdÄ∂ Gdòjø Jàû°ÉQ∑ e©¡º ‘ côg¡É
d∏ƒ’jÉä GŸàëóI HîÉU°á hd∏¨ôÜ H©Éeá.

Y∏≈ fëƒ ‡ÉKπ, HóGC OhQ GChQhHÉ cÓYÖ
J≤∏«ó… ‘ Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§ HÉdà≤∏ü¢ ’S°«ªÉ hGC¿
G’S°àãªÉQGä ‘ Gd≤óQGä Gd©ù°µôjá GBNòI ‘
G’fîØÉV¢ ‘ cπ Ohdá GChQhH«á J≤ôjÑÉ. hd«ù¢

eø Gdü°©Ö GC¿ fàî«π GChQhHÉ ‘ GŸù°à≤Ñπ ZÒ
GdÑ©«ó c«ÉfÉ eæ≤ù°ªÉ hV°©«ØÉ, Jæ©µù¢

J©ÉS°à¬ HÉÿ£ÉÜ GŸôjô dÓCMõGÜ Gdù°«ÉS°«á
GŸà£ô± G’CNòI ‘ Gdàü°ÉYó. he™ Pd∂, eÉ
RGdâ H©†¢ Gdóh∫ eãπ GCŸÉf«É haôfù°É hHôj£Éf«É
Gd©¶ª≈ bÉOQI Hû°µπ eæØôO Y∏≈ d©Ö OhQ ‘

eù°ÉQ GCMóGç GŸæ£≤á.
eø fÉM«á GCNôi, T°óO Y∏≈ GE¿ Gbàü°ÉO GBS°«É

j©àªó ‘ LõA eæ¬ Y∏≈ G’CMóGç Gdà» Jû°¡ógÉ
eæ£≤á Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§. h–óqç Yø Gdü°Ú
hGd¡æó, Gd∏àÚ Jû°¡óG¿ ‰ƒG cÑÒG Y∏≈
GŸù°àƒjÉä Gd©ù°µôjá hG’bàü°ÉOjá hGd£Ébá, eÉ
jé©∏¡ªÉ ’YÑÚ QF«ù°«Ú fiàª∏Ú ‘ GŸæ£≤á
hj†°©¡ªÉ ‘ eƒGb™ GS°ÎGJ«é«á JæÉaù°«á ‘
Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§. hj©àªó J£ƒQ Gdü°Ú Hû°µπ
GCS°ÉS°» Y∏≈ GS°àªôGQ Jóa≥ eƒGQO Gd£Ébá GEd«¡É

eø Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§. h◊ªÉjá GEeóGOGä Gd£Ébá
hJ©õjõ eƒb©¡É G÷«ƒS°ÎGJ«é» HÉdæù°Ñá

يجيتارتسالا راطإلا يف يرذج لّوحت
طسوألا قرشلا ةقطنمل

S¢. GEfóQR hjæÑƒT¢
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hydrocarbons – whose volatile global
price keeps Russia at the precipice of
economic crisis, while the state’s de-
pendence on energy prices for public
finances smothers human resource-
based development policies

– A remarkably underdeveloped
and ineffectual “middle class”

– A seemingly unstoppable brain
drain, with many of the brightest of
its younger generation opting to par-
ticipate in the global economy from
countries beyond Russia

– Degradation of “knowledge pro-
duction” capabilities, caused by the
collapse of both elite and mass edu-
cation and the exodus of skilled tal-
ent with scarce opportunity in a
Russia 

– Brittle political system, with few
safety valves for dissent, succession
planning, and an entrenched stake-
holding political elite

– Rapacious leadership, which
takes every opportunity to harvest
the state’s wealth for personal gain,
while parking its profits abroad

– Military decline (notwithstand-
ing its successful adventures in the
near abroad), and the loss of the
technical ability to produce the next
generation of weaponry 

This is an almost classic depiction
of a waning power. 

Russia’s leadership knows that
Russia’s window of competitive ad-
vantage is small, and that the win-
dow is closing rapidly. It will take
increasingly greater risks to remain

in the game while employing a vari-
ety of dicey strategies and tactics to
remain competitive. It must of ne-
cessity play its cards with greater
abandon, letting the risks and atten-
dant missteps mount while embrac-
ing chancy, and in all likelihood
precipitate, behaviors with high
probabilities of failure. Russia is
likely to seek new supporters for its
risk-taking from amongst state and,
particularly, non-state actors who
share Russia’s risk-taking mentality
and antipathy toward the United
States in particular and the West
generally while bringing to the rela-
tionship high mobility and geo-
graphic reach. This will include,
prominently, the Middle East.

The Middle East’s other tradi-
tional actor, Europe, is also declining
in its capacity to play a major role
here, for reasons in plain sight. The
united Europe that its framers
dreamt about has not come to pass,
and today one sees what could be
the beginnings of a long drawn out
process of its dissolution. One
should always speculate with caution
about the viability of such a group of
dynamic states, but, certainly, one al-
ternative world – increasingly plausi-
ble – is a disunited Europe, where
the European Union has devolved
into an unmanageable mélange of
increasingly conservative nationalis-
tic states, with immigration, not
least from the Middle East, as the
touchstone of their nationalism.

That Europe is an unlikely candi-
date to exert strong influence on the
shape or activities of a new Middle
East, although individual states – for
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example, Germany, France, or Great
Britain – could pursue more tradi-
tional historic interests in the Mid-
dle East without the anchor the
European Union to restrain them.
Most of this engagement will be eco-
nomic, but no European state will
have the capacity to project more
than anecdotal military power into
the region in any significant way. In-
vestment in military capacity is
down in virtually every European
state. The trend lines on this are
clear. Most European states are
slowly going out of the defense busi-
ness.

It is not difficult to imagine a Eu-
rope in the not too distant future
that is divided, weak, and whose
deep unhappiness is reflected in the
bitter rhetoric of its increasingly
dominant extreme political parties.

In contrast, China’s visibility in
the Middle East is likely to increase
and persist. Many of the Middle
East’s ports have already entertained
visits by Chinese warships. We can
be confident that China’s blue water
navy will grow apace with its interest
in the resources of both the Middle
East and Africa. These include en-
ergy from both the Middle East and
West Africa and land for producing
food to export to China, where food
shortages loom due to water scarcity
and environmental degradation. 

Some strategists assume today
that American interest in protecting
sea lanes from the Middle East to
Asia will wane as the indigenous pro-
duction of the energy accelerates in
the United States. It is conceivable

that the U.S. may lose interest in
this way, although I doubt it. The
Asian economies kept afloat by Mid-
dle East energy are the lifeblood of
the American economy, so the U.S.
can abandon at its peril energy secu-
rity measures that might lead to dis-
ruption in Asia’s economies. 

Whether the U.S. stays or goes,
one should expect the Chinese navy
to assume a growing role in the pro-
tection and control of sea lanes in
this region, rather than to remain a
free rider for sea lane security on
America’s navy as it is today. China’s
continued development, indeed its
economic wellbeing, depends funda-
mentally on an interrupted supply of
energy from the Middle East. To pro-
tect energy supplies and to enhance
its geostrategic position relative to
the United States and, importantly,
to rising India, China will invest
heavily in securing a strong strategic
position in the Middle East, includ-
ing establishing military installations
and relationships.

India is not a new player in this
geostrategic game, although it has
been a muted one. India’s diplo-
matic, economic, and, at times, mili-
tary influence in the Middle East –
or West Asia, to Indian planners – is
a strategic concern of long-standing,
especially in the Arabian peninsula
(e.g., Oman) and Iran, where Indian
influence is deep. India is rising, as is
reflected in recent economic growth
rates. In contrast to China, its popu-
lation will remain young for a long
time. Its new leadership shows
promise for creating a more as-
sertive, outwardly focused India
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than its predecessors. One example
of this intention is India’s develop-
ment of substantially more military
power, with special emphasis on
naval power, especially submarines,
aircraft carriers, and aircraft. 

China’s expanding inroads to the
Middle East will spur India to com-
pete for influence and advantage
with considerable vigor. It views
China’s economic diplomacy in Cen-
tral Asia and its naval expansion into
the Indian Ocean and the Middle
East as efforts to outflank India
strategically. Of particular concern to
India in this regard is China’s pur-
suit of new port and air facilities
stretching thorough the Middle East
to Africa, and even into the Mediter-
ranean. Indians see China’s leading
involvement in the development of
the western Pakistan port of Gwadar
at the top of the Middle East as em-
blematic of China’s powerful push
westward into regions of strong In-
dian strategic interest. India’s warm-
ing to a strategic relationship with
the U.S. should surprise no one in
this context. Balancing China will be
a preoccupation of both India and

the United States. Their strategic in-
terests in this regard will converge in
the Middle East. 

All of these actors –new, old, ris-
ing, or declining – will place Iran
near the center of their strategic
planning. Its size, location, and re-
sources make this inevitable. The
tectonic tremors that would result
from Iran becoming a nuclear
weapons power would affect the
strategies of all of these competitors
powerfully. 

We should assume, I believe, that
the willingness of the United States
to publicly contemplate Iran’s acqui-
sition of a nuclear weapons capabil-
ity – which most Middle East states
understand as the subtext of the cur-
rent negotiations between Iran, Eu-
rope, Russia, and United States –
will propel a number of them to
begin planning nuclear futures for
themselves. They are unlikely to
await clarity on Iran’s intentions to
either continue developing a nuclear
capability or disavow it, or the
Unites States’ willingness to tolerate
this capability or its readiness to de-



stroy it. Good strategic planning
would anticipate the worst and
begin building strategies to deal with
it. Dealing with it will lead some to
developing or buying nuclear
weapons of their own. If this is cor-
rect, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Egypt,
and perhaps others, will begin plan-
ning their own strategies for survival
in a more fluid nuclear world; in-
deed, this planning is probably well
underway already.

Thus could the Middle East’s
future strategic landscape feature
more nuclear actors with small
arsenals that lack the traditional
ability to deter, while simultaneously
offering strong incentives to
incorporate these weapons in
doctrines of use, even first strike.
The strategic complexity of such a
landscape is difficult to imagine,
but one hopes that organizations
like Maison du Futur dedicates
itself to doing so. 

The Middle East I see will thus
increasingly become a tapestry of in-
tersecting strategic interests of rela-

tively new players, while some tradi-
tional competitors and forces of re-
straint – for example, Russia and
Europe – will fade. The forces and
dynamics that produce these tec-
tonic shifts could also draw others
into the Middle East competition in
new ways, for example Japan, which
has begun to flex its muscle more
openly as China exerts itself in re-
gions where Japan has vital interests,
including the Middle East. At the
very least, the strategic architecture
of the emerging Middle East will
have many more moving parts repre-
sented by new actors with significant
capabilities pursuing unfamiliar
strategic outcomes. 
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LE LIBAN
ET LA SUISSE :

REGARD 
CROISÉ

SUR
DEUX DESTINS

La Maison du Futur a organisé le mardi 13 oc-
tobre à 18 heures dans son siège au Sérail de Bikfaya
une conférence présentée par l’ancien Président de la
Confédération Suisse Pascal Couchepin intitulée
“Liban et Suisse: regard croisé sur deux destins”. 

Le Président Gemayel a inauguré la séance en di-
sant : “Malgré la situation difficile, le Liban as-
sume son message de liberté et d’ouverture (…)
Le combat devrait continuer, et c’est là que s’ins-
crit le rôle de la Maison du Futur comme un cen-
tre de culture et de recherche, pour prôner un
avenir meilleur pour le Liban et la région ainsi
que développer les valeurs de paix, de liberté, de
démocratie, et de respect de pluralisme.”

Le Président Gemayel a de même annoncé le
thème du prochain congrès annuel de la MDF qui se
déroulera en mai 2016: “Sykes Picot, 100 ans
après”. Il a alors repris : “Le thème de notre confé-
rence aujourd’hui s’inscrit dans le cadre du che-
minement du Liban qui rappelle celui de la
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Suisse. Notre objectif est de respecter le pluralisme et de réa-
liser la décentralisation et la neutralité. Cette neutralité n’est
pas uniquement un acte politique mais un acte de foi portant
en lui-même plein de valeurs et de principes qui ont préservé
le Liban malgré toute l’histoire de guerres qui l’a déstabilisé.
Notre neutralité n’invite pas à l’isolationnisme mais à l’ouver-
ture qui permet au Liban de jouer un rôle dans le monde arabe
afin de participer à la résolution des conflits.”

Au début de son intervention, M. Couchepin a exprimé “son
admiration pour le Liban qui vit sous le stress d’un afflux de
réfugiés très important, dans une région très difficile, et qui
tient le coup face à cette extraordinaire pression démogra-
phique. On ne peut qu’admirer le respect que les Libanais ont
envers leurs frères dans le malheur qui se sentent forcés à l’exil.
Cette admiration doit aussi s’étendre à l’Italie qui reçoit des
milliers de réfugiés, et de même à la Grèce qui traite ce pro-
blème avec beaucoup de dignité et d’efficacité. Imaginez que
200 et 300 réfugiés français arrivent à Lausanne: je ne suis
pas sûr que la Suisse aurait la même capacité à affronter le
problème avec tant de dignité comme vous l’avez fait.”
“J’ai souvent réfléchi : de quel droit je me permettrais de

porter un jugement sur ce qui se passe au Liban, sur une réa-
lité que je n’ai pas vécue? C’est pour cette raison que mon in-
tervention est un récit basé sur ce que la Suisse a pu faire, tout
en me demandant si ceci pouvait animer le débat entre ceux
qui voudraient fédéraliser le Liban, et ceux qui préfèreraient
une décentralisation et ceux qui conserveraient le statu quo.”

M. Couchepin a d’abord présenté un aperçu historique de la
Suisse depuis la guerre de Marignan, jusqu’à la période de la tu-
telle française qui a duré 200 ans: “À cette époque, les ambas-
sadeurs de France avaient un droit de veto sur la politique
nationale. C’était une période de stagnation politique qui a
duré jusqu’à la révolution française (…) avec une expansion
du service mercenaire de la Suisse à l’étranger. À cette époque,
on disait en Europe que La confédération helvétique est gou-
vernée par la confusion des hommes et la grâce de Dieu. De
temps en temps, je pense que le Moyen-Orient est dans une
situation semblable, et je me demande lequel des deux il fau-
drait améliorer : plus de grâce divine ou moins de confusion
humaine?”

Il a poursuivi : “La Suisse était, à la fin du XVIIIe siècle, to-
talement inefficace et paralysée. Les troupes françaises avaient
envahi la Suisse et l’ancien régime était déchu. La République
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Helvétique Centrale et indivisible a été introduite. Le pays
était gouverné par un directoire de sept membres. C’était un
pouvoir collectif qui a été sans doute le seul soviet qui a bien
fonctionné.”

Les Français ont cassé les structures traditionnelles, des révoltes
sont apparues partout, et il a fallu l’intervention de Napoléon (par
l’acte de médiation de 1803) pour rétablir dans une certaine me-
sure l’ancien système fédéraliste. De 1815 à 1848, c’était une pé-
riode d’agitation libérale pour adapter les structures politiques du
pays. Canton par canton, les institutions ont changé. Une courte
guerre civile très peu sanglante a éclaté entre cantons libéraux et
cantons conservateurs catholiques, pendant trois semaines. Pour il-
lustrer la confusion du système, Couchepin a aussi rappelé que “les
troupes catholiques conservatrices étaient commandées par
un Protestant.”

“Comment s’est par la suite constitué l’État? D’abord sans
vengeance, et à travers l’établissement de régimes radicaux
avec une réforme démocratique du système (…) Les efforts se
sont axés sur l’Éducation. On avait deux choix: soit nationa-
liser les universités, soit faire quelque chose de neuf et c’est
ainsi que deux écoles polytechniques ont vu le jour pour forger
la Suisse moderne avec des techniques telles que le chemin de
fer, l’électricité… Le pays s’est transformé grâce à une élite de
gens ouverts à la modernité, à la technologie et à la science
(…) Ces écoles polytechniques qui appartiennent à la Confé-
dération ont été un centre de débat passionnant, ce qui a per-
mis de fonder l’esprit national de la Confédération.”
“De 1850 à 1900, les Suisses ont essayé de créer un esprit

national qui dépasse les confessions. Créer l’unité par de
grandes sociétés patriotiques de chant, de gymnastique, de tirs
etc. qui dépassaient les frontières des communautés linguis-
tiques ou confessionnelles, et avec l’aide des fondateurs de la
théorie de Marignan comme étant le début de la neutralité
suisse. Le pays a pu petit à petit faire émerger l’esprit de l’unité
Helvétique (…) Donc on a essayé avec toute une série de sym-
boles qui ont été rendus plus vivants par le biais de leur rap-
prochement de la masse populaire : école polytechnique,
armée fédérale, volonté de dire que ce qui nous unit est plus
important que ce qui nous sépare. Il faut de même dans un
état moderne, pour créer un patriotisme commun, que l’aide
sociale soit le produit de la communauté nationale et non pas
d’un groupe pour faire en sorte que chacun puisse bénéficier
d’une partie de la prospérité commune, ce que nous appli-

LE LIBAN ET LA SUISSE
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quons à travers la péréquation financière c.à.d les cantons les
plus riches et la Confédération aident les cantons les plus
pauvres qui sont à moins de 80% de la moyenne nationale
des  revenus pour que l’État cantonal qui s’occupe de l’édu-
cation primaire, des routes secondaires, et d’une partie de la
sécurité sociale, ait les moyens de faire face à ses obligations
de solidarité.”
“Un système comme celui-là ne peut réussir que si l’on a

confiance en le pouvoir central. Comment est-ce qu’on
construit la confiance? C’est par une certaine méfiance à
l’égard du pouvoir politique, d’où la nécessité de justifier
toute et chaque dépense. À titre d’exemple, les ministres ont
chaque année un montant pour les frais annexes, et chaque
mois ils reçoivent un état des dépenses. Si le montant annuel
d’environ 25000 dollars est dépassé, le Président de la Confé-
dération leur demande des justifications.”

Il a de même porté l’accent sur le fait que “L’état est impartial
et nous avons cultivé depuis toujours une participation de
toutes les forces politiques au gouvernement. Mais Lorsqu’on
est au gouvernement on abandonne le lien étroit qui nous lie
à notre parti, et on dépend toujours des positions du gouver-
nement prises par la majorité.” 

Les mots clés seraient donc la confiance, l’effort intellectuel, l’ef-
fort social et la modestie du système politique.
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“La neutralité suisse ne signifie pas le refus de juger mais
le refus de participer à tout conflit armé. Nous ne sommes
pas neutres idéologiquement mais nous ne participons jamais
à des alliances, et nous offrons le territoire national pour des
rencontres.”

M. Couchepin a conclu son intervention en se demandant :
“Est-ce que les choses sont transposables au Moyen Orient?
La seule issue serait la préservation de la paix civique. Vous
avez une chance de pouvoir montrer que dans cette partie du
monde délicate il peut y avoir de la tolérance et la reconnais-
sance politique de l’autre.”

Suite à la conférence, une séance de questions et réponses a eu
lieu, suivie d’un vin d’honneur à l’occasion.

LE LIBAN ET LA SUISSE





La Maison du Futur, in cooperation with Kon-
rad Adenauer Foundation, organized a closed
meeting away from the media in its headquarters
in Bikfaya under the theme “Shared Living: A
Threatened Lebanese Ideal”,
aiming at highlighting and un-
derstanding the structural
changes that the Lebanese soci-
ety has been subject to after the
war. In addition the meeting
adopted a comprehensive vi-
sion that would pave the way
for a conscious initiation to-
wards achieving civil peace, and
that focuses on the priority of
belonging to Lebanon as well as
the importance of shared living
and pluralism.
Fifteen academic, legal and

diplomatic personalities partic-
ipated in the meeting. The main points of the
discussion focusing on the challenges faced by
the shared living ideal in Lebanon can be sum-
marized as follows:

SHARED
LIVING :

A THREATENED
LEBANESE

IDEAL
MAISON DU FUTUR, BIKFAYA
[OCTOBER 29, 2015]
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PSYCHO-SOCIAL AXIS

The participants shed the light on the culture of double
standards adopted by the Lebanese; all speak about a com-
mon shared Lebanese identity while the truth is that the com-
ponents of this Lebanese identity are sectarian belongings in
the absence of citizenship. 
The participants spoke about the fear of the other and the

lack of trust amongst Lebanese people in light of the policy
of intimidation adopted by a party against the other.

POLITICAL AXIS

The participants highlighted the crisis of the State in
Lebanon that is reflected by the failure of the political admin-
istration, the atrophy of the political elite and the absence of
integration of the social components in the citizenship melt-
ing pot.
The participants considered that Lebanon is still in a state

of latent war opposing different communities, due to the
spread of weapons and the absence of a true reconciliation. 
The participants shed the light on the role of foreign in-

terference in the disintegration of the Lebanese unity, pro-
hibiting the establishment of the unifying State.
The participants mentioned the need to overcome the sec-

tarian political system that made sectarian quotas the basis of
the State administration in the context of the so-called con-
sensual democracy.
The participants highlighted the need to replace the shared

living equation by a shared national project that determines a
common vision for the Nation and paves the way for a unify-
ing culture for all Lebanese people regardless of their religious
and sectarian belongings.
The participants stressed on the need to adopt a new con-

stitution that paves the way for a Civil State adopting positive
neutrality towards the convictions, beliefs and ideologies of
its citizens, and that consecrates the idea of citizenship, pre-
serving the current diversity
The participants stressed on the need to safeguard

Lebanon from regional conflicts and crisis.
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EDUCATIONAL AXIS

The participants stressed on the importance of education
in building citizenship and the need for a unifying culture that
promotes the cohesion within the diversified Lebanese social
fabric.

THE POPULAR MOVEMENT :
The participants spoke about the importance of the cur-

rent popular movement in Lebanon that unified the Lebanese
regardless of their affiliations, around social, economic and en-
vironmental issues that established a political call for changing
the political elite through the adoption of a new electoral law
and through combating corruption.
The participants considered this movement as a first step

towards building a unifying Lebanese identity.

SHARED LIVING
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NATIONAL
SECURITY

IN LEBANON :
TOWARDS A

COMPREHENSIVE
APPROACH

FIRST SESSION:
NATIONAL SECURITY IN LEBANON,
POLITICAL APPROACH

Doctor Fahed Sakkal presented this session,
and gave the floor to Doctor Fadia Kiwan who
considered that “The logic of the political class is
based on the sectarian division of authority that
leads to foreign alliances. It is impossible to pre-
serve neutrality unless the sectarian composition
is changed, yet this file cannot be open today due
to the sensitivity of the current period. We have
partial solutions through the following measures:
Focusing on the common issues around which

the Lebanese can gather like weakness of serv-
ices, favoritism, corruption…
Separating the daily life affairs from the Mid-

dle East conflict 
Adopting a positive policy in two files that are

considered time bombs: Syrian refugees and
Palestinian refugees. 
A Lebanese vision for the return of Palestinians. 
Adopting policies that encourage economic

growth and ensure food safety and economic
security.

MAISON DU FUTUR, BIKFAYA
[16 OCTOBRE, 2015]
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Persevering to reach a modern electoral law that imposes
succession of power and alleviates sectarianism. 
– Strengthening the Lebanese Army’s capabilities and pro-

moting the efficiency of all other security forces.
– The sectarian structure of the system as well as favoritism

and corruption are an issue that cannot be solved without a
deep reform and without the abolition of political sectarianism. 
Doctor Hareth Sleiman commented on what Doctor Kiwan

said, and added that “I agree with you on the need to redefine
national security as a concept, and there is in fact an Arab will
to move away from historical ambiguities that were the fruit
of authoritarian regimes. Yet we have to add to Dr. Kiwan’s list
the demarcation of international borders and geopolitical bor-
ders with Israel, and Syria as well as our maritime boundary.”

SECOND SESSION:
NATIONAL SECURITY IN LEBANON,
SECURITY APPROACH 

General Abdelrahman Shuheitly spoke about the ingredi-
ents of national security: military security, economy, resources,
energy, information, nutrition, internet, and then moved to
presenting the phases of military Lebanese national security
since 1970.
“We have to immunize the political decision and adopt a

comprehensive security vision through assessing all the inter-
nal and external dangers. These dangers include the security
of the borders with Syria and all the northern borders, in
addition to studying and analyzing all these dangers without
forgetting the need to reform and activate the security sector,
which requires a comprehensive strategy”.
Brigadier General Nizar Abdel Kader commented: “We

should focus as well on the need for legislations on security
and for a national security council that has the power to im-
plement its decisions. We need a citizenship law, a terrorism
law, a new law for parties and associations as well as a law that
controls the external financing of parties and associations”.

THIRD SESSION:
NATIONAL SECURITY IN LEBANON,
SOCIOECONOMIC APPROACH

Doctor Joseph Gemayel considered that “We should think
about restructuring the Lebanese economy in light of the en-
gagement in globalization in addition to focusing on the eco-
nomic role of the State and implementing structural reforms. 
“We have a competitiveness and productivity issue. The

cost of production is high and salaries are not sufficient; there-
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fore the only solution is focusing on quality. We need to re de-
termine the role of the Lebanese economy”.  
Ms. Nancy Kanbar spoke about sustainable economic and

social development:
“The basic concepts are eradicating poverty, ensuring social

justice, higher education, democracy, national independence
and freedom of choice. The new concept is sustainability. Sus-
tainable development is based on individuals and profit with-
out putting the planet at risk. Can we separate the environment
from economic and social development? Of course not, and
the garbage crisis is the best proof”.

FOURTH SESSION:
NATIONAL SECURITY IN LEBANON, 
DIPLOMATIC APPROACH

Ambassador William Habib declared: “The National Pact
established by the independence leaders was based on an in-
complete national security concept. Lebanon lost its natural
role as a consensus and moderation factor due to the indiffer-
ence of other countries towards its interests, the immigration
of its people, and the indifference of the Lebanese abroad to-
wards the conflicts that are destabilizing the country. Lebanese
diplomacy is suffering from non harmonious positions.” 
Ambassador Jihad Mortada spoke about the golden

Lebanese diplomacy era, in spite of the civil war and said:
“Even during the war, the Lebanese foreign diplomacy did not
collapse. It was maybe less efficient, but the most important
thing is that Lebanon was represented by one position.”

FIFTH SESSION:
NATIONAL SECURITY, A MEDIA APPROACH

Mr. Gayath Yazbeck raised the following questions at the
beginning of his intervention: “What national security is the
media conveying when we see how the dialogue of Baabda
failed because the concept of national security or the strategy
of defense was contradictory to the strategic opinion of one
political party? How can media promote national security
when a specific battalion launches attacks and drags Lebanon
into conflicts without consulting any party?” 
Mr. Nasri El Sayegh concluded the session saying: “I might

disagree with many colleagues, and I have little hope coming
from the civil movement that I strongly support. I am with
Rome even if Rome leads me to hell. Is the problem resulting
from the system, from the people or from the entity that was
initially established for religious communities?”

NATIONAL SECURITY





AGENDA

Welcoming words by Nils
Wörmer from the Konrad Ade-
nauer Foundation ; opening re-
marks and introduction to
the topic by Sam Menassa
from Maison du Futur.

SESSION I | PREVENTING
VIOLENT EXTREMISM : IN-
NOVATIVE APPROACH
Moderator : John Bell.
Hassan Mneimneh, Principal
at Middle East Alternatives
(Washington DC, USA). 
Kristina Eichhorst, Coordina-
tor for Crisis and Conflict
Management in the Headquarters
of the Konrad-Adenauer-Founda-
tion (Berlin, Germany). 
Thomas Volk, Coordinator for
Islam and the Dialogue between
Religions in the Headquarters of
the Konrad-Adenauer-
Foundation. He publishes exten-
sively on issues of Islam in
Germany (Berlin, Germany).

SESSION II | UNDER-
STANDING EXTREMISM :
PSYCHOLOGICAL
PERSPECTIVE
Moderator:Hassan Mneimneh.
John Bell, Director of the
Middle East and Mediterranean
Program at the Toledo Center in
Madrid. 
Ivan Tyrrell, Director of the
Human Givens College in the
UK, and founder of the Human
Givens approach of psychother-
apy and clear thinking about
emotional health, education and
social issues. 

INNOVATIVE
WAYS

TO DEAL WITH
VIOLENT
EXTREMISM

COMMODORE HOTEL, BEIRUT
[DECEMBER 11, 2015]

La Maison du Futur in cooperation with the
Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, held on Friday, 11
December 2015 a conference entitled
“Innovative ways to deal with violent
extremism” at the Commodore Hotel, Beirut,
as part of its duties to raise awareness regarding
contentious issues plaguing the Middle East
region and shed light on sustainable and viable
solutions.
The event brought together a broad spectrum

of western and eastern pundits, to explore new
ways of understanding the political, social,
economic, cultural and psychological drivers of
the violent extremism phenomena, and has to
draw a road map to counter this scourge, which
have imperiled the stability of human societies
in the wake of the twenty-first century.

OPENING SESSION :

In his opening remarks, Chairman of La
Maison du Futur, President Amine Gemayel,
welcomed the attendees, especially foreign and
Arab experts, and noted that La Maison du Futur
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and the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung decided to
debate the terrorism phenomenon acknowledging
the scale of challenge it has represented since its
rise in the seventies of the late century until the
present day, where its escalation and
unprecedented brutality left the world with the
reality of a new dimension of international ter-
rorism, stretching out to Arab and European
countries and the US like a plague. Hence, he
added, a conscience driven approach was crucial
to tackle the terrorism issue, especially with the
new religious dimension it has acquired faraway
from its former branded ideological dimension,
along with the lack of a judicious strategy to deter
it. He explained that there are several approaches
to counter-terrorism, with the military
intervention being at the forefront, akin to the
international coalition against the Islamic State
in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) we are witnessing
today, and the Arab coalition against the Houthi
movement in Yemen and the Russian-Iranian-
Syrian alliance against ISIL in Syria. This military
approach is useful at this stage, that even the
Vatican has supported the resort to military
intervention to curb the prevailing violence. Yet,
military force alone is seldom sufficient to
counter-terrorism. He added that since its re-
launch, La Maison du Futur has organized
conferences and symposiums focused on debating
the problems afflicting contemporary societies in
a bit to explore creative and viable solutions.
President Gemayel also emphasized on the
urgency for an Arab Marshall Plan to address the
problems stalking the Arab world and lay the
foundations for a better future. 

He stressed on three pillars that must be
underlined when reflecting on a counter-terrorism
action agenda, concurrently with military
intervention.

The first one is good governance, underscoring
that for too many countries, the absence of good
governance was a breeding ground to extremist
groups. Good governance requires transparency
to prevent corruption and ensure alignment with
contemporary and modern governance frameworks.

Jean-Pierre Katrib, Member  of
the Foundation for Human &
Humanitarian Rights, and
Strategic Relations Director at
Quantum Communications. 

SESSION III | DEALING
WITH EXTREMISTS :
APPLICABLE METHODS
Moderator : Hanine Ghadare
General Fuad Allam, Former
Agent in the State Security
Investigations and Former Director
of the Port Said security device. 
General Abdel Rahmann
Sheihtly, Director of Adminis-
tration and Member of the
Lebanese Military Council at the
Ministry of Defense (Lebanon).
Max Taylor, former Head of the
Department of Applied Psychol-
ogy at the University College
Cork, and former Professor in
International Relations at the
University of St Andrews and
Director of CSTPV (Ireland).

SESSION IV | TERRORISM
THROUGH THE EYE OF THE
ARAB WORLD
Moderator : Sam Menassa
Oraib Al Rantawi, Founder
and Director of “Al Quds Center
for Political Studies”. Writer and
political analyst in the Jordanian
daily newspaper “Ad Dustour”.
Safa Hussein, Deputy Na-
tional Security Advisor NSC.
Before 2003 he was Brigadier
General in the Iraqi Forces and
Director of R&D in the military
industry (Iraq).
Ubaidly Ubaidly, journalist
and researcher working for Arabic
newspapers and magazines such
as As Safir (Lebanon), Al Hadaf -
(Palestine), Al Wasat (Bahrain),
Arab Alyawm (Jordan), Al Roya
(Sultanate of Oman) (Bahrain).
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He pointed out that la Maison du Futur intends to study
this issue.
The second is education, considered as a cornerstone to

counter political violence. “Lack of a culture of tolerance and
respect for others have constituted an incubator for extremism”,
he said, especially in light of the chaotic proliferation of faith
schools. He stressed that through education and culture we can
directly address religious extremism and political violence, noting
that reforming education is a keystone to protect new generations.
The third is development, as the lack of development leads to

extremism and violence.
Finally, he hoped that the conference’s outcome will address

the problem of violent extremism, taking into account these three
factors. President Gemayel stressed on the need to establish a
permanent inter-faith dialogue body, in the light of the timid
reaction of faith institutions towards religious extremism,
especially the Islamic ones. He recalled Al-Azhar’s initiative in this
regard, noting that it was not seized by other faith institutions,
expressly in terms of reforming education. He called for a global
cooperation to establish such an inter-faith body, so all faith
institutions could agree to unify their stance against the violent
extremism on rampage across the world, especially that atrocities
are committed in the name of religion. 
He also underpinned the responsibility that lies on religious

scholars in countering violent extremism, urging to establish the
inter-faith body to find a minimum common denominator
between different religions, and develop a strategy based on
human values to counter this phenomenon. He expressed his hope
to see continuous cooperation among the research communities
to address the critical global issues of our time. 

Nils Wormer of the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung welcomed the
attendees and acknowledged La Maison du Future’s proposal to
hold this conference, highlighting the cooperation between the
two institutions. He commended President Amine Gemayel
remarks on violent extremism, saying that he pinpointed the core
of the problem in all its aspects. He added that terrorism is not a
new phenomenon in Europe, with the heyday of ideological
terrorism in the seventies, and religious terrorism in the nineties
and its comeback nowadays. He pointed out that the European
media sheds light on terrorism whenever an attack occurs, rather
than focusing on how this issue started and trying to pinpoint
what triggered it to find solutions to annihilate it. Hence, he
commended the participation of foreign experts, wishing the
conference would come out with positive results.

VIOLENT EXTREMISM
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The Executive Director of la Maison du Future Sam
Menassa gave a background call on the conference theme,
highlighting the meeting’s incentives, particularly in terms of
clarifying the wavering and foggy stance of the Arab and
Muslim worlds towards violent extremism. He added that la
Maison du Future seeks to foster a serene platform to discuss
the subject away from the media and political hype, in order
to explore its facets and put forward innovative ideas beyond
the mainstream that elucidate its quiddity, drivers and
worthwhile counter measures.

FIRST SESSION :
“PREVENTING VIOLENT EXTREMISM : INNOVATIVE
APPROACH”

The first session started with its moderator John Bell,
Director of the Middle East and Mediterranean Program at
the Toledo Center in Madrid, introducing the speakers,
Hassan Mneimneh, Principal at Middle East Alternatives,
Kristina Eichhorst, Coordinator for Crisis and Conflict
Management in the headquarters of Konrad Adenauer in
Berlin, and Thomas Volk, Coordinator for Islam and the
Dialogue between Religions in the headquarters of Konrad
Adenauer in Berlin.
Bell thanked the two institutions for coordinating this

meeting, pointing out that the West has witnessed waves of
terrorism, but since the Paris incident, the media showed more
interest in this issue and is currently unduly debating the
violent extremism phenomenon to explore its essence and
drives, especially since some of these were harbored within
western communities. He added that the fact that some
Westerners have embraced extremist ideologies and behavior,
shocked Western societies and challenged the political
authorities. He noted that on the other hand, whatever the
causes and drives of violent extremism were, what stands
crystal clear nowadays is the inefficiency of all adopted
counter-violent extremism strategies. He added that this
conference will allow raising different standpoints in the field
of countering violent extremism that need to be discussed in
order to determine which scheme is viable. 

Mneimneh began his intervention by highlighting the
wide divergence over the definition of terrorism, pointing out
the double standards in defining terrorism and determining
who is a terrorist. While some brand a terrorist attack as an
act of bravery, others consider it as a criminal act. The same
goes for terrorists, seen by some as freedom fighters and by
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others as criminals. He explained that there are two
definitional approaches to terrorism, the first is structural and
the second is cultural. He said that the most commonly given
structural interpretation attributes the emergence of violent
extremism to a set of economic, socio-economic or gene-
rational socio-economic factors, emphasizing the importance
of the economic factor in the emergence of violent extremism
and terrorism, as evidenced by the slogan raised during Egypt
uprising in 2011, “Bread, Freedom, Social Justice”, which gave
priority to a prosperous life. He explained that frustration and
nibbling resulting from challenging economic conditions,
could lead to unlawful and anti-establishment behavior; it is
thus a must to address economic problems as a fundamental
tenet to prevent terrorism. The other structural interpretation
has a political dimension, which connects the origins of
terrorism with totalitarian regimes and lack of political
participation, along with the existence of an international
system based on self-interests. He said that implementing a
culture of democracy, strengthening political participation and
embracing alternation of power, will contribute at preventing
extremism. The same goes with resolving some international
disputes, such as the Arab-Israeli conflict. The third structural
interpretation championed by researchers, attributes the
emergence of violent extremism to socio-psychological factors,
particularly with regard to the Middle East, where repressive
societies lead to frustration especially among young people.
He stressed that addressing this aspect could be crucial in
preventing extremism and terrorism.
Alternatively, the simplest theory within the perspective

that relies on cultural interpretations to explain violent
extremism, seeks to establish causal relationships between the
rise of terrorism in the Middle East and the social structure
based on power and force along with the cultural structure it
has engendered. The second theory prevalent in Europe and
the United States links the origins of extremism and terrorism
to the essence of Islam, arguing that the war on terror is a war
between the West and Islam. Although this theory is narrow,
Mneimneh said it has gained prominence in the West
especially after 9/11 events, when the clash of civilizations
narrative sprouted in the Western countries in general and the
United States in particular. In this context, some have
connected terrorism to Salafi Wahhabism, a branch of Sunni-
Islam, rather than to Islam in general, saying that the real foe
in the war on terrorism is the Wahhabi teachings. 
Following this presentation, Mneimneh noted that all these

attempts to explain violent extremism highlight aspects of the

VIOLENT EXTREMISM
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topic, but do not bring to light this multi-pronged
phenomenon. He stressed that the cultural interpretations do
not underscore the existence of a clash of civilizations, but
rather they highlight the fact that the Western Civilization had
succeeded in achieving moder nity while Eastern Civilization
had not. He explained that throughout its history, the Western
society had produced a culture of institutional powers based
on respect for human rights, tolerance and acceptance of
others, starting with the Renaissance and the enlightenment
thought strengthened by the French Revolution.
Alternatively, the East adapted this culture with the advent

of Napoleon’s army, which paved the road to the rise of the
so-called Ammiyat. Albeit the East sought to assimilate this
culture, it failed because it was not part of its nurtured cultural
structure.
He concluded by saying that when we reflect on the new

system that had emerged in the region after World War I, we
can objectively say that the twentieth century was in the
Middle East, the era of state restructuring and assimilating
the state-building concept conforming to the European model.
Unfortunately, we did not succeed, and what had been created
instead was a series of failed patriarchal nations; he stressed
that what we are witnessing today is the consequence of a 200
years of civilization failure to accommodate the forces of
modernity inhibiting us from assimilating the social values
correlated to the political concepts that we had adapted from
the West. He said that the extremist mentality runs as such:
“their bombs and our martyrs, their violence (the West) is
hidden, ours is wide-open, as we resort to violence in order to
install a balance of terror”. 

Volk began his presentation by stating that ISIL now
controls territory in Syria and Iraq the size of the UK, and
has power in these areas over eight million people, daily
exposed to its Salafist doctrine. He added that more than
30.000 foreign fighters are thought to have joined ISIL’s
ranks, and they mostly came from Tunisia and some European
countries such as France and Germany. He said that many
European countries are facing the threat of Islamic extremism
growth among their citizens, despite the fact that most of
them are natives. He mentioned that a large number of those
who have joined Islamic extremist groups are newly converts
into Islam. In addition to those a large number of third-
generation Muslim immigrants to Europe, including a
significant number of women. He highlighted the role of the
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online digital platforms as the biggest breeding ground to the
so-called “electronic jihad”, by way of the use of the electronic
network by Islamist extremist groups to recruit, disseminate
their ideology, promote their operations, as well as plan
attacks targeting intelligence and security sensitive facilities.
He emphasized the need for Europe to adopt a new
comprehensive and expanded strategy to root out extremism
and prevent its growth, to be developed by joint action
between security services, educational and media institutions
as well as Islamic institutions.
Focusing on the proliferation of religious extremism in

Germany, he unveiled that 4 million Muslim live in Germany,
among them 43.890 could be viewed as potential Islamists.
He stated that 31.000 of those are considered to be legalists,
who observe law and order, but they do promote Islamic
thinking. However, the most worrying trend in Germany
nowadays is the rise in the number of people with Salafist
affiliation, as their number has increased from 3800 in 2011
to 8000 in 2015. He also revealed that the number of people
departing Germany for ISIL controlled territories in Syria and
Iraq had risen as high as 750, over 100 of them had already
lost their lives and around 200 had returned to Germany.
He distinguished between three types of extremists :
– The Salafist puristic non-political branch ; followers
adhere to a strict explanation of the Islamic sharia, and
can be identified through their dress code and way of life
– The Salafist political branch associated with Salafist
political organizations
– The Salafist extremist jihadist branch ; followers are
pro-Jihad and the most vulnerable to violent extremism
Volk added that the reasons for embracing violent

extremism are varied and can be of psychological, political,
sociological or ideological nature. He considered the internet
to be one of the most dangerous recruitment tools, as a large
number of women were recruited through internet and left their
families to join ISIL, while other young people converted to
Islam to join extremist groups also through online recruitment.
Finally, he presented Germany’s approach to counter the

alarming trend of increasing Islamist radicalization, starting
by promoting knowledge about Islam as a way to reduce
prejudice and counter Islamophobic attitudes in Europe, that
lead young Muslims to join radical movements ; to promote
an historical-critical exegesis of the Quran that places the
passed-down verses into the context of their formation, both
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in place and time, and present a non-violent reading of Islam;
expending Islamic religious education in schools and through
social media. Young people obtain most of their information
from the Internet, and as Islamist and Salafist organizations
are continuously increasing their online presence, it is more
important than ever to be proactive and offer alternatives to
Islamist websites using promotional videos and websites about
an Islam that is tolerant and peaceful. He added that
Germany also relies in its attempt to prevent extremism on
soft and positive measures, engaging with young people at risk
of radicalization or who have already chosen the extremist
path in order to induce them to change their beliefs.
He concluded by noting that Islamist and Salafist

radicalization has been increasing steadily in Germany for
years, especially among the third-generation migrants who grow
up in Germany and are German citizens. Thus, it is crucial to
draw up a national strategy for preventing Islamic radicalization
involving a partnership of responsibility between security,
education and social welfare authorities, calling on Islamic
institutions to join this effort to stop the misuse of religion.
Before giving the floor to Kristina Eichhorst, Bell

commented on Volk presentation saying that the emergence
of extremism in the West could be seen as a direct offshoot of
governance failure as it is the case in the East, wondering if
moderate Islam can deter the would-be violent extremists. 

Eichhorst began her presentation by asking what
motivates Europeans in general and Germans in particular to
give up their comfortable life to join ISIL.
She said that this phenomenon caused a public outcry

since it arised in Germany four years ago, pushing everyone
to wonder about the identity of those who head off to foreign
countries to join armed fighters in their battle. Even political
authorities were baffled by this new trend.
She stressed that today and after 4 years, we can say that

we still have little insight about this phenomenon, as reality
shows that the legion of foreign fighters includes persons with
varied and often overlapping motives, coming from a range of
economic and socio-cultural backgrounds and do not fit one
stereotype. 
Hence, we stopped asking about their identity, she added,

trying instead to elucidate their motives and considerations.
– One theory says that they suffer from mental illness and

their personalities are weak. However, the field studies have
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shown the invalidity of this theory, since the majority of those
who join the ranks of extremist movements are not mentally
unstable. 
– Another theory says that they do not suffer from mental

illness but rather from neurosis, especially depression. Once
again, reality has shown the invalidity of this interpretation.
– A third theory says that the reason behind this

phenomenon lies in the manhood psyche, mentality and way
of thinking, in terms of his strive for wars, power, adventure,
bragging and fame etc… Here too, there is no conclusive
evidence proving the validity of this theory.
– A fourth reasonable theory, Situation of Radical Change

Theory, talks about young people joining extremist
movements during a turning point in their lives (trauma). She
explained that when a significant negative turning point oc-
curs in someone’s life, he becomes weak and vulnerable to
recruitment attempts. However she stressed that despite the
logic behind this theory, it is not inclusive and totally effective
in explaining foreign fighters’ motivations.
She concluded by saying that we still have poor insight

into the phenomenon of violent extremism in the West, and
it is likely impossible to fully understand this ambiguous
occurrence in light of the complexity of human psychology.
She added that in Germany, we are still at square one and
need to share experiences with other European countries in
order to tackle this issue.
Public debate followed Eichhorst presentation, with some

participants claiming that confining youngster westerns’
motivations to join extremist groups to solely personal and
psychological factors is pure chimera. They said that any
attempt to understanding violent religious extremism should
consider its historical context, pointing out that the region has
been suffering from terrorism for over 30 years. So what
happened during these years to lead violent extremism into a
religious path? 
As answer to this question they gave three reasons:
– The oil revolution in the Arab Gulf states, particularly
Saudi Arabia and the emergence of what they called the
Islam Nomad Warrior
– The Iranian Revolution
– The Cold War and the consequent support of Salafist
jihadist movements

They stressed that all states are responsible for the
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emergence of this terrorism, either by support or tolerance or
complicity for furthering personal gains.
In the same vein, some saw that confining the

phenomenon of violent religious extremism to psychological
drivers is a simplistic view. 
They considered that what paved the way for the

emergence of these radical movements is the failure of all
attempts to reform Islamic thought, the Western support for
authoritarian regimes in the region and the lack of a serious
quest to solve the Palestinian cause.
They also said, while subjective motives should be taken

into consideration when attempting to explain terrorism, we
should not howbeit overlook the existence of objective drives,
stressing that deterring terrorism is a common Arab, Islamic
and Western responsibility.

SECOND SESSION :
“UNDERSTANDING EXTREMISM : PSYCHOLOGICAL
PERSPECTIVE”

The second session started with its director Hassan
Mneimneh presenting the speakers, John Bell and Ivan
Tyrrell, Director of the Human Givens College in the United
Kingdom, and founder of the Human Givens approach of
psychotherapy and clear thinking about emotional health,
education and social issues, and Jean-Pierre Katrib, Director
of Strategic Relations at Quantum.
Tyrrell began his presentation via Skype by emphasizing

the importance of understanding human behavior through a
Human Givens approach that links human behavior to a given
set of innate needs and the extent of their fulfillment. He
explained that humans have several basic emotional needs: 

– Security : A sense of safety and an environment in
which people can live without experiencing excessive fear
so that they can develop healthily.
– Autonomy and control : A sense of autonomy and
control over his life economically, emotionally and
professionally.
– Status: A sense of status – being accepted and valued
in the various social groups we belong to.
– Connection to the wider community: We have evolved
as a group animal and need to feel part of something
larger than ourselves.
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– Intimacy: Emotional connection to other people –
friendship, love, intimacy, fun.
– Competence and achievement: A sense of our own
competence and achievements, that we have what it takes
to meet life’s demands, which boosts our self-esteem 
– Meaning and purpose and spiritual sustenance: A
sense of meaning and purpose which comes from being
stretched in what we do and how we think. It is through
‘stretching’ ourselves mentally or physically by service
to others, learning new skills or being connected to ideas
or philosophies bigger than ourselves that our lives
become purposeful and full of meaning. 
Tyrrell added that the human givens model also consists

of a set of ‘resources’ (abilities and capabilities) that all human
beings are born with, which are used to get the innate needs
met. These constitute what is termed an ‘inner guidance sys-
tem’. Learning how to use these resources well is seen as being
crucial to achieve and sustain robust bio-psycho-social health
as individuals and as groups.
These resources are: Memory, ability to communicate with

others, imagination, rational thinking, the ability to know and
understand the world, the ability to step back and be objective
and the ability to dream.
Tyrrell than wondered, what happens when our needs are

not being met? Humans in this case will get emotional and
often act foolishly. When one loses control over his life he/she
will also lose control over himself /herself, and when he/she
loses his /her self-esteem he/she will be disoriented and when
he/she becomes anxious he/she will get depressed. If these
disturbances occur with means to fulfill human innate need
for recklessness and adventure, he/she will use his resources
such as memory, imagination and ability to acquire new skills
in reckless gears such as terrorism.
As for the triggers that turn youngsters to extremism, he

spoke about their growth in sick environments, preventing
them from fulfilling their needs and obstructing their advance
and the nurture of their internal guidance system. He also
spoke about mental illness or defect of the brain caused by
physical or psychological reasons. 
He concluded by stressing the need for human rational

mind to organize his thoughts and to possess a clearer view of
the world’s issues. Human needs more a systematic way of
thinking than he needs beliefs and ideologies. 

Bell started his lecture by emphasizing the Human Givens
theory presented by Tyrrell, saying that when one’s needs are
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not met, the person will react, and the extent of the reaction
will be in line with the level of deprivation. He said if we apply
this logic to the political reality, we will find that governments
in the Arab world, for example, do not meet the needs of their
citizens, and therefore we should not be startled by the
occurrence of reactions that could reach terrorist behavior. He
added that this theory is not simplistic, yet it straightforwardness
reflects the existent reality. He pointed out that extremist
movements starve to fulfill some of the human needs, and
they are proficient at attracting people and driving them to
comply with their demands. He said that mass movements
such as the phenomenon of violent extremism, we are
witnessing today, only arise in certain conditions, when sturdy
social structure is in a state of disintegration. This is a good
description of parts of the Arab world, he added, and of
isolated pockets of our own Western society. 
He denied the existence of a unique background profile for

extremists, or specific social, economic, cultural and
psychological conditions that lead to the rise of terrorism,
saying that the reasons often given to explain the emergence
of terrorism and violent extremism, such as poverty, ignorance,
social marginalization and political tyranny do not apply to
all cases. He sustained this view by saying that 48.5% of jihadi
recruited in the Middle East and North Africa had a higher
education of some sort, of these 44% had degrees in
engineering. Among Western-recruited jihadi, that figure rose
to 59%. He added that an unpublished report by the World
Bank shows no link between increased employment and
decreased violence. He pointed out the difference between
foreign recruits’ motives and local ones, as well as between
Western and Eastern contexts. He added that three-quarters
of those who become foreign fighters for ISIL are recruited
through friends and 20% through family members, noting
that ironically, in the West, it is often when they are expelled
from Mosques that they radicalize and they are recruited in
fast food hangouts and soccer fields. He unveiled that most
foreign fighters who have joined extremist groups did so
willingly triggered by a broad array of motives such as: pursue
of a heroic path, desire of adventure, activism, romance,
power, belonging, along with spiritual fulfillment. As for local
recruiters, driving factors fluctuate from bad governance to
money enticement, to seeking revenge, ending occupation and
defeating the enemy. They perceive terrorism as the sole
means to reach their goals. 
On countering and preventing extremism, Bell said the

first step should be understanding this phenomenon, to be
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followed by healing social disintegration considered as the
seedbed of extremist movements, and offering to vulnerable
to be-recruiters positive inspiring causes to replace the suicidal
ones used by extremists as pull-factor. He added that keeping
a track policy is impossible especially in Europe, as it requires
thousands of unavailable security agents.
He concluded by stressing that counter-terrorist policies

which are only based on a narrow range of repressive
mechanisms produce serious negative side-effects and push
those who already chose the path of violence deeper into their
imagination. He noted that between 1968 and 2006, only 7%
of terrorist groups were militarily defeated, stressing on the
West duty to provide financial, technical and social support
to their allies in the Middle East who manage to keep ISIL
outside their borders. 

Katrib presented a white paper prepared by Quantum.
Entitled “Understanding jihadists in their own words”, this
white paper aims to tackling the question of violent extremism
thorough understanding the psychology of ISIL fighting force
and their state of mind prior to recruitment, through personal
testimonies of a 49 sample ISIL and other extremist
organizations’ fighters in Syria and Iraq aged between 18 and
43, who are currently either detained, defected or still
operating. Among those were 9 foreign fighters, 9 Arab
fighters and 31 local fighters. The testimonies were accessed
through monitoring more than 200 hours of one-to-one
interviews on Saudi and Iraqi TV channels, inter alia, that
were later transcribed into an academic categorization matrix
and coding tool from which conclusions were derived. 
He continued: In this study we have analyzed the

discourse of these fighters by identifying keywords they used
to express:
– How they perceive themselves 
– What are their own limits 
– What they consider as positive 
– What they consider as negative 
Accordingly, three categories were identified based on

jihadist’s Geographical origins, the local fighters category (as
in Iraqis in Iraq and Syrians in Syria), the foreign fighters
category and the Arab fighters category. The study key-finding
was the classification of extremist fighters into 9 categories,
based on the push-factors that led them to join the ranks of
ISIL and other extremist groups: 
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– Status Seekers (77% are local fighters) : They want to
improve their social standing ; their main drives are
money, employment and certain recognition by others
around them. 
– Identity Seekers (63% are foreign fighters) : Need the
identity that comes from belonging to a group.
– Revenge Seekers (80% are local fighters) : Consider
themselves to be part of an oppressed group, and thus
want to inflict harm on their oppressors and anyone who
might support them (oppressors). 
– Redemption Seekers : Perceive their engagement in
Jihadi enterprise as a vindication from previous sinful
ways of living. 
– Responsibility Seekers: Value family ties and want to
preserve their family’s well-being
– Thrill Seekers (67% are Arab fighters) : Are filled with
energy and drive. They want to prove their
potential/power by accomplishing an arduous task or
surviving a harrowing adventure. 
– Ideology Seekers (7% of the study sample): Are mainly
in search of a certain world view that they can identify
with and the “Islamic Ummah” provides a pre-packaged
transnational ideology. The ideology seekers aim at
“imposing” their world view on at least one other group. 
– Justice Seekers : Consider what is happening in the
conflict areas as a major injustice and feel they have a
certain inner calling to reverse this injustice. 
– Death Seekers : Have most probably suffered from a
significant trauma/loss in their lives and consider death
as the only way out with a reputation of martyr instead
of someone who has committed suicide.
Other push factors were also detected such as: Defending

Sunnis (15), Jihad (11), extremist environment (8), Being
Muslim and the Syrian war (8)K money (6), former prisoners
(5), and being anti-Western culture.
He concluded by pointing out that ultimately, this White

Paper edition demystifies some existing theories on ISIL & co.
For one, Islam is not the full side of the story. As the wording
of the fighters suggest, Islam is a means to an end and not the
end itself. Alternative, earthly pursuits seem to be the
underlying end for a majority of sampled fighters.
The debate started with some participants claiming that

the approach presented by speakers to understand the push-
factors behind violent extremism, is a diagnostic-therapeutic
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approach and does not capture the core of the problem or
unveil the outer and factual root causes of this phenomenon.
They added that a key question was so far ignored which is,
why religious criticism that started in the Arab World in the
19th century was hindered? They stressed on the need to
revisit the traditional interpretation of Islam’s view on all
aspects of life as the latter are dynamic and not static.
Other participants believed that the psychological

approach to analyze the phenomenon of violent extremism is
worthy ; nonetheless, what we are witnessing today is not a
particular and individual violence but rather a mass
phenomenon. They added that what contributed to the rise
of violence in our region is the failure of the state and its
inability to cross the line between authoritarian and violent
states to developmental states that seek to fulfill people’s
needs. They pointed out that the current debate on political
violence is confining this phenomenon only to Islam, despite
the fact of the presence of extremist movements in Europe not
related to Islam or Jihad but rather to the stagnation of
modern state in the movement towards providing social
justice. Accordingly, they added, if we genuinely want open
and honest debate, we should consider extremism in general
rather than singling out only its Islamic-religious facet.
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Furthermore, some participants suggested that motives
behind the recent outbreak of terrorism in Arab nations and
worldwide are of political roots, and all nations bear a heavy
responsibility for political grievances, either because of their
authoritarian regimes or because of their complicity with the
latter for strategic interests. They also stressed on the
responsibility of religious authority in the Arab world in
exacerbating this phenomenon because it failed to provide a
new interpretation of Islam ; adding to this the failure of the
Arab elite in fulfilling its social and cultural role, merely
importing Western values without trying to draft a genuine
alternative.
Emphasizing the peculiar role of religion in the rise of

terrorism, some participants stressed on the political roots of
terrorism which simply uses religion as a facade, wondering
why ISIL has flourished in Iraqi Sunni areas? They alleged
that the US invasion of Iraq interchanged the power play
between Sunnis and Shias, bringing the latter to power.
Backed by Iran, the Shia rule marginalized Sunnis in revenge
to decades of oppression. This retaliatory politic has spawned
Sunni extremist movements, which reached its apogee with
ISIL. The same applies to Syria, where the regime violence
has fostered extremist movements, stressing that the core
problem in the region is of political nature and not religious. 
Underscoring the wide range of social, political and

psychological factors behind the rise of terrorism and religious
extremism, some participants wondered why the Arab and
Islamic worlds had constituted a breeding foothold for this
groundswell of extremism. They added that Arab and Islamic
societies suffer from a lack of democracy, marginalization of
citizens and their exclusion from public life, considering thus
the state failure as a key driver for the rise of extremism and
terrorism. 
Other participants highlighted the role of the Iranian

Revolution in bolstering Sunni extremist movements, saying
that the Shia expansionist policy paved the way to the upsurge
of the Sunni extremism phenomenon. They wondered why
the international community is focusing on Sunni extremism
while dismissing Shia extremism.
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THIRD SESSION : 
“DEALING WITH EXTREMISTS : APPLICABLE
METHODS”

The Third session began with its moderator Hanin
Ghadar, editor in chief of NowLebanon news website,
presenting the speakers, General Fuad Allam, former Agent
in the State Security Investigations in Egypt and former
Director of the Port Said security department, General Abdel
Rahmann Sheihtly, Director of administration and member
of the Lebanese Military Council at the Ministry of Defense,
and Max Taylor, former head of the department of applied
psychology at the University College Cork and former
Professor in international relations at the University of St
Andrews and director of CSTPV in Ireland.
Ghadar described the session’s subject by saying that the

international community is currently focusing on fighting
ISIL by waging a military war, and that is useless. She
explained that ISIL is no stranger to our societies which are
inherently violent, noting that violence begins at home where
men taunt their daughters and wives. She evoked the recent
statement by Al Azhar, refusing to declare ISIL apostate,
arguing that it is an Islamic organization. She added that both
the West and the East bear the responsibility for the
emergence of extremist movements, saying that when the
West sides with one party in the conflict, things will worsen.
The West cannot cozy up to Iran, and expects a no-reaction
stance from Sunnis in the region. 
General Allam began his intervention by commenting on

Ghadar’s sayings, stressing that Al-Azhar condemns ISIL but
has stopped short of declaring it as an apostate, firstly because
it rejects the Takfirism process ISIL plays on, and secondly
because only God can judge on the matter of apostasy. He
added that terrorism has no religion, and Al Azhar believes
that the three monotheistic religions are not fundamentally
opposed to each other, yet there are misconceptions among
hard-liners in each of these religions, which incite violence and
terrorism when a believer considers that his faith was offended.
Talking about factors abetting the rise of terrorism, Allam

firstly cited wars. He explained that the inability of
conventional warfare to be conclusive in military conflicts
bolstered the emergence of terrorist organizations, which
attempted to settle these conflicts while achieving political
gains. Terrorism is a politically-inspired phenomenon and its
root-causes are not of religious order, he furthered, stressing
that recent wars, particularly in Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Afghanistan and Sudan, presented good opportunities for
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sympathizers to extremist ideology to obtain military training
and acquire arms and explosive materials. 
The second factor in boosting terrorism is the fact that some

European and Arab countries have provided a safe haven for
these organizations under cover of preserving human rights. He
revealed that more than 650 terrorists in Britain were granted
political Asylum, and that the UK is currently in process to
release the perpetrators of the dirty bomb attack on its territory.
He added that if those terrorist elements were not given
political asylum, the scene in Europe nowadays would have
been different. He mentioned that the Muslim Brotherhood
organization who had taken refuge in Europe has flourished by
gaining funds and controlling lodes of Islamic research centers
abroad politically and financially supported by host countries.
He continued that based on his experience in countering

terrorist organizations, none was as dangerous as ISIL is today.
Unlike other extremist groups, ISIL has gained a significant
swath of territory (25% of Syria and 45% of Iraq), controls oil
fields and crude is the group’s biggest source of revenue, along
with kidnaping ransoms and the jizya tax imposed on
Christians. He warned that ISIL possesses dangerous weapons
that could destroy countries, and some of it is aggressively
pursuing the development of chemical weapons, creating a
team dedicated to research and experiment using the internet.
He stated that confronting violent extremism must be

done on several levels :
– The religious confrontation: confronting the phony
and erroneous interpretations of Islamic beliefs and
practices used by extremist organizations to polarize
youth. While Allam emphasized the need to update
Islamic jurisprudence, he refused views about developing
Islam suggested by some colleagues. He added that our
societies need to update Islamic concepts, blaming the
historic stalemate in this field on the religious authority. 
– The legislative confrontation: Enacting terrorism-spe-
cific laws has become necessary in order to achieve a bal-
ance between society’s need for security and stability
and the rights and freedom of citizens.
– Confrontation via the media: Establishing an on-going
media policy of confronting terrorism. There are various
roles media can play to confront the problem of terror-
ism by disseminating well-founded opinions, raising
basic issues related to terrorism and engaging citizens as
an essential tool in confronting this phenomenon. 
– The security level : Although it is now agreed that
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security measures alone are not enough to confront
terrorism, it should also be noted that such security
measures should be the last stage in the process of
confronting terrorism. Security agencies must be
supported and empowered appropriately considering the
scale of the challenge involved and they also must be
availed of all assistance enabling them to perform their
role with greater efficiency and competency. He noted
that care must be taken to ensure that security measures
adopted to confront this phenomenon do not lead to an
escalation of the problem. 
Allam concluded by stressing the need of establishing an

international body that includes experts representing the
countries that are most impacted by terrorism, charged with
studying the underlying causes of violent extremism in order
to implement a comprehensive strategy to counter this
phenomenon.

General Sheihtly started his contribution by defining
extremism as being a deviation from what is usual and trendy,
noting that extremism is not constrained to a religion’s
ideology but could be inspired by a range of political, social
and economic beliefs.
Sheihtly refused to associate terrorism with Islam owing to

the actions of a few radical Muslim individuals who have taken
it upon themselves to do the most heinous crimes in the name
of Islam, defaming Islam by their deeds. While distinguishing
between radicalization and religious piety and observance of
the Islamic statutes, he said that according to Islamic
teachings, the extremist is a person who oversteps the
boundaries of the Sharia in all aspects of life. He added that
the authoritarian trend of radical movements and their
intolerance against anyone, individual or government, who
refuses to apply their harsh and regressive interpretation of
Islam, denies any possibility of political negotiation with them.
He stressed that this ideological extremism has two pillars:

An outright anti-western stance that considers the West as
responsible of all ill-deeds in the world, and a self-inflating
attitude stating that only Muslims can engage the process of
human reformation. He laid out grievances that extremists
capitalize on to promote their ideology, namely:

– The continued Israeli occupation of Arab lands and the
failure to implement a just solution to the Palestinian issue
– Increased threats to the holy sites in Jerusalem
– The Western control over the Arabic countries’ natural
resources
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– Political despotism, unjust ruler, lack of democracy and
the suppression of freedoms
– Cable television’s massive spread, which play a crucial
role in diffusing extremist ideology and deepening
sectarian rift
– Poverty caused by political and administrative
corruption and the waste of the countries’ resources.
– Extremists’ infiltration into the educational system,
which made pupils vulnerable to recruitment
– The existence of internal and external parties that
sponsor these extremist organizations and use them in
proxy-wars
Amidst the current violent extremism rampage in many

parts of the world and the subsequent acts of terrorism, he
stressed the need of implementing a joint and comprehensive
global strategy to counter this phenomenon, starting with the
adoption of a preventive policy through understanding the
political, social, economic and cultural drivers of this trend in
order to address them ; investing in education and instigating
an inclusive development of the education system ;
strengthening the role of Islamic religious authority in
countering extremism through awareness raising regarding the
real essence of Islam ; engaging non-Islamic religious authority
in raising awareness among believers about real Islam ;
emphasizing the role of media in the waged battle against
violent extremism.
As for deterrence measures to counter extremism, he

mentioned: The exchange of information between countries ;
the need to invest in enhancing the security services efficiency
and readiness both at the military and ideological level ; enact
special legislation to deter terrorism. He also underscored the
role of the United Nations in countering terrorism by taking
crucial action under Chapter VII against any State or
institution or group classified as terrorist or providing support
for acts of terrorism, and first and foremost, the need to reach
a unified definition for terrorism that differentiates between
the rightful resistance against occupation and terrorism. 
Finally, with terrorism gaining an international dimension,

he stressed the need to amend the Geneva Conventions and
their Additional Protocols to suit the nature of modern
asymmetric warfare between nations and terrorist groups and
how to deal with individuals or groups classified as terrorists. 

Taylor began his contribution by asserting that a deep
scrutiny of terrorism requires overviewing an array of factors
and restraining from adopting prior interpretations to
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ascertain its nature without monitoring factual baselines that
elucidate its essence. He outlined a series of fundamental
points that might help to understand violent extremism and
could contribute to the development of systematic initiatives
to counter it. He said that the starting point in the process of
understanding this phenomenon is the adoption of the
principle of “do no harm” through resorting to rational rather
than emotional analysis to ensure its clarity. 
The second point is trying to figure out whether the goals

of violent extremism are collective and violence is used as a
tactic in an ongoing war or they are individual. The third
point is determining what behavior is problematic?
Maintaining fundamentalist beliefs or putting deeds by ones
words? Who is the enemy: non-violent extremists or violent
extremists?
He stressed the need to detect the short-term individual

factors playing on the emergence of violent extremism (live
events, local conditions) which may be different from the
long-term factors affecting the massive violent extremism
(ideological, social and environmental). He talked about the
importance of revisiting prevailing ideas about leadership and
responsibility within mainstream extremist groups, and
acknowledging that it is currently a networked structure
instead of being a hierarchical command/control structure. He
said that the reasons behind the emergence of violent
extremism in the West (foreign fighters) are different from
those in other communities, and every community should
take it upon itself to recognize the local root-causes that have
contributed to the emergence of violent extremism in order to
be able to confront it.
Taylor also underscored the need to recognizing the role

of the internet as element of network based violent extremism
and a critical tool for spreading extremist ideology and
propaganda. He also underlined the need to understanding
the relationship between online and personal contact which
can be mutually supportive and very powerful. Additionally,
we should comprehend the emotional context of propaganda
to implement a similar one in counter narratives. 
He talked about the existence of similar characteristics

between individuals who have chosen the path of violent
extremism, revealing that most Westerners who have gone this
route have previous criminal records, which could, according
to him, indicate a pre-existing marginal life. He added that we
should not overestimate the role of religion as initiator, as
opposed to motivator or director once someone is already
involved in violent extremism. He also highlighted the
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difference between people born into and brought up in a
religious environment, where there is a limited sense of choice,
and converts who have made a choice. He also noted the
significance of personal psychological factors and mental
health as push factors, especially in the case of foreign fighters.
Speaking about initiatives that have been adopted so far to

confront extremism, he considered that none was a winning
strategy, proposing a series of questions that could be used as a
road map to draft viable initiatives to contain violent extremism:

–What are the goals of these initiatives: Altering beliefs
and behavior changing? What is the measure of success:
to stop violent acts or deterring the extremist ideology
that drives this violence? 
– Whom these initiatives are reaching: Are they
preventive aiming to reach the would-be extremists or
they focus on the rehabilitation of those already involved
in violent extremism? Should they reach people who
advocate terrorism or persons who are already engaged
in violent acts? Do they have to engage with extremists’
broader families? What are the foundations to be
adopted in developing a strategy to contain violent
extremism? Should it use religion or should it focus on
the economic factors? 
He concluded by emphasizing the need for post-release

monitoring to detect recidivism and strengthening the process
of reintegration into society.
The debate started with some participants praising the

speakers’ emphasis on distinguishing between terrorism and
radicalization, saying that countering each one of these two
trends needs a different philosophical approach. They stressed
the necessity to view the spread of an ideology of radical
extremism with a degree of urgency comparable to the way we
view the spread of violent groups animated by that ideology,
highlighting the global threat of extremist organizations.
Others said that while security measures are a critical part of
a comprehensive counter-terrorism approach, they alone are
insufficient; they emphasized the necessity of understanding
the general context that has laid the groundfield for the
emergence of violent extremism, especially in what pertains
to the Sunni victimization and marginalization. 
Acknowledging that Britain has become a safe haven for

terrorists, they said that some of those have returned to their
home country repented and open minded. They refused to
denounce Britain asylum policy, asserting that the core
problem is related to the prevailing situation in our
communities. They added that the absence of religious
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authority, particularly among the Sunnis, left the field open
for extremist interpretations of religion, saying that
strengthening religious institutions has become an urgent task
while ensuring their autonomy. Additionally, they refused to
brand all Islamic movements as extremist and terrorist, noting
that declaring Muslim Brotherhood a terrorist group in Egypt
is at the core of all problems plaguing this country.
Other participants warned against Arab regimes using

security and counter-terrorism measures to crackdown on civil
liberties, imperiling the Arab people’s gains at this level and
bolstering terrorism, stressing that Arab societies have had
their fair share of violence. 

FOURTH SESSION :
“TERRORISM THROUGH THE EYE OF THE ARAB
WORLD”

The fourth session started by its director Sam Menassa
introducing the speakers, Oraib Al Rantawi, Founder and
Director of Al Quds Center for Political Studies, Safa
Hussein, Deputy National Security Adviser in Iraq and
Ubeidly Ubeidly, journalist and researcher.

Menassa opened the session by quoting journalist Abdul
Rahman Al-Rashed, who said that “not all Muslims and Arabs
are terrorists, but today most of the acts of terrorism are
carried out by Muslims.” He explained that it was necessary
to end the meeting by reviewing Arabs’ standpoint pertaining
to violent extremism, in light of their current confused and
blurred stance towards extremist Islamic movements in
particular and terrorism in general.

Maj. Gen. Hussein began his intervention by distinguishing
between religious extremism, extremism, and terrorist
organizations, defining the latter as religious, military and
political groups which brand themselves as Salafist and
jihadist, and seek to establish an Islamic state using terrorism
as a means to achieve this end. He said that terrorist
organizations such as ISIL, and Al-Nusra Front and al-Qaida,
share the goal of establishing an Islamic state, but are using
different tactics to reach this goal.
He pointed out that all attempts to combat terrorism have

failed, wondering about the where and why of this shortfall.
Talking about the Iraqi experience with terrorism, he outlined
three decisive periods:

– Pre-emergence of terrorist organizations phase: It
started in the nineties when Iraq was under a UN
Security Council system of comprehensive embargo. The
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consequences of the embargo have been catastrophic for
the people and the economy of Iraq, and the country
struggled with an increase in poverty rates. The Saudi
humanitarian aids began then to flow to the country
going directly to some mosques which become later on a
hotbed for Salafists. He stated that the former regime
militarized the society and escalated its crackdown
against political dissidents using harsh and cruel
measures including beheading and mutilation. He added
that the perilous security vacuum in some areas produced
an environment conducive to the growth and success of
armed extremist organizations such as Ansar al-Islam and
Jamaat al-Tawhid and Jihad, which mutated into al-Qaida
in Iraq. As for the lessons learned from this phase,
Hussein highlighted the danger of linking humanitarian
aid to broader political goals ; when a foreign party
capitalizes on a country’s dire economic conditions and
uses aid as a political tool, this could contribute to the
emergence of terrorism. Additionally, he underscored the
danger of indiscriminate arrests on terrorist related
charges, which could make of innocents an easy prey for
recruitment by extremist groups especially in prisons. 
– The aftermath of the US invasion of Iraq phase: The
second phase began with the US invasion of Iraq and
continued until 2006. This phase saw the emergence of
groups who took up the banner of resistance against the
occupation, which emboldened terrorist organizations
to follow into their steps using nationalist sentiment as
a trap for recruitment and sectarian rift as a selling point.
Alternatively, the US military withdrawal from vital
areas led to a vacuum that terrorist organizations were
eager and ready to fill. As to lessons learned from this
phase, Hussein stressed that foreign interference often
breeds terrorism, allowing terrorist organizations to
wielding control over populated areas.
– The third phase, between 2006-2015, witnessed the
beginning of the defeat of terrorist organizations for
many reasons, the first being the Sunnis rejecting al-
Qaeda regressive rule and their backlash against the
groups’ handgrip on their regions ; secondly, the
divergence between Indigenous, and Arab and foreign
insurgents mainly caused by cultural and social
differences, and thirdly the continued military and
security pressure on al-Qaida and its offspring.
He concluded by explaining the internal and external

reasons behind the recent rise of ISIL. Regarding internal
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reasons and in addition to corruption and ill-management,
Hussein cited the inability and incompetence of local police
to deal with terrorist organizations, coupled with the federal
police reticence to intervene fearing to incite animosity with
Sunni citizens as most of its manpower are Shia. As to
external reasons, he said that the civil war in Syria, which
turned to become a proxy war, has left the region open to
terrorist organizations. They gained control of heavy and hi-
tech weapons along with financial capacity through
controlling oil fields in Syria and Iraq. With that caveat in
mind, ISIL is no longer a mere terrorist organization, but one
that operates like an army. 
In his presentation, Rantawi outlined the most impor-

tant points that must be taken into account when develop-
ing a counterterrorism strategy:

– A counter-terrorism initiative requires the adoption of
a comprehensive and multidimensional approach ad-
dressing the various political, social, economic, cultural,
religious and educational factors, which have con-
tributed to the spread of terrorism ; otherwise it will be
meant to fail. 
– A concerted and unified response to deter terrorism in
Arab states is impossible due to domestic divergences.
Rantawi rejected the proposal of enacting special anti-
terrorism laws, positing that they could be used by
regimes to crackdown on civil liberties under the guise
of counter-terrorism for self-serving political ends.
– The need to reach a bare minimum national consensus
on counter-terrorism and deradicalization. 
– The need to set key benchmarks for political reform
and engage in the democratization process, as it was
proven that the lack of political participation has fostered
increased radicalization among disaffected. He called for
establishing a secular rule in Arab countries, urging the
Arab elite to be bold in clinging to this crucial plea.
– The need to rethink the stance towards political Islam
and abstaining from portraying all mainstream Islamist
political movements as terrorists. He slammed the mas-
sive campaign waged in Egypt against the Muslim Broth-
erhood because of their old ideology. He emphasized
that during the last decade the Muslim Brotherhood has
embraced a more open rhetoric espousing democracy
and reform ; thereafter they should not be equated with
other terrorist organizations.
– The need of stepping in the role of societal actors and
engaging stakeholders in civil society in counter-ideology
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efforts to alter Islamists’ narrative with persuasive
counter-arguments and contribute to remodel their rigid
worldview.
– To promote dialogue with these organizations and cap-
italize on internal fringe in the persuasion process. 
– The need to address the chronic economic and mar-
ginalization problems, along with bridging the gap be-
tween the poor and the rich, fighting corruption and
finding new horizons for young people enabling them to
live in dignity.
– The need to undertake a comprehensive reform of the
education system including curricula, as nowadays, the
diverse streams of education in the Arab world are con-
sidered as a factor for facilitating the process of radical-
ization, graduating pro-ISIL students as they fail short
in building resilience against the groups’ impact.
– The need to strengthening religious institutions and
reforming curricula in religious school and faculties
which according to him, graduate pro-ISIL militants.
Speaking about Jordan, Rantawi said no one can prevent
the building of mosques in the kingdom, and their num-
ber have reached 7000, knowing that Jordan has only
2400 credited preachers. He casted doubt about the af-
filiation of preachers filling the gap to cover the 7000
mosques. 
– He concluded by pointing out the responsibility of the
West in spurring violent extremism in the region, saying
that one of the things that really does play into the
hands of terrorists is the western double standards for-
eign policy in dealing with Middle Eastern problems. 
In his intervention, Ubeidly said that terrorism is not a

new phenomenon in human experience, adding that through-
out history it has been used by dissidents and had threatened
the stability of societies and their peaceful coexistence. He re-
fused tying terrorism to Islam, stressing that the wave of ter-
rorism we are witnessing today is not a unique or exceptional
case, as political violence has been a significant part of social
and political relations since the oldest civilizations.
Amid continued terror attacks, an unprecedented terror-

ists’ military prowess and a widespread radical indoctrination
which ignore age and societal boundaries, he underscored the
failure of all counter-terrorism initiatives. He added that craft-
ing an effective counter-terrorism Strategy requires following
three main steps:

– Reaching consensus over a unified definition of
terrorism.
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– Undertaking a throughout diagnosis of the underlying
root causes and factors behind this phenomenon and its
persistence. 
– Developing and implementing a viable and sustainable
counter-terrorism strategy.
Noting the existing divergence in defining terrorism and

perceiving terrorists, he said that the causes behind terrorism
are varied, and can be of psychological, cultural, political, and
economic nature. Nonetheless, we can detect local and exter-
nal causes. Outlining the local causes, he mentioned tough
economic conditions, poverty and social injustice, marginal-
ization, misconception of religious and political ideologies see-
ing in violence the only means to reach goals, despotism and
lack of political participation particularly among young peo-
ple, lack of political pluralism and alternation of power, in ad-
dition to widespread corruption, lack of civil liberties and the
systematic violation of human rights.
As for the external causes, Ubeidly talked about the foreign

occupation, the shock of modernity and cultural alienation as
a result of globalization, the ruling zeitgeist and the unequal
distribution of global power that dominates the unipolar
world-system, in addition to regional conflicts that were cat-
alyst for the emergence of terrorist organizations.
Speaking about counter-terrorism efforts, he pointed out

that the absence of a general consensus on the definition of
terrorism makes of deterring this phenomenon almost an im-
possible task. Nonetheless, he presented a counter-terrorism
strategy founded on the following principles:

– Fully understanding the root causes of terrorism
– Counter-terrorist policies which are only based on se-
curity military measures are unproductive and will
breed new generations of more violent radicals.
– Implementing political agendas able to address the
upstream causes of terrorism
– Strengthening the role of de-politicized civil society
organizations
– Promoting substantive political reform that empha-
sizes pluralistic governance, as an exclusive rule will
very likely foster increased radicalization among disaf-
fected 
– Promote dialogue with terrorist organizations
through the so-called “persuasive ways.”
He concluded by reiterating his stance stating that terror-

ism is not a radical religious phenomenon fueled by anti-west-
ern culture sentiment, stressing that all initiatives forged by
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western powers to mitigate this growing threat were doomed
to fail because rather than addressing terrorism root causes
they contributed to trigger them. He finally called on Arab
countries to seriously participate in the fight against terrorism
by implementing a broader and independent Arab strategy
which gives the upper hand to Arab interests.
In the discussion, some participants considered that

Salafist movements should have been represented at this con-
ference to speak out about the topic, emphasizing the role of
religious leaders in countering violent extremism. Others
praised mentioning the western double standards policy to-
wards terrorism, arguing that the West does not consider the
daily killing of thousands of people in Syria as an act of ter-
rorism, while the death of hundreds in a lonely operation, trig-
gered global condemnation and prompted the intervention of
air and ground forces.
Finally, Mneimneh presented a conclusive overview of the

meeting’s outcomes, after briefly talking about the history of
religious reform in Islam. He said that the ambiguity that sur-
rounded the discussion pertaining to violent extremism is due
to the complexity of this trend, stressing however that further
similar meetings will try to shed light on the problematic is-
sues identified while discussing the psychological, social and
cultural aspects of this phenomenon.
Menassa announced the closure of the conference, appre-

ciating the input of all the attendees and participants and
promising further alike fruitful meetings.
La Maison du Futur intends to organize future events to

ensure a follow-up and continuation on problematic issues
identified in this meeting:

– There is a gap between the West and the East when
it comes to explaining violent extremism and combat-
ting it that needs to be tackled.
– The need to reform religious institutions in the Arab
and Islamic world and to engage religious leaders in
the fight of violent extremism.
– The need to achieve political reform and good gover-
nance in the Arab World.
– Reforming educational programs in general and
sharia faculties programs in particular.
– Reviewing immigration laws.
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Violent extremism is part of a
process through which radical mili-
tancy gradually “initiates” individu-
als into accepting the abandonment
of established norms and values in
favor of violence in particular cases,
then as a legitimate means to ad-
dress perceived grievances of a more
lasting character, before acquiring
these individuals into its world view
of perpetual conflict.
Violent extremism is accordingly a

symptom of radical militancy. It rep-
resents the crossing of the “red line”
with which militancy no longer falls
within the rights of individuals for free
thought and free speech, triggering
instead the corrective actions of legal
and law-enforcement authorities.
Extremism is on the rise, espe-

cially in the Middle East, as mani-
fested by ISIS and other terrorist
movements. Europe is also affected
by these trends, and therefore this
difficult problem may spread further.
Chaos, failed states and the rise of
violent non-state actors result in mi-
gration pressures on other countries
as well as the endless threat of ter-
rorism. The major response currently
available to these threats is increased
security and intelligence activity, and
in some cases, military intervention. 
Although this may be necessary

in certain circumstances, it needs to

be complemented by a greater un-
derstanding of the root causes of ex-
tremism. Why is it that some
people, including those with appar-
ently normal lives in the West, join
these groups? If we understand bet-
ter the basic causes, what can be
done to address them?
It is incumbent on society to ad-

dress the reasons of the success of
radical militancy in its recruitment
efforts, in order to devise means and
methods of resistance to its appeal.
An understanding of generic factors,
from economic, social, and genera-
tional alienation, to the emerging
factors of globalization, new social
media, information saturation, and
privacy challenges, will be sought in
the context of this meeting, as well
as an exploration of the specific ele-
ments of ideology, religion, and the
appropriation of modernity in the
Middle East.
This meeting brings together

some Western and Arab experts, in-
cluding psychologists and academics
with innovative ideas and experience
on these matters along with
Lebanese and Arab counterparts to
begin a process of gaining the upper
hand on one of the most important
of files challenging policymakers
today.

OVERVIEW

VIOLENT EXTREMISM
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THE NEW FOREIGN FIGHTERS TREND

Coordinator for Crisis and Conflict Management
in the Headquarters of

Konrad Adenauer in Berlin

KRISTINA EICHHORST

What motivates Europeans in
general and Germans in particular
to give up their comfortable life to
join ISIL?
This new phenomenon caused a

public outcry since it arouse in Ger-
many four years ago, pushing every-
one to wonder about the identity of
those who head off to foreign coun-
tries to join armed fighters in their
battle. Even political authorities
were baffled by this new trend.
Today and after 4 years, we can

say that we still have little insight
about this phenomenon, as reality
shows that the legion of foreign
fighters includes persons with varied
and often overlapping motives, com-
ing from a range of economic and
socio-cultural backgrounds and do
not fit one stereotype. 
Hence, we stopped asking about

their identity, trying instead to eluci-
date their motives and considerations.
– One theory says that they suffer

from mental illness and their personal-
ities are weak. However, the field stud-
ies have showed the invalidity of this
theory, since the majority of those
who join the ranks of extremist move-
ments are not mentally unstable. 
– Another theory says that they do

not suffer from mental illness but
rather from neurosis, especially depres-
sion. Once again, reality has shown
the invalidity of this interpretation.
– A third theory says that the rea-

son behind this phenomenon lies in
the manhood psyche, mentality and
way of thinking, in terms of his
strive for wars, power, adventure,
bragging and fame etc… Here too,
there is no conclusive evidence prov-
ing the validity of this theory.
– A fourth reasonable theory, Sit-
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uation of Radical Change Theory,
talks about young people joining ex-
tremist movements during a turning
point in their lives (trauma). When
a significant turning point event oc-
curs in someone’s life, he becomes
weak and vulnerable to recruitment
attempts. However, despite the logic
behind this theory, it is not inclusive
and totally effective in explaining
foreign fighters’ motivations.

We still have poor insight into the
phenomenon of violent extremism in
the West, and it is likely impossible
to fully understand this ambiguous
occurrence in light of the complexity
of human psychology. In Germany,
we are still at square one and need
to share experiences with other Eu-
ropean countries in order to tackle
this issue.

eÉ g» G’CS°ÑÉÜ Gdà» Jóa™ G’ChQhH«Ú H©Éeá
hG’ŸÉ¿ HîÉU°á Gdòjø j©«û°ƒ¿ M«ÉI côÁá GE¤
e¨ÉOQI HÓOgº dÓEdàëÉ¥ Hàæ¶«º Gdóhdá
G’ES°Óe«á ‘ Gd©ôG¥ hGdû°ÉΩ )OGYû¢(?

T°µq∏â gò√ Gd¶ÉgôI YæóeÉ HóGCä ‘ GCŸÉf«É
bÑπ GCQH™ S°æƒGä, U°óeá Oa©â HÉ÷ª«™ GE¤
Gdàù°ÉhD∫ Yø gƒjá gƒD’A hŸÉPG j≤óeƒ¿ Y∏≈

eãπ gò√ Gd©ªπ cªÉ Jù°ÑÑâ HÉEQHÉ∑ Gdù°∏£Éä.
Gd«ƒΩ hH©ó GCQH™ S°æƒGä, ’ fù°à£«™ Gd≤ƒ∫ GEfæÉ

HàæÉ f©ô± GCcÌ Yø gò√ Gd¶ÉgôI GEP GC¿ GdƒGb™
j¶¡ô YóΩ hLƒO U°ƒQI ‰£«á hGMóI
dû°îü°«á eÉ GU°£∏í Y∏≈ Jù°ª«à¬ HÉŸ≤ÉJ∏Ú
G’CLÉfÖ, ’S°«ªÉ hGC¿ gƒD’A jÉCJƒ¿ eø H«ÄÉä
GLàªÉY«á hGbàü°ÉOjá hK≤Éa«á flà∏Øá .  

Oa©æÉ gòG G’Ceô GE¤ Gdàƒb∞ Yø Wôì S°ƒDG∫
{eø gº gƒD’Az, hG’fà≤É∫ GE¤ fiÉhdá e©ôaá
GdóhGa™ hQGA Gf†°ªÉΩ T°îü¢ eÉ GE¤ G◊ôcÉä
G’ES°Óe«á GŸà£ôaá.  h‘ gòG G’EWÉQ X¡ôä

f¶ôjÉä YóI: 
f¶ôjá J≤ƒ∫ GE¿ gƒD’ j©Éfƒ¿ eø GCeôGV¢

fØù°«á hT°îü°«ÉJ¡º V°©«Øá. GE’ GC¿ GdóQGS°Éä
GŸ«óGf«á GCX¡ôä YóΩ U°ëá gò√ Gdæ¶ôjá GEP GC¿

ZÉdÑ«á GŸæ†°ªÚ GE¤ U°Øƒ± G◊ôcÉä
GŸà£ôaá ’ j©Éfƒ¿ eø GCeôGV¢ fØù°«á. 

f¶ôjá GCNôi J≤ƒ∫ GE¿ gƒD’A ’ j©Éfƒ¿ eø
GCeôGV¢ fØù°«á hdµø eø GCeôGV¢ Yü°Ñ«á jÉCJ»

‘ e≤óeà¡É G’Ef¡«ÉQ Gd©ü°Ñ». heôI GCNôi
GCX¡ô GdƒGb™ YóΩ U°ëá gòG GdàØù°Ò.

f¶ôjá KÉdãá J≤ƒ∫ GE¿ Gdù°ÑÖ hQGA gò√
Gd¶ÉgôI jµªø ‘ WÑ«©á fØù°«á GdôLπ

hY≤∏«à¬ hWôj≤á JØµÒ√, ÷¡á MÑ¬ d∏ëôhÜ
hGdù°∏£á hGŸ¨ÉeôI hGŸØÉNôI hGdû°¡ôI GEdï...
hgæÉ GCj†°É, ’ hLƒO dód«π bÉW™ jÈgø U°ëá
gò√ Gdæ¶ôjá.

hgæÉ∑ f¶ôjá QGH©á e©≤ƒdá, Jàëóç Yø
Gf†°ªÉΩ Gdû°ÑÉÜ GE¤ G◊ôcÉä GŸà£ôaá NÓ∫

f≤£á –ƒ∫ ‘ M«ÉJ¡º )lacidar fo noitautiS
yroeht egnahc(. hha≤É d¡ò√ Gdæ¶ôjá, YæóeÉ
j£ôGC J¨«Ò S°∏Ñ» cÑÒ ‘ M«ÉI T°îü¢ eÉ,
jü°Ñí V°©«ØÉ hGCcÌ YôV°á ÙÉh’ä Gdàéæ«ó.
Y∏≈ GdôZº eø eæ£≤«á gò√ Gdæ¶ôjá, JÑ≤≈
ZÒ T°Ée∏á hYÉLõI Yø JØù°Ò Lª«™ G◊É’ä.

eÉ RdæÉ ’ f©ô± GdµãÒ Yø XÉgôI Gdà£ô±
Gd©æØ» ‘ Gd¨ôÜ, hGCQLí GS°àëÉdá a¡ª¡É ‘ Xπ

J©≤«óGä GdæØù¢ GdÑû°ôjá. eÉ RdæÉ ‘ GCŸÉf«É ‘
f≤£á Gdü°Øô hY∏«æÉ GdàƒGU°π e™ Oh∫ GCNôi ‘
GChQhHÉ hGŸæ£≤á ÙÉhdá G’EMÉWá H¡É.  

بناجألا نيلتاقملا ةرهاظ
côjù°à«æÉ GEjî¡ƒQS°â
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HOW “ISLAMIC STATE”
RECRUITS FIGHTERS IN GERMANY

APPROACHES TO EFFECTIVELY PREVENTING
ISLAMIST RADICALIZATION

Coordinator for Islam and the Dialogue
between Religions

in the headquarters of Konrad Adenauer in Berlin

THOMAS VOLK

KEY POINTS

There are over 7,000 Salafists liv-
ing in Germany. Over 700 people
have travelled to Islamic State in
Iraq and the Levant “ISIL”-
controlled territory in Syria and Iraq
from Germany, and over 100 have
died there. The number of “ISIL” re-
turnees is on the rise.
The reasons for joining “ISIL” are

varied. They can be of a psychologi-
cal, political, sociological or ideologi-
cal nature. Many women and converts
are joining “ISIL” from Germany.
In Germany, “ISIL” is recruiting

via the Internet, in the environment
of some mosques as well as in youth,
leisure, sports and penal organiza-
tions and institutions. Salafism is a
dynamic youth and protest move-
ment. It is important to have a coor-
dinated program for preventing

Islamist radicalization. A historical-
critical exegesis of the Quran, an ex-
pansion of Islamic religious
education in schools, increased use of
German as the medium in which ser-
mons are delivered in mosques, em-
ployment of more Muslim chaplains,
as well as websites aimed at young
people that promote tolerant Islam
can counter the alarming trend of in-
creasing Islamist radicalization.
“A crucial factor to take into con-

sideration before starting to prepare
yourself is to know yourself. More
important than knowing who you
are, is knowing what you can do and
what you cannot do”. This exhorta-
tion does not represent words of wis-
dom from a philosophical textbook
or an excerpt from one of the numer-
ous books giving advice on how to
live a good life in an increasingly
complex world. 
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It is a section from an e-book that
has been circulating on the Internet
for months: “Hijrah to the Islamic
State – What to Pack up, Who to
Contact, Where to Go: Stories &
more”. The Hijrah is familiar to all
Muslims and the expert public as it
refers to the migration of the Islamic
prophet Muhammad and his early
companions from Mecca to Medina
in 622 AD. In Islam, the Hijrah also
marks the beginning of the Islamic
era and is of great significance to the
1.4 to 1.6 billion Muslims (umma)
around the world. It is therefore not
surprising that the self-styled caliph
of the terror organization “Islamic
State” (IS), Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi,
makes reference to the Hijrah as a
religious element and that “IS” pur-
posefully evokes religious feel ings in
its propaganda strategy to recruit
new followers. In May 2015, Al-
Baghdadi addressed the public in a
video message, calling upon all Mus-
lims to emigrate to “ISIL” territory
in Syria and Iraq – in other words to
follow the example of the Hijrah by
leaving behind their current lives
and joining “ISIL” – or alternatively
“to fight in their country, wherever
that may be”. 

An online “Travel Guide” gives
advice on how to travel to “ISIL”-
controlled territory
The “Travel Guide to the Islamic

State”, which is available online as
an e-book in English, is intended to
provide useful tips for travelling to
“ISIL” territory and does so in per-
fidiously concrete fashion. An “ISIL”
follower who had made the trip to
Syria describes his “emigration” to
“ISIL” territory and provides practi-
cal tips that people should bear in
mind before setting off. The distance

from the airport in the Turkish city
of �anlıurfa to Ar-Raqqa, the secret
capital of the so-called Islamic State
in Syria, is stated precisely as 127.9
kilometers. There are detailed advice
ranging from what to pack before
setting off to rules of behavior when
entering “ISIL” territory. A perusal
of this travel brochure gives a fright-
ening insight into the skills used by
“ISIL” to attract new followers and
the effects these recruitment strate-
gies have in Germany as well. 
This paper analyses current devel-

opments of the Islamist potential in
Germany and provides concrete sug-
gestions on potential preventative
strategies to avoid a fur ther escala-
tion of Islamist tendencies in Ger-
many. 

Islamism is a political ideology
with numerous strains 
First of all, one needs to differen-

tiate clearly between Islam and Is-
lamism. While Islam generally
advocates a holistic approach and
can therefore be seen not only as a
monotheistic religion but also as an
ideology and a concept of law and is
gen erally understood by Muslims to
be predestined to become the all-en-
compassing and ultimate religion of
all people, the following definition
represents a fundamental description
of the phenomenon of Islamism: “Is-
lamism begins where religious Is-
lamic precepts and norms are
interpreted as binding rules for polit-
ical action. Islamism is a political
ideology, which claims to be univer-
sally valid and legitimizes the use of
violence under certain circumstances
in order to realize goals defined as
‘Islamic’.” In the same way as there
is no one Islam, there is no single
phenome non of Islamism. While a
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differentiated and objective exami-
nation of the various Islamic and Is-
lamist movements may be laborious,
it is nonetheless necessary. This is
because the majority of Muslims
condemn acts motivated by Is-
lamism, and in most of the countries
of the predominantly Muslim re-
gions, the majority of the victims of
Islamists are, in fact, Muslims. 
While there are numerous differ-

ent Islamist movements and manifes-
tations, one common feature is the
rejection of national sovereignty and
strict adherence to the Islamic holy
texts as representing God’s com-
mands that must not be questioned.
Islam expert Christine Schirrmacher
states: “But when the way of life of
7th century Arab society, the model
provided by Muhammad and the in-
terpretation by sharia scholars living
up to the 10th century are declared
to be the generally applicable ideal
for the present day, which has to be
reinstated by political means, that is
an ideological and totalitarian de-
mand. Such political Islam is not
compatible with democracy.”

Salafist movements show the
most dynamic development of
the different forms of Islamism 
One manifestation of Islamism,

and the one that is currently show-
ing the fastest rate of growth, is
Salafism. Its name refers back to the
“pious predecessors” (as-salaf as-
salih) – the first three generations of
Muslims – and it aspires to a partic-
ularly strict way of life modeled on
that of the early period of Islam. As
in Islamism in general, there are es-
sentially three groupings in Salafism
as well. Purist Islamists/Salafists them-
selves live according to the funda-

mental rules of sharia (a collation of
the Quran and the Sunnah, i.e. the
corpus of the reports on the sayings
and actions of the Prophet Muham-
mad, which have not been combined
in a consistent overall body of text),
but are largely apolitical and op-
posed to mili tancy. Political Is-
lamists /Salafists seek to bring about a
turning away from democracy and
the establishment of a theocratic
form of government. Jihadist
Islamists / Salafists form the smallest
grouping, but a particularly danger-
ous one because of their militant in-
tentions. The distinctions between
these three forms of Islamism/
Salafism are somewhat fluid. While
Islamism does not necessarily entail
violence, a purist or quietist or even
political Islamic attitude by itself
embodies antidemo cratic thinking.
Its proponents reject the free and
democratic constitutional system
and despise authorities representing
the rule of law. 

The “ISIL Travel Guide” pro-
vides practical tips and advice on
making the trip – the messaging
service Twitter plays an impor-
tant role 
The 50-page “ISIL Travel Guide”

mentioned above, which journalists
have already dubbed “Lonely Planet:
Islamic State”, describes in detail
what would-be emigrants should
bear in mind and relates the experi-
ences made by others, including
some women, who have already trav-
elled from the UK, Bahrain and
Saudi Arabia. The mere fact that the
document has been published in
English illustrates that it is intended
for an international audience – the
travel guide is meant to be accessible
anywhere in the world and under-
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stood by all. The content provides
some important background infor-
mation about the “ISIL” rationale
and the methods used to try and at-
tract new recruits.
One specific piece of advice, for

instance, is that they should not dis-
cuss the planned trip to “ISIL” terri-
tory with family members before
setting off so as not to attract atten-
tion and that it is better to book a
return ticket to a nearby holiday
destination such as Greece or Spain.
Only then should they book another
ticket to Turkey, from where they
can then travel on to Syria via the
Turkish-Syrian border town of
Akçakale. And they would need to
expect to have to pay a bribe to
Turkish border guards. The traveller
should also wear unremarkable
clothes – preferably “casual” clothes
– and avoid looking religious so as
not to attract attention unneces -
sarily in Turkey. The advice takes on
a particularly cynical tone when de-
scribing what to pack for the journey
to “ISIL” territory. The “brother”,
who has made the trip already and
wishes to recruit new “ISIL” follow-
ers by describing his experiences and
is even mentioned by name with his
Twitter account for potential queries,
advises people to take care to pack
the most important pieces of equip-
ment. Besides clothing and toiletries,
people should also take along a solar
charger for the journey, for instance,
as elec tricity regularly is a big prob-
lem in “ISIL” territory. 7 More cru-
cial than the practical advice on
entering Turkey, on suitable places to
stay (particularly for single women
travellers) and on ways of making
contact with potential people smug-
glers – this could be done most

safely by using Twitter – the actual
message of this dubious travel guide
is this : each and everyone is wel-
come in the territory of the “Islamic
State” as long as they follow the
Salafist ideology of “ISIL” uncondi-
tionally and are prepared to serve
the Islamist cause. 

The “ISIL” message is simple:
everybody is needed, come and
join us! 
By being aware of their strengths

and weaknesses, all those willing to
emigrate would make a direct contri-
bution to help the “ISIL” succeed
through their skills. At one point,
the author stresses explicitly that
while “ISIL” does need fighters and
soldiers, the Islamic state of the time
of the Prophet Mohammad was not
built sole ly by fighters and warriors,
but complemented and thereby
made to prosper by merchants,
women and children, as well as by
people with different skills. That is a
model that one should try and emu-
late. Engineers, doctors and other
professionals are needed to consoli-
date and advance the building of the
Islamic state. The latest sociological
findings about the makeup of the
departing “ISIL” followers do, in
fact, indicate that those setting off
to Syria and Iraq are by no means
restricted to sym pathizers from
poorly educated sections of society. 
There is no mention in the pam-

phlet of the extent of the abduc-
tions, intimidation, raping and
killing endemic in the lived reality in
the areas controlled by the terror or-
ganization “ISIL” in Syria and Iraq
and of the ruthlessness with which
opponents are treated. In July 2015,
26-year-old Ebrahim B., who had re-
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turned to Germany from “ISIL”-con-
trolled territory in Syria and has
since been arrested, attracted atten -
tion in an interview with the ARD
program Panorama. He summarized
his three-month stint in “ISIL” war
territory as follows: “If you go there,
you’re either dead or dead.” Accord-
ing to him, you only have the choice
of becoming a fighter or a suicide
bomber in “ISIL” territory and that
as a European jihadist in particular
you are merely cannon fodder. New
arrivals in “ISIL”-controlled territory
would have their passports as well as
all their personal possessions taken
away. And if there was any suspicion
that the person may be a Western
spy, they would be executed as a
warning to others.

In Germany, over 43,000 peo-
ple are thought to be Islamists –
the majority of them legalistic
Islamists 
The proliferation of the booklet

“Hijrah to the Islamic State” and the
picture painted by the “ISIL” re-
turnee correspond depressingly to
the figures of the latest Report on
the Protection of the Constitution
(Verfassungsschutzbericht) published in
the sum mer of 2015. According to
the BfV, the domestic intelligence
service of the Federal Republic of
Germany, there were 43,890 persons
living in Germany at the end of
2014 who could be considered po-
tential Islamists – an increase of 1.6
per cent on the previous year and of
3.14 per cent on 2012. While the
number already stood at 42,550 in
2012 and rose to 43,190 in 2013, it
increased by a further 700 in 2014.
This worrying trend appears to be
continuing as a result of the ongoing
atrocities perpetrated by the terror

organization “ISIL”. As the high
level of brutality, intransigence and
radicalness of “ISIL” is attractive
particularly to young would-be emi-
grants, the pulling power is likely to
increase with every further act of de-
struction of historic sites by “IS” in
countries of the Middle East and
with every further inhumane atroc-
ity perpetrated by the terror organi-
sation. To prevent this, it will require
a concerted, country-wide preven-
tion strategy in order to be able to
sustainably counter an increase in Is-
lamist machinations in Germany. 
The figures from the BfV provide

a clear picture. Most of the over
43,000 Islamists in Germany are
considered to be legalists. Legalistic
Islamists officially observe law and
order, but they do promote Islamic
thinking. Islamische Gemeinschaft Milli
Görü e.V. (IGMG) including its affili-
ated associations is considered to
represent the largest group of legalis-
tic Islamists in Germany ; its mem-
bership has remained con stant at
approximately 31,000 for several
years. However, the authors of the
Report on the Protection of the Con-
stitution stress that IGMG is cur-
rently undergoing a process of
change and that not all its members
have Islamist views. That said, the
actual number of followers of the
Milli Görü� movement in Germany
is proba bly far higher than the offi-
cial membership of 31,000 as not all
visitors of the over 300 IGMG
mosques in Germany officially regis-
ter as members and the BfV does
not appear to have included sympa-
thizers in its figures either. Associa-
tions with links to the Muslim
Brotherhood are also amongst the le-
galistic Islamists in Germany. The
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organization Zentralrat der Muslime in
Deutschland (ZMD) acts as the um-
brella organization for many such as-
sociations, including Islamische
Gemeinschaft in Deutschland (IGD),
for instance. While legalistic Is-
lamists do not call for violent acts
and purport to be against militancy,
their engagement remains driven by
an Islam ist and therefore anti-consti-
tutional world view. 
There are over 7000 Salafists liv-

ing in Germany – and the number is
still rising. 
One particularly worrying trend is

the steady rise in the number of peo-
ple with a Salafist affiliation in Ger-
many. Since 2012 until the
beginning of 2015, the number has
increased from 4,500 to over 7,000,
and it is still rising. The Salafist ide-
ology, which is becoming increas-
ingly popular among German
Islamists, harks back to the sup-
posed “golden age” of Islam. Accord-
ingly, Salafist movements strive to
establish a Muslim society modeled
on the first community of Medina
from 622 AD on a global scale. Their
ultimate goal is to merge religion
and state (din wa daula) on the basis
of God’s unchanging law, the sharia.
The ideas underlying the mind-set
dramatically. While the national se-
curity authorities were aware of 270
people departing Germany in Janu-
ary 2014, the number had risen as
high as 600 by January 2015 – an
increase of 122 per cent. These are
official figures from the BfV. When
one considers the detailed descrip-
tion of possible travel scenarios in
the “ISIL” travel guide and the
routes described or recommended in
it, which involve crossing third states
masked as holiday destinations to

get to Turkey to then travel on to
Syria, one can assume that the num-
ber of undetected cases of people
travel ling from Germany to “ISIL”–
controlled areas is considerably
higher than the officially recorded
number. In July 2015, the German
Minister of the Interior assumed
that the number of people departing
Germany for “ISIL” – controlled ter-
ritory had already exceeded 700. In
August, reports emerged that over
100 persons from Germany had al-
ready lost their lives for the “ISIL”
cause. These figures, which are still
on the rise, prompted the president
of the BKA, the Federal Criminal Po-
lice Office, to give the following
prognosis in the spring of 2015: “If
the current trend continues, we may
see 1000 jihadists departing the
country within a year”. 

Salafism is considered a
dynamic youth and protest
movement 
Even though there has been no

empirical study conducted about the
typology of the emigrants, there are
indications of varying motivation.
Besides people acting out of ideolog-
ical conviction, who justify their de-
cision to travel on the basis of
reli gious principles, there are also ad-
venturers and criminals who want to
live out their phantasies about
killing and violent acts in “ISIL”-
controlled territory with impunity.
There are further a small number of
people who appear to wish to travel
to Syria and Iraq for humanitarian
or solidarity reasons in order to as-
sist their “siblings in faith” in the
civil war there. Yet others can be
classed as hangers-on, who are hop -
ing that their emigration will help
them satisfy their wish for a feeling
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of comrade ship and belonging and a
sense of security as well as giving
meaning to their lives ; some of these
people also consider themselves part
of an Islamic avant-garde or of a su-
perior generation. The sociologist Al-
adin El-Mafaalani recognizes the
char acteristics of a youth and protest
movement in Salafism, which he be-
lieves to be attractive to many young
people because of the way it com-
bines asceticism with nostalgia. He
has the following to say on this sub-
ject : “A strict dress code, regula tion
of sexuality and anti-consumerism –
to our eyes that should be pure poi-
son to a youth movement, but today,
asceticism and nostalgia combined
with a self-confident collective de-
meanor denote rebellion.” In addi-
tion, the impression of increasing
Islamophobia in Western societies
appears to be driving young people
in particular into the arms of Is-
lamist extremists. 
The national security authorities

work on the assumption that at least
a third of the persons departing Ger-
many for “ISIL” territory have re-
turned to Germany by now. These
returnees could constitute a further
threat to Germany’s security situa -
tion. As it is, there is legitimate con-
cern about certain circles who
consider Germany a safe haven and
fertile ground for recruiting new
members.

Over 700 people have left Ger-
many to travel to “ISIL”-con-
trolled territory in Syria and Iraq
– including a large number of
converts and women 
It is also interesting to see that

those departing from Germany are
not exclusively “German-born Mus-
lim males with a migration back-

ground”, but that some 10 per cent
are converts and further 10 per cent
women. The rise in the number of
women making the trip is particu-
larly significant. There are various
reasons moti vating women to take
the decision to leave. Many – and
young women in particular – make a
very conscious and voluntary deci-
sion to go and live in “ISIL”-con-
trolled territory at the side of a
mujahidin, a fighter for God, and
submit themselves unconditionally
to the supposed rules of nascent Is-
lamic society of the early 7th century.
This phenomenon, frequently re-
ferred to with the term “jihadi
brides”, is resulting in ever greater
numbers of young girls from Ger-
many and other European countries
taking the decision to abandon their
existing environment and travel to
Syria. Most initially make contact
via social media and other online
digital plat forms. Without alerting
those in their immediate surround-
ings, young girls abandon their exist-
ing lives and travel to Turkey
overnight, from where they then
proceed secretly to Syria. The widely
publicized picture of a seemingly
strong “ISIL” follower fighting fear-
lessly for the good cause, the feeling
of “being-accepted-as-you-are” (in-
cluding the hijab and living your life
according to Muslim principles) as
well as clear rules for living your life
according to the principles of sharia,
all this appears to have added to the
attraction for many girls who have
made the journey. Women living at
the side of “ISIL” fighters who get
killed also gain fame and respect
within the Islamist scene as widows
of supposed martyrs. Within the
“ISIL” structure, women probably
also have special responsibility for
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recruiting further women, for “edu-
cation” work and for professionaliz-
ing the propaganda activities. Holger
Münch, president of the BKA, the
Federal Criminal  Police Office,
stated in July 2015 that one had to
assume that at least 100 women had
left Germany to join “ISIL”. 
Without wishing to overdrama-

tize the situation, one can speak of a
new dimension of Islamist activities
in Germany. Never before has the
number of people forming part of
the Islamist potential in Germany
been so high ; the number of Salafist
Islamists in Germany has experi-
enced a significant increase of 55 per
cent over three years, and the num-
ber of people travelling to Syria and
Iraq from Germany has risen dra-
matically with an increase of 122 per
cent within one year. The BfV is
right when it points out that ““ISIL”
is pursuing a global agenda” and is
by no means limiting itself to the Is-
lamic world in its activities and re-
cruitment efforts. “ISIL” is clearly
focusing its propaganda and recruit-
ment activities on Europe and Ger-
many. According to the BfV, the
terror organization has “developed
into the most important port of call
for would-be jihadis from Germany”.
Yet another rea son why there is an
urgent need for devising a compre-
hensive concept for preventing Is-
lamist radicalization. The great
majority of approaches to date have
been too vague, and hardly any em-
pirical investigations have been car-
ried out to examine their chances of
success. 
A national agenda for countering

Islamism is crucial : five potential
courses of action.
The following ideas for a success-

ful strategy are intended to further a
debate that needs to take place in
society on how to prevent the num-
ber of Islamist followers in Germany
from rising further.

1. Promote a historical-critical
exegesis of the Quran 
One central challenge for Islamic

theology is the development of a his-
torical-critical exegesis of the Quran
so that misguided extremists will no
longer be able to justify their atroci-
ties with the Muslims’ holy texts. At
the center of such historical-critical
work there should be efforts to place
the passed-down written records of
Islamic tradition into the context of
their formation, both in place and in
time. It should be possible to inter-
pret passed-down statements from
the early seventh century for appli-
cation to societies of the 21st cen-
tury. Of course, the initiative for
such textual criticism of the Quran
within Islam will have to come from
Muslims. Some isolated examples of
such interpretation of the Quran al-
ready exist in the Muslim world. 
That said, one should be permit-

ted to state the hope that depart-
ments of Islamic theology at
German universities in particular
will focus on this task and devote
greater resources to it. Concerted ef-
forts must be made to support voices
within Islamic theology circles who
are engaged in such historical-critical
exegesis of the Quran and to defend
them against the partly dogmatic ar-
guments of the critics from the Is-
lamic associations. The head of the
Centre for Islamic Theology at Mün-
ster University, Professor Mouhanad
Khorchide, and the Islam scholar
Abdel-Hakim Ourghi from Freiburg
have been promoting an open-
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minded interpretation of Islamic
texts for years. 
After the attacks on the satirical

magazine Charlie Hebdo and on a
Jewish super market chain in early
January, which were motivated by Is-
lamist ideology, Khorchide stated
that he did not rate “the statement
that Islam and Islamism have noth-
ing to do with each other” and de-
manded that Islamic theology
should take a more critical look at
parts of Islamic tradition that were
totally outdated. For his part,
Ourghi, who is a recognized Quran
expert, explained: “Ever since the
eighth century, attempts have been
made to reform Islam, but the re-
formers frequently paid for their ef-
forts with their lives. A reform in the
European context requires a histori-
cal-critical reading of these sources,
for instance to question Islam’s
claim for dominance and to revital-
ize its ethical and humanistic force.”
As long as it is impossible to dis-

cuss problematic sections of Islamic
texts and these have not been sub-
jected to a historical-critical analysis,
there will always be reli gious illiter-
ates who misinterpret the texts (in-
tentionally) in order to misuse them
for their extremist purposes. One
can only concur with Ourghi’s de-
mand that the “freedom of the indi-
vidual must be firmly established as
“summum bonum” (highest good) in
Islam as well” and that consequently
“constructive criticism of the religion
(…) (should) no longer be consid-
ered an insult so that Muslims will
no longer be pushed unwittingly
into the role of victim”. The fact
that constructive criticism of reli-
gions is permitted is considered a
matter of course in a secular consti-

tutional state and is consequently
also in the interest of Muslims them-
selves. There is basically a need for
raising awareness about Islam’s di-
versity. As long as the heterogeneity
of Islamic schools of thought and
the different manifestations of Is-
lamic interpretations of past cen-
turies are not being openly
discussed, there will be room for a
perverted interpretation of Islam. 

2. Expand Islamic religious ed-
ucation and interreligious proj-
ects at schools 
The majority of the

Islamists /Salafists taking the trip
from Germany to “ISIL”-controlled
territory can be described as reli-
gious illiterates. Only very few of
them appear to be capable of under-
standing the complexity of the Is-
lamic texts in their entirety – let
alone in Arabic, the holy language of
Islam. As the Salafist movements
tend to operate using the local lan-
guage (French in France and German
in Germany), such movements are
finding it easy to convert young peo-
ple to their cause using simple – sup-
posedly religious – messages. 
The introduction of religious edu-

cation geared towards Muslim pupils
by teaching staff educated in Ger-
many and in the German language is
therefore a necessary step in taking
preventative action against a
strengthening of Islamist move-
ments. Young Muslims in particular
must be encouraged to engage in a
considered, historical-critical inter-
pretation of their faith and become
familiar with the diversity of
branches of Islam and different pos-
sible interpretations. Approaching
their religion confidently and being
able to articulate opinions about Is-
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lamic principles of faith as well as
being familiar with the theological
content of Islam will make young
people more self-assured when faced
with potential recruitment attempts
by Islamists. 
It will also strengthen the impor-

tant feeling that Muslims too are en-
titled to religious education in
German schools and are therefore
granted opportunities to dis cuss reli-
gious issues at school like their
Christian and Jewish fellow pupils.
Islamic religious education at Ger-
man schools can also prevent con-
tents that are not in accordance with
the free and democratic constitu-
tional system being taught in dubi-
ous backstreet mosques. Greater
efforts can also be made to enhance
competences in interreligious dia-
logue in order to stress the numerous
common elements of the monotheis-
tic religions. However, as education
policy is a matter dealt with at the
federal state level in Germany, there
are large differences in the 16 federal
states where Islamic teaching is con-
cerned. States such as Hesse and
North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)
have been offering Islamic religious
education at schools for a number of
years. In NRW, parents submit an
application, with the minimum class
size being 12. In the new federal
states, there has so far not been any
demand for Islamic religious educa-
tion on account of the low numbers
of Muslim residents. 
One remaining question is which

body can act as contact for the state
with respect to drawing up the cur-
riculum for Islamic religious educa-
tion. As Islam does not have
structures comparable to those in
Christian Churches and the great

heteroge neity of Islam is also evident
in Germany (74% Sunni, 13% Ale-
vites, 7% Shia), it is difficult to iden-
tify partners with legitimisation to
take part in the collaboration. With
the exception of Ahmaddiya-
Gemeinde, which is recognized as a
statutory corporation (KdöR) in
Hesse and Hamburg, no Islamic
communities recognized in Germany
have attained that status. The obvi-
ous route is therefore to cooperate
even more strongly than before with
scholars from the departments of Is-
lamic theology at the universities
when drawing up the curriculum.
One ideal partner to involve in the
work on the curriculum for Islamic
religious education in schools would
be “Deutsche Gesellschaft für Is-
lamisch-Theologische Studien” (DE-
GITS), which was founded in June
2015 and comprises Muslim schol-
ars from all universities in Ger many
where Islamic theology is taught. 
In any case, in a society that is be-

coming increasingly more heteroge-
neous in terms of people’s religion
and ethnicity, it makes sense to
think about how basic knowledge
about Islam could be conveyed in
existing subjects, such as Social
Stud ies (German: Gemeinschaft-
skunde). That would be a way to re-
duce prejudice and counter
Islamophobic attitudes in Germany.

3. Work towards establishing
use of German to deliver sermons
in mosques as a matter of course 
Arabic is the holy language of

Islam. According to Islamic tradi-
tion, the uncreated Quran came
down to the Prophet Muhammad
from Allah directly in Arabic. To Is-
lamic thinking, the beauty and com-
plexity of the Arabic Quran by
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themselves are proof of Allah’s exis-
tence. Throughout the predomi-
nantly Muslim regions of the world,
recitation of the Quran in Arabic
and the muezzin’s call for prayer in
Arabic are considered links joining
all Muslims. Arabic is therefore to be
acknowledged unquestioningly as
the language of Islamic practice. 
The majority of the 2000 Islamic

prayer rooms in Germany are organ-
ized along ethnic-cultural lines
under various umbrella associations.
The sermons in the DITIB mosques
with links to Turkey, for instance, are
mostly delivered in Turkish and
those in mosques linked to the ZMD
mostly in Bosnian or Arabic. The
contents of the sermons dictated by
the traditional and mostly conserva-
tive associations over whelmingly fail
to take sufficient account of the
changed social reality in Germany. 
Particularly third-generation Mus-

lims living in Germany see them-
selves as German citizens of Muslim
faith and therefore rightly as a natu-
ral part of Germany. Young German
Muslims of this generation do not
necessarily understand the language
of their immigrant forebears and
have difficulty following theological
sermons deliv ered in Turkish, Arabic
or another language. 
Salafist movements turn this to

their advantage. Salafist activists
make a point of using the language
of the country in which they oper-
ate. Campaigns such as the distribu-
tion of copies of the Quran in
German cities, under the motto
“LIES !” (Read) or members of the
self-styled “sharia police” patrolling
the streets are conducted consis-
tently in German, for good reason. It

GYàªóä GCŸÉf«É eÑÉOQGä YóI d∏ƒbÉjá eø
Gdà£ô±, GChd¡É J©ôj∞ Gdû°ÑÉÜ HÉ’ES°ÓΩ J©ôjØÉ

U°ë«ëÉ, GEP GC¿ YóΩ e©ôaá G’ES°ÓΩ g» eø GCMó
GCS°ÑÉÜ G’ES°ÓeƒaƒH«É Gdà» HóGCä JàõGjó ‘ GChQhHÉ

hGdà» Jóa™ Gdû°ÑÉÜ GŸù°∏º ‘ Gd≤ÉQI dÓf†°ªÉΩ
GE¤ G◊ôcÉä G÷¡ÉOjá. hgæÉ∑ GCj†°É fiÉhdá
GdÎhjè dàØù°Ò JÉQjî» f≤ó… d∏≤ôGB¿ jƒV°í

e©æ≈ G’BjÉä hGCS°ÑÉÜ fõhd¡É hj©£» JØù°ÒG ZÒ
YæØ» d∏ójø G’ES°Óe», GEV°Éaá GE¤ J©õjõ GdÎH«á
G’ES°Óe«á Y∏≈ eƒGb™ GdàƒGU°π G’LàªÉY», GEP GC¿

T°ÑÉÜ Gd«ƒΩ j∏éÉCh¿ GE¤ G’fÎfâ d∏ëü°ƒ∫ Y∏≈
GELÉHá Mƒ∫ GS°àØù°ÉQGJ¡º. aÉE¤ LÉfÖ G’CLƒHá
Gdà» GCZô¥ GŸà£ôaƒ¿ H¡É Gdû°Ñµá Gd©æµÑƒJ«á, ’

Hó eø hLƒO eÉOI GCNôi e†°ÉOI JôS°º U°ƒQI
GCNôi dÓES°ÓΩ.

hJ©àªó GCŸÉf«É GCj†°É ‘ fiÉhdà¡É d∏ƒbÉjá eø
Gdà£ô± e≤ÉQHá ZÒ YæØ«á e™ Gdû°ÑÉÜ
GŸ©ôqV°Ú d∏à£ô± GCh Gdòjø S°∏µƒG Wôj≥
Gdà£ô± h–Éh∫ Gdà≤ôqÜ eæ¡º dóa©¡º G¤

J¨«Ò e©à≤óGJ¡º. 
Jû°¡ó GCŸÉf«É MÉd«É ‰ƒG d∏à£ô± HÚ GCaôGO

L«π GŸ¡ÉLôjø GdãÉdå Gdòjø cÈhG hJôYôhG a«¡É
hjàµ∏ªƒ¿ d¨à¡É hgº eø eƒGWæ«¡É, GEV°Éaá GE¤
Gdû°ÑÉÜ Gdòjø j©àæ≤ƒ¿ G’ES°ÓΩ. hOa™ gòG
GŸû°¡ó GŸù°ƒDhdÚ GE¤ fiÉhdá GS°àµû°É± GCS°ÑÉÜ

gò√ Gd¶ÉgôI Hû°µπ Ló…, hgòG L¡ó eû°Î∑
HÚ G’CL¡õI G’Ceæ«á hGŸƒDS°ù°Éä GdÎHƒjá
hG’EYÓe«á, Jù°Égº a«¬ GŸƒDS°ù°Éä G’ES°Óe«á
dµÑí S°ƒA GS°à¨Ó∫ Gdóujø.   
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jù°«£ô Jæ¶«º Gdóhdá G’ES°Óe«á ‘ Gd©ôG¥
hGdû°ÉΩ )OGYû¢(Y∏≈ eù°ÉMá eø G’CQGV°» ‘
S°ƒQjÉ hGd©ôG¥ JƒGR… eù°ÉMá Hôj£Éf«É, j≤«º
Y∏«¡É KªÉf«á eÓjÚ T°îü¢ jà©ôV°ƒ¿ jƒe«É
dàÉCKÒ Y≤«óJ¬ Gdù°∏Ø«á. hGdàë≥ Hàæ¶«º OGYû¢
GCcÌ eø 03GCd∞ e≤ÉJπ GCLæÑ», LÉA e©¶ª¡º

eø Jƒfù¢ heø Oh∫ GChQhH«á cØôfù°É hGCŸÉf«É.
hjƒGL¬ Gd©ójó eø Gdóh∫ G’ChQhH«á N£ô ‰ƒ
Gdà£ô± G’ES°Óe» HÚ eƒGWæ«¡É Y∏≈ GdôZº

eø GC¿ e©¶ª¡º cÈ hJôYô´ ‘ GCQLÉF¡É. hYóO
cÑÒ eø Gdòjø Gf†°ªƒG GE¤ G÷ªÉYÉä
G’ES°Óe«á GŸà£ôaá gº eø Gdòjø GYàæ≤ƒG
G’ES°ÓΩ MójãÉ, GEV°Éaá GE¤ YóO cÑÒ eø G÷«π
GdãÉdå d∏ª¡ÉLôjø GŸù°∏ªÚ GE¤ GChQhHÉ, H«æ¡º

YóO ’ jù°à¡É¿ H¬ eø Gdæù°ÉA. hj∏©Ö G’fÎfâ
OhQG e¡ªÉ ‘ J©õjõ {G÷¡ÉO G’EdµÎhÊz,

M«å Jù°àîóΩ G÷ªÉYÉä G’ES°Óe«á GŸà£ôaá
Gdû°Ñµá G’EdµÎhf«á ‘ Yª∏«Éä Gdàéæ«ó hfû°ô

Y≤«óJ¡É hGdóYÉjá d¡É hGdàî£«§ d©ª∏«Éä V°ó
GŸôGa≥ G’S°àîÑÉQGJ«á hG’Ceæ«á G◊ù°ÉS°á. h’ Hóq
GC¿ J©àªó GChQhHÉ GS°ÎGJ«é«á LójóI Jµƒ¿

T°Ée∏á heƒS°©á ’LàãÉç Gdà£ô± hGdƒbÉjá
eæ¬, Y∏≈ GC¿ jµƒ¿ hV°©¡É YªÓ eû°ÎcÉ HÚ
G’CL¡õI G’Ceæ«á hGŸƒDS°ù°Éä GdÎHƒjá hG’EYÓe«á
GEV°Éaá GE¤ GŸƒDS°ù°Éä G’ES°Óe«á.

J©ÉÊ GCŸÉf«É eø eû°µ∏á Gdà£ô± Gdójæ» GEP
gæÉ∑ GCQH©á eÓjÚ eù°∏º j©«û°ƒ¿ a«¡É,

H«æ¡º 098.34GES°Óe», 13GCd∞ eæ¡º j©«û°ƒ¿
–â e¶∏á Gd≤Éfƒ¿ h’ jû°µ∏ƒ¿ N£ôG. hGCcÌ

eÉ j≤∏≥ GCŸÉf«É gƒ GROjÉO YóO Gdù°∏Ø«Ú GEP GQJØ™
YóOgº eø 0083YÉΩ 1102GE¤ 0008YÉΩ
5102, ZÉOQ  057eæ¡º GdÑÓO dÓEdàëÉ¥ HóGYû¢
hGŸæ¶ªÉä G’ES°Óe«á GŸà£ôaá G’CNôi ‘ Gd©ôG¥
hS°ƒQjÉ, M«å bàπ 001eæ¡º hYÉO GE¤ GCŸÉf«É
QH©¡º GC… fëƒ 002T°îü¢.

hYø e¶Égô gòG Gdà£ô± Gdójæ» Gdù°∏Ø»
gæÉ∑ KÓç aÄÉä:

Gdù°∏Ø«ƒ¿ GŸàõeàƒ¿ )citsiruP(Gdòjø
j©«û°ƒ¿ ha≥ QhDjà¡º GŸàõeqàá dÓES°ÓΩ hÁµø
Gdà©ô± Y∏«¡º eø e∏Ñù°¡º hWôj≤á Y«û°¡º.

Gdù°∏Ø«ƒ¿ Gdù°«ÉS°«ƒ¿ GCh eÉ jù°ª≈
HÉ◊ôcÉä Gdù°∏Ø«á Gdù°«ÉS°«á

Gdù°∏Ø«ƒ¿ G÷¡ÉOjƒ¿ hgº GŸƒGdƒ¿ d∏é¡ÉO
hG’CcÌ YôV°á d∏à£ô± Gd©æØ»

hYø GCS°ÑÉÜ Gdà£ô±, a¡» eà©óOI
heàû°ÉHµá JôJÑ§ HéƒGfÖ GLàªÉY«á hfØù°«á
hY≤ÉFójá. hJù°àîóΩ G◊ôcÉä G’ES°Óe«á
GŸà£ôaá hS°ÉFπ eà©óOI d∏àéæ«ó GCN£ôgÉ gƒ
G’fÎfâ, M«å ” YÈ√ GS°à≤£ÉÜ YóO eø
Gdæù°ÉA Gd∏ƒGJ» Jôcø GCS°ôgø dÓf†°ªÉΩ GE¤

OGYû¢ S°©«É hQGA GdÑ£ƒdá, hOa™ H©óO GCNô eø
Gdû°ÑÉÜ GE¤ GYàæÉ¥ G’ES°ÓΩ dÓf†°ªÉΩ GE¤
G÷ªÉYÉä GŸà£ôaá.

ةركتبم ةبراقم :فّرطتلا نم ةياقولا
JƒeÉS¢ aƒd∂

VIOLENT EXTREMISM
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has become known that many of the
Germans travelling to “ISIL” terri-
tory first came into contact with the
Salafist milieu at the stands of the
“LIES !” campaign. 
To young people in difficult do-

mestic situations, to those looking
for guidance and meaning, German-
speaking, charismatic imams, such as
Pierre Vogel alias Abu Hamza or
Ibrahim Abou Nagie, who make
clever use of youth jargon, represent
an attractive and most importantly
comprehensible alternative to the
partly dogmatic imams of the estab-
lished mosque associations, whose
sermons have little to do with their
daily lives. According to El-
Mafaalani, young Muslims regard
the large Islamic associations in par-
ticular as “institutions of the adults
– conventional, defensive and bor-
ing”. As far back as 2012, taz jour-
nalist Wolf Schmidt stated in his
analysis : “The success of the Salafist
movement is due not only to a fail-
ure of the social majority, but also of
the large Muslim associations, from
the DITIB to the VIKZ, the Associa-
tion of Islamic Cultural centers, to
the ZMD, the Central Council of
Muslims in Germany. They have not
succeeded in engaging sufficiently
with the second and third generation
of immigrants, nor with the young
converts from a German ethnic
background, who are frequently
seeking guidance. Instead of hearing
imams imported from Turkey drone
on, they prefer to listen to what the
Salafist instant imams tell them in
German, at public events, on the In-
ternet or at Islam seminars that fre-
quently last several days”. 
The phenomenon of the “im-

ported imams” coming mainly from

Turkey, most of whom still have a
poor grasp of the German language,
is another reason why ever larger
numbers of young Muslims may be
attracted to Salafist movements with
their simple answers to complex cir-
cumstances, with their division of
the world into good and evil, into
the permitted and the forbidden.
It may therefore well be worth-

while to consider offering German in
addition to the obligatory liturgical
language of Arabic for delivering ser-
mons in mosques. If anybody who is
interested can visit a mosque and
follow the sermon in German, this
will make it easier to reduce existing
prejudice against “the religion of
Islam”, and young Muslims, who
generally have better German lan-
guage skills than their parents and
grandparents, will ideally not seek
out Salafist activists to find simplis-
tic answers if they can follow theo-
logical sermons. 
If the associations overseeing

mosques in Germany were to com-
mit themselves voluntarily to hold
their sermons predominantly in Ger-
man, this would not only have a pre-
ventative impact but also a huge
signaling effect in encouraging
integra tion. Visitors to mosques who
do not speak German might find a
model realized by the DITIB com-
munities attractive. For several years,
sermons have been delivered in both
German and Turkish and can there-
fore be understood by a broad pub-
lic. Thanks to opportunities for
students to study Islamic theology at
German universities, a new genera-
tion of imams will make their mark
on the local mosque land scape any-
way in the future. 
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4. Employ more Muslim chap-
lains in prisons 
Muslim chaplains play a central

role for prevention in an Islamist
context. Prisons represent an ideal
breeding ground for Islamist radical-
ization. During a phase when people
are looking for stability and orienta-
tion, for meaning and re-socializa-
tion, increasing numbers of prison
inhabitants are coming into contact
with other inmates who have already
been radicalized and are hoping to
find an alternative to their previous
way of life in Islamist circles. Sociol-
ogist El-Mafaalani described how se-
rious the situation is by stating that
“some prisons are recruitment of-
fices”33. Denis Cuspert alias Deso
Dogg, a former rapper who grew up
in Berlin-Neukölln, converted to
Islam – or more precisely to Is-
lamism – during his time in prison
and ended up travelling to “ISIL” -
controlled territory in Syria via
Egypt in the spring of 2014. Today,
Cuspert is one of the most influen-
tial jihadist Salafists from Germany,
who is attracting attention particu-
larly through his propaganda videos
posted online and attempting to re-
cruit new jihadists.
Besides radicalization in prisons,

there have been increasing reports of
Salafist activities in the vicinity of
prison buildings throughout Ger-
many. Small groups of Salafists are
frequently waiting outside prisons
with the specific intention of offer-
ing newly released prisoners help
and assistance with reintegration
into daily life. The Salafists provide
support with finding a place to stay
and find work, introduce the ex-pris-
oners to a “new” circle of friends and
give them practical advice and help.

The Münster sociologist Aladin El-
Mafaalani coined the following
phrase for this : “Salafists are better
social workers.” They look after
other people’s interests ; they are
there when they are needed, and
they provide the feeling of a replace-
ment family, a community and sense
of belonging. 
It is therefore a matter of urgency

for the number of positions for Mus-
lim chaplains in prisons to be in-
creased substantially. More Muslim
chaplains should also be employed
in the military and the police. There
is a need for greater sensitisation to
Muslim concerns in all public au-
thorities and for greater attention to
be paid to the needs of specific reli-
gious groups. Once again, as in the
case of Islamic religious education,
choosing the right contacts for col-
laboration is of great importance.
The obvious solution here as well is
to cooperate with university depart-
ments of Islamic theology to provide
training for specialist personnel to
ensure that Muslim chaplains work-
ing in the sensitive penal environ-
ment are law-abiding and feel
committed to the free and demo-
cratic constitutional state and a his-
torical-critical interpretation of the
Quran. An evaluation of the first few
projects in this area – e.g. a cam-
paign entitled “Verantwortung
übernehmen – Abschied von Hass
und Gewalt” (English: Accepting re-
sponsibility – abdicating hate and vi-
olence), conducted by the Violence
Prevention Network (VPN), which
has been doing good work for a
number of years – clearly demon-
strates that the number of recidivists
has gone down. 

VIOLENT EXTREMISM
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5. Strengthen education about
Islam on the Internet – provide
more alternatives to Islamic
websites 
Anybody who wishes to seek in-

formation about Islam on the Inter-
net these days will quickly find
themselves on one of the numerous
Islamist websites. In a world charac-
terized by rapid digital change and at
a time when young people in particu-
lar obtain most of their information
from the Internet and only rarely
from books, information about Islam
that is accessible online is becoming
increasingly impor tant. Islamist and
Salafist organizations are continu-
ously increasing their online presence
and most of them have their own
Facebook and Twitter profiles, profes -
sional-looking websites and some
even their own YouTube channels.
“Online jihad” has been a reality for
some time now and represents one of
the central challenges of our times
because of its dynamic nature. 
Today, it is more important than

ever to be proactive and offer alter-
natives to Islamist websites using
promotional videos and websites
about an Islam that is considered
and lived peacefully. One should, for
instance, consider producing inform-
ative video clips about Islamic reli-
gious content and issues of daily
Muslim life in collaboration with the
university departments of Islamic
theology and Islamic studies in a
manner to be easily understood and
appealing to the young and mar -
keting these effectively through the
media with the assistance of promi-
nent models of Muslim faith. Initia-
tives such as that by the bpb, the
German Federal Agency for Civic
Education, which has recently

launched a project involving
YouTube star LeFloid, should there-
fore be welcomed and supported at
the political level. Success fully re-
claiming the Internet for the pur-
poses of promoting a peaceful
interpretation of Islam will require
more forceful online action and
measures to provide practical an-
swers to issues of daily life in com-
prehensible (youth-friendly)
language, thus denying
Islamist/Salafist movements one of
its most important recruitment and
propaganda platforms. 

Summary and Outlook 
Islamist and Salafist radicaliza-

tion has been increasing steadily in
Germany for years. There are a num-
ber of reasons for people to succumb
to this radicalization, including po-
litical, ideological, sociological and
psychological ones. Several factors
frequently reinforce each other and
lead to radicalization irrespective of
gender and social and religious ori-
gins. Concepts to counter Islamism
aim at nipping radicaliza tion ten-
dencies in the bud or at stopping or
even reversing them. Young people
demonstrating a commitment to the
free and democratic constitutional
system and the rules of the secular
state in Germany should remain of
crucial importance to society as a
whole. It is essential to show greater
self-confidence in promoting a
“value-defending culture” in Ger-
many, aimed at safeguarding our
fundamental liberties and basic
rights. Anybody who has consciously
decided to embrace an Islamist
world view, thereby placing God’s
sovereignty over national sover-
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eignty, rejecting gender equality and
wanting to introduce sharia instead
of Basic Constitu tional Law, will be
very hard to resocialise. Prevention
is therefore crucial. 
To date, there is no comprehen-

sive, well thought-out preventative
concept in place in Germany. Draw-
ing up a national concept for pre-
venting Islamic radicalization
involving a partnership of responsi-
bility between security, education
and social welfare authorities would
set an important signal. Efforts
should also be made to bring on
board the mosque associations, the
university departments of Islamic
theology as well as web-savvy Mus-
lim youth groups as additional part-
ners. While such models have
already been initiated in some fed-
eral states, there is still no country-
wide campaign for the prevention of
Islamist radicalization. More efforts
will have to be made to educate
imams as ambassadors of democracy
and to expand projects of encounter
and exchange between Muslims and
Jews. In any case, projects to pre-
empt anti-Semitic tendencies should
be furthered particularly strongly.

Country-wide measures such as
“Demokratie leben!” (Live Democ-
racy!), which has been allocated
40.5 million euros for projects for
the prevention of extremism at com-
munity level for 2015 alone, are
pointing the way. Within the Euro-
pean Union, approximately one bil-
lion euros will be available for
de-radicaliza tion programs between
now and 2020. 
The prevention of Islamist radi-

calization is a challenge for society
as a whole. A historical-critical exe-
gesis of the Quran, the expansion of
Islamic religious education in
schools, more widespread use of Ger-
man to deliver sermons in Mosques,
employment of more Muslim chap-
lains, and the setting up of websites
promoting considered Islam that will
appeal to young people will be able
to curb the alarming tendency of in-
creasing Islamist radicalization. 
Muslims are part of Germany. Is-

lamists should realize that they are
up against an alliance of free-think-
ing democrats self-confidently de-
fending the free and demo cratic
constitutional system – not dictated
by any religion.

VIOLENT EXTREMISM
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HUMAN GIVENS APPROACH IN DEALING WITH
COUNTERING VIOLENT EXTREMISM

Director of the Middle East
and Mediterranean Program
at the Toledo Center in Madrid

JOHN BELL

The Human Givens Approach is a
set of organizing ideas that provides
a holistic, scientific framework for
understanding the way that
individuals and society work. At its
core is a highly empowering idea:
that human beings, like all organic
beings, come into this world with a
set of needs. It is a simple approach
to understanding human behavior
but it is far from being simplistic.
We now have a much fuller
understanding of human needs. We
now know that having meaning and
purpose, a sense of volition and
control, being needed by others,
having intimate connections and
wider social connections, status,
appropriate giving and receiving of
attention etc, are crucial for health
and well-being.
And we also know that when

one’s needs are not met, the person

will react, and the extent of his
reaction will be in line with the level
of deprivation. If we apply this logic
to the political reality, we will find
that governments in the Arab world,
for example, do not meet the needs
of their citizens, and therefore we
should not be startled by the
occurrence of reactions that could
reach terrorist behavior. This theory
is not simplistic, yet it straight-
forwardly reflects the existent
reality: Terrorist groups recruit by
preying on human needs that are
unmet. In that vein, extremist
movements starve to fulfill some of
the human needs, and they are
proficient at attracting people and
driving them to comply with their
demands. Mass movements such as
the phenomenon of violent
extremism we are witnessing today,
only arise in certain conditions,
when sturdy social structure is in a
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GKÑâ GYàªÉO f¶ôjá GŸ©£«Éä GdÑû°ôjá )GC…
GQJÑÉ• S°∏ƒ∑ G’Efù°É¿ Ãói J∏Ñ«á MÉLÉJ¬
G’CS°ÉS°«á(‘ fiÉhdá a¡º XÉgôI Gdà£ô±
Gd©æØ» hJÉd«É hV°™ eÑÉOGQGä fÉLëá ŸƒGL¡à¬

LóhG√, GEP GCf¬ ‘ MÉ∫ YóΩ J∏Ñ«á MÉLÉä
G’Efù°É¿ S°«≤ƒΩ HôOI a©π, hGEPG cÉfâ Yª∏«á
Gd≤ª™ gò√ cÑÒI, S°«µƒ¿ QO GdØ©π cÑÒG
GCj†°É. hGEPG eÉ WÑ≤æÉ gòG GŸæ£≥ Y∏≈ GdƒGb™
Gdù°«ÉS°», ‚ó GC¿ G◊µƒeÉä ‘ Gd©É⁄ Gd©ôH»

eãÓ ’ J∏Ñ» MÉLÉä eƒGWæ«¡É, hHÉdàÉ‹ Y∏«æÉ
GC¿ ’ fà©éÖ eø hLƒO QO a©π bó jü°π GE¤

Mó Gdù°∏ƒ∑ G’EQgÉH». hgò√ Gdæ¶ôI dÓCeƒQ
d«ù°â JÑù°«£«á GEP GCf¡É Y∏≈ Hù°ÉWà¡É, J©È

Yø G◊≤«≤á: aÉ◊ôcÉä GŸà£ôaá J∏Ñ» H©†°É
eø MÉLÉä G’Efù°É¿ hg» HÉQYá LóG ‘ LòÜ
GdæÉS¢ GEd«¡É hOa©¡º d∏≤«ÉΩ ÃÉ Jôjó. GE¿
Gdà«ÉQGä G÷ªÉY«á, c¶ÉgôI Gdà£ô± Gd©æØ»
Gdà» fû°¡ógÉ Gd«ƒΩ, Jƒdó ‘ Xôh± fióOI

MÚ Jµƒ¿ GdÑæ«á G’LàªÉY«á eØµµá, G’Ceô
Gdò… jæ£Ñ≥ Y∏≈ Gd©ójó eø Gdóh∫ Gd©ôH«á

hY∏≈ aÄá GŸ¡ªû°Ú ‘ GÛàª©Éä Gd¨ôH«á. 
’ jƒLó U°ƒQI ‰£«á hGMóI –óO

T°îü°«á GŸà£ô± hXôh± GLàªÉY«á hS°«ÉS°«á
hGbàü°ÉOjá hK≤Éa«á hGMóI Jù°Égº ‘ fû°ÉCI
G’EQgÉÜ. G’CS°ÑÉÜ Gdà» ZÉdÑÉ eÉ J©£≈ dàØù°Ò

fû°ÉCI G’EQgÉÜ hGdà£ô± Gd©æØ» cÉdØ≤ô hG÷¡π
hGdà¡ª«û¢ G’LàªÉY» hG’S°àÑóGO Gdù°«ÉS°» ’
Jæ£Ñ≥ Y∏≈ Lª«™ G◊É’ä. hGCX¡ôä H©†¢
GdóQGS°Éä GC¿  5.84%eø G÷¡ÉOjÚ GÛæójø

‘ Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§ hT°ªÉ∫ GCaôj≤«É MÉU°∏ƒ¿ Y∏≈
T°¡ÉOGä LÉe©«á h44%eæ¡º e¡æóS°ƒ¿.
hJôJØ™ fù°Ñá G◊ÉU°∏Ú Y∏≈ T°¡ÉOGä Y∏«É HÚ
GŸ≤ÉJ∏Ú G’CLÉfÖ GE¤ 95%. hcû°∞ J≤ôjô
d∏Ñæ∂ Gdóh‹ ⁄ jæû°ô YóΩ hLƒO YÓbá HÚ
GQJØÉ´ fù°Ñá aôU¢ Gd©ªπ hGfîØÉV¢ hJÒI
Gd©æ∞. hgæÉ∑ GNàÓ± ‘ GdóhGa™ HÚ

GÛæójø GÙ∏«Ú hG’CLÉfÖ hHÚ GdÑ«ÄÉä
Gdû°ôb«á hGd¨ôH«á. hKÓKá GCQHÉ´ Gdòjø Læógº

Jæ¶«º OGYû¢ ‘ Gd¨ôÜ cª≤ÉJ∏Ú GCLÉfÖ, ”
Œæ«ógº YÈ GCU°óbÉA GCh GCaôGO eø YÉFÓJ¡º,

hgº j≤©ƒ¿ ‘ HôGKø Gdà£ô± H©ó GC¿ j£ôOhG
eø GŸù°ÉLó hjéæóh¿ ‘ e£ÉYº GdƒLÑÉä
Gdù°ôj©á heÓYÖ GdôjÉV°á. he©¶º G’CLÉfÖ
Gdòjø Gf†°ªƒG GE¤ OGYû¢ a©∏ƒG Pd∂ GEQGOjÉ,

hJôGhMâ OhGa©¡º HÚ GChgÉΩ GdÑ£ƒdá hGdù°©»
hQGA GŸ¨ÉeôI hGdôheæù°«á hMÖ Gdù°∏£á
hGdÑëå Yø Gdû°©ƒQ HÉ’EfàªÉA, GE¤ LÉfÖ
Gdù°©» dÓEcàØÉA GdôhM». GCeÉ OhGa™ GÛæójø
GÙ∏«Ú aàÎGhì HÚ G◊ƒcªá ZÒ GdôT°«óI

hGdù°©» dÓfà≤ÉΩ hGŸÉ∫ hGEf¡ÉA GEMàÓ∫ GCLæÑ»
hOMô Gd©óh, hgº j©àÈh¿ GC¿ G’EQgÉÜ
hS°«∏à¡º GdƒM«óI dàë≤«≥ eÉ jù°©ƒ¿ GEd«¬.

hYø S°Ñπ eµÉaëá Gdà£ô± Gd©æØ»
hGdƒbÉjá eæ¬, JÑóGC Gÿ£ƒI G’Ch¤ HÉEOQG∑ eÉg«á
gò√ Gd¶ÉgôI, J∏«¡É fiÉhdá e©É÷á GdàØµ∂
G’LàªÉY» Gdò… j©àÈ H«Äá Nü°Ñá dæû°ÉCI
Gdà«ÉQGä GŸàû°óOI, GEV°Éaá GE¤ GCgª«á J≤óË

b†°ÉjÉ Hój∏á e∏¡ªá d∏û°ÑÉÜ –π eµÉ¿ Gd≤†°ÉjÉ
G’fàëÉQjá Gdà» Jù°àîóe¡É G◊ôcÉä GŸà£ôaá

÷òH¡º. 
h’ Hóq eø GdàƒV°«í GE¤ GC¿ GYàªÉO S°«ÉS°á

QU°ó G’EQgÉH«Ú, hHîÉU°á ‘ GÛàª©Éä
G’ChQhH«á, ZÒ bÉH∏á d∏à£Ñ«≥ ÷¡á J£∏Ñ¡É
G’C’± eø QLÉ∫ G’CL¡õI G’Ceæ«á, cªÉ GC¿
Gd∏éƒA GE¤ e©ÉbÑá G’EQgÉH«Ú jé©∏¡º j¨ôbƒ¿
GCcÌ ‘ GChgÉe¡º.

eø GŸ¡º G’ET°ÉQI GE¤ GCf¬ HÚ YÉe» 8691
h6002, gõΩ a≤§ 7%eø G÷ªÉYÉä
G’EQgÉH«á, hY∏≈ Gd¨ôÜ J≤óË GdóYº GŸÉ‹

hGdà≤æ» hG’LàªÉY» ◊∏ØÉF¬ ‘ Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§
Gdòjø “µæƒG eø GEH≤ÉA OGYû¢ NÉQê MóhOgº.

يسفن روظنم نم فّرطتلا مهف
Lƒ¿ Hπ

VIOLENT EXTREMISM
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state of disintegration. This is a good
description of parts of the Arab
world, and of isolated pockets of our
own Western society. 
We all know there is no one

background profile of a violent ex-
tremist or terrorist, nor specific
social, economic, cultural and
psychological conditions that lead to
the rise of terrorism ; the reasons
often given to explain the emergence
of terrorism and violent extremism,
such as poverty, ignorance, social
marginalization and political
tyranny do not apply to all cases.
Studies have shown that 48.5% of
jihadi recruited in the Middle East
and North Africa had a higher
education of some sort, of these
44% had degrees in engineering.
Among Western-recruited jihadi,
that figure rose to 59%. An
unpublished report by the World
Bank shows no link between
increased employment and
decreased violence. 
Moreover, there is a difference

between foreign recruits’ motives
and local ones, as well as between
Western and Eastern contexts.
Three-quarters of those who become
foreign fighters for the Islamic State
in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) are
recruited through friends and 20%
through family members, and
ironically, in the West, it is often
when they are expelled from
Mosques that they radicalize and
they are recruited in fast food
hangouts and soccer fields.  Most
foreign fighters who have joined

extremist groups did so willingly,
triggered by a broad array of motives
such as: pursue of a heroic path,
desire of adventure, activism,
romance, power, belonging, along
with spiritual fulfillment. As for local
recruiters, driving factors fluctuate
from bad governance to money
enticement, to seeking revenge,
ending occupation and defeating the
enemy. They perceive terrorism as
the sole means to reach their goals.  
The first step in any countering

initiative should be understanding
this phenomenon, to be followed by
healing social disintegration
considered as the seedbed of
extremist movements, and offering
to vulnerable to be-recruiters
positive inspiring causes to replace
the suicidal ones used by extremists
as pull-factor. Keeping a track policy
is impossible especially in Europe, as
it requires thousands of unavailable
security agents.
Finally, Counter-terrorist policies

which are only based on a narrow
range of repressive mechanisms and
military measures tend to become
overly heavy-handed, producing
serious negative side-effects which
serve to enhance the problem rather
than reducing it and push those who
already chose the path of violence
deeper into their imagination.
Between 1968 and 2006, only 7% of
terrorist groups were militarily
defeated, and it is the West duty to
provide financial, technical and
social support to their allies in the
Middle East who manage to keep
ISIL outside their borders. 
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UNDERSTANDING EXTREMISM :
PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

HUMAN GIVENS APPROACH

Director of the Human Givens College
in the United Kingdom

Founder of the Human Givens approach of psychotherapy

IVAN TYRRELL

The Human Givens approach is a
set of organizing ideas that provides
a holistic, scientific framework for
understanding the way that individ-
uals and society work. At its core is a
highly empowering ide: Human be-
ings come into this world with a set
of needs. If those needs are met ap-
propriately, it is not possible to be
mentally ill.
To get our physical and emotional

needs met, nature has gifted us with
our very own internal ‘guidance sys-
tem’, which together with our needs,
make up what we call the human
givens. We come into the world with
an instinctive knowledge of what we
need and with a set of inner resources
that can help us get our needs met,
provided we use them properly and
are living in a healthy environment.
Humans have several basic

emotional needs: 

– Security: A sense of safety
and an environment in which people
can live without experiencing exces-
sive fear so that they can develop
healthily.
– Autonomy and control : A sense

of autonomy and control over a
person’s life economically,
emotionally and professionally.
– Status: A sense of status - being

accepted and valued in the various
social groups we belong to.
– Connection to the wider

community: We have evolved as a
group of animals and need to feel
part of something larger than
ourselves.
– Intimacy: Emotional connection

to other people-friendship, love,
intimacy, fun.
– Competence and achievement:

A sense of our own competence and

VIOLENT EXTREMISM
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achievements, that we have what it
takes to meet life’s demands , which
boost our self-esteem 
– Meaning and purpose and

spiritual sustenance: A sense of
meaning and purpose which comes
from being stretched in what we do
and how we think. It is through
‘stretching’ ourselves mentally or
physically by service to others,
learning new skills or being
connected to ideas or philosophies
bigger than ourselves that our lives
become purposeful and full of
meaning.
The Human Givens model also

consists of a set of ‘resources’ (abili-
ties and capabilities) that all human
beings are born with, which are used
to get the innate needs met. These
constitute what is termed an ‘inner
guidance system’. Learning how to
use these resources well is seen as
being crucial to achieving and sus-
taining robust bio-psycho-social
health as individuals and as groups.
These resources are: Memory,

ability to communicate with others,
imagination, rational thinking, the
ability to know and understand the
world, the ability to step back and
be objective and the ability to
dream.
What happens when our needs

are not being met? Humans in this
case will get emotional and often act
foolishly. When one loses control
over his life he/she will also lose
control over himself /herself, and
when he/she loses his self-esteem
he/she will be disoriented and when
he/she becomes anxious he/she will
get depressed. If these disturbances
occur with means to fulfill human
innate need for recklessness and

adventure, he/she will use his /her
resources such as memory,
imagination and ability to acquire
new skills in reckless gears such as
terrorism.
As for the triggers that turn

youngsters to extremism, he spoke
about their growth in sick
environments, preventing them from
fulfilling their needs and obstructing
their advance and the nurture of
their internal guidance system. He
also spoke about mental illness or
defect of the brain caused by
physical or psychological reasons.
Human beings need a rational

mind to organize their thoughts and
to possess a clearer view of the
world’s issues. They need a
systematic way of thinking more
than beliefs and ideologies.
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eø GŸ¡º a¡º Gdù°∏ƒ∑ GdÑû°ô… eø NÓ∫
eæ¡è GŸ©£«Éä G’Efù°Éf«á, GC… QH§ Gdù°∏ƒ∑
HëÉLÉä G’Efù°É¿ GdØ£ôjá heói J∏Ñ«à¡É. dói
G’Efù°É¿ YóI MÉLÉä YÉWØ«á GCS°ÉS°«á g»:

`` G’Ceø: G’Efù°É¿ HëÉLá GE¤ Gdû°©ƒQ HÉ’CeÉ¿
hGE¤ Gd©«û¢ ‘ H«Äá ’ Nƒ± a«¡É dµ» jæªƒ.

`` G’ES°à≤Ód«á hGdù°«£ôI: G’Efù°É¿ HëÉLá
’C¿ jµƒ¿ eù°à≤Ó heù°«£ôG Y∏≈ M«ÉJ¬
HéƒGfÑ¡É G’bàü°ÉOjá hGd©ÉWØ«á hGŸ¡æ«á.

`` GŸµÉfá: G’Efù°É¿ HëÉLá dµ» jµƒ¿ dój¬
eµÉfá ‘ GÛàª™ Gdò… j©«û¢ a«¬ d«û°©ô HÉCf¬
Y†°ƒ aÉYπ a«¬.

`` G’QJÑÉ• HÉÛàª™: G’Efù°É¿ M«ƒG¿
GLàªÉY» HëÉLá dÓfØàÉì Y∏≈ ›àª©¬ d«µƒ¿

LõAG eæ¬. 
`` G◊ª«ª«á: G’Efù°É¿ HëÉLá GE¤ GdàƒGU°π

Gd©ÉWØ» e™ G’BNôjø )Gdü°óGbá hG◊Ö hGd©Óbá
G◊ª«ªá hGŸà©á(.

`` GdµØÉAI hG’E‚ÉR: G’Efù°É¿ HëÉLá d«û°©ô
HÉCf¬ c∞A, jàªà™ ÃÉ j∏õΩ ŸƒGL¡á eà£∏ÑÉä
G◊«ÉI hM≤≥ G‚ÉRGä J©õR eø GMÎGe¬ dæØù°¬. 

`` GŸ©æ≈ hGd¡ó± hGd≤ƒä GdôhM»: G’Efù°É¿
HëÉLá ’EY£ÉA e©æ≈ ◊«ÉJ¬ h–ójó gó±
jü°Ñƒ GEd«¬ hjé©∏¬ jàî£≈ fØù°¬ Hù°∏ƒc¬
haµô√. hJµƒ¿ M«ÉI G’Efù°É¿ gÉOaá hPGä
e©æ≈ YæóeÉ jàî£≈ fØù°¬ aµôjÉ hLù°ójÉ YÈ
Nóeá G’CNôjø hGcàù°ÉÜ e¡ÉQGä LójóI
hG’EÁÉ¿ HÉCaµÉQ GCha∏ù°ØÉä GCcÈ eæ¬.

jàµƒq¿ ‰ƒPê GŸ©£«Éä G’Efù°Éf«á GCj†°É eø
›ªƒYá eø {GŸƒGQOz )bóQGä hGEeµÉf«Éä(jƒdó

Lª«™ GdÑû°ô hgº jàªà©ƒ¿ H¡É hjù°àîóeƒf¡É

dà∏Ñ«á MÉLÉJ¡º GdØ£ôjá. hJû°µπ gò√ GŸƒGQO eÉ
jù°ª≈ H` {f¶ÉΩ GdàƒL«¬ GdóGN∏»z. GC¿ J©∏º
c«Ø«á GS°àîóGΩ gò√ GŸƒGQO Hû°µπ L«ó, j©ó GCeôG
M«ƒjÉ ‘ “à™ G’CaôGO hGÛªƒYÉä Hü°ëá Lù°ójá
hfØù°«á hGLàªÉY«á U°∏Ñá  hGÙÉa¶á Y∏«¡É. 

GCeÉ Yø eÉg«á gò√ GŸƒGQO a¡»: GdòGcôI, Gd≤óQI
Y∏≈ GdàƒGU°π e™ G’CNôjø, GŸàî«∏á, GdàØµÒ
Gd©≤ÓÊ, Gd≤óQI Y∏≈ e©ôaá ha¡º Gd©É⁄, Gd≤óQI

Y∏≈ GŸƒV°ƒY«á hGd≤óQI Y∏≈ G◊∏º.
eÉPG jëü°π YæóeÉ ’ Jàº J∏Ñ«á MÉLÉJæÉ?

ZÉdÑÉ eÉ jü°ÉÜ G’Efù°É¿ HÉfØ©É’ä YæóeÉ
jëü°π Pd∂ hjàü°ô± HëªÉbá. a©æóeÉ Jîàπ
S°«£ôI G’Efù°É¿ Y∏≈ M«ÉJ¬ jîàπ gƒ GCj†°É
hYæóeÉ jØ≤ó GMÎGe¬ dæØù°¬ jü°ÉÜ HÉd†°«É´
hYæóeÉ jµƒ¿ b∏≤É jü°ÉÜ HÉf¡«ÉQ Yü°Ñ». hGEPG
eÉ JõGeø Pd∂ e™ Jƒaô hS°«∏á –≤≥ d¬ MÉLà¬
GdØ£ôjá d∏à¡ƒQ hGŸ¨ÉeôI, jù°à¨π eƒGQO√

cÉdòGcôI Gd£ƒj∏á hGd≤óQI Y∏≈ Gdà©∏º hGcàù°ÉÜ
e¡ÉQGä LójóI hGd≤óQI Y∏≈ Gdàî«π ‘ GCeƒQ
eà¡ƒQI, cÉ’EQgÉÜ eãÓ. 

GCeÉ G’CS°ÑÉÜ Gdà» Jóa™ Gdû°ÑÉÜ GE¤ Gdà£ô±
aÉChd¡É hLƒOgº ‘ H«ÄÉä ’ Jù°ªí d¡º HÉdæªƒ
h’ J∏Ñ» MÉLÉJ¡º Hπ Y∏≈ Gd©µù¢ –ó eø
gòG Gdæªƒ. hGdù°ÑÖ GdãÉÊ gƒ hLƒOgº ‘ H«Äá
’ Jù°ÉYógº Y∏≈ Jæª«á bóQI GdàƒL«¬ GdòGJ«á.

Gdù°ÑÖ GdãÉdå gƒ G’EU°ÉHá HÉCeôGV¢ fØù°«á
GCh Hî∏π ‘ Yªπ GdóeÉÆ fÉœ Yø S°ÑÖ Lù°ó…
GCh fØù°». 

GE¿ G’Efù°É¿ HëÉLá GE¤ Jæ¶«º GCaµÉQ√
Ÿù°ÉYóJ¬ Y∏≈ GdàØµÒ hQhDjá G’CeƒQ Hû°µπ GhV°í,
hgƒ GCj†°kÉ HëÉLá GE¤ GdàØµÒ Hû°µπ S°∏«º
heæ£≤» GCcÌ eø MÉLà¬ GE¤ e©à≤óGä.  

يسفن روظنم نم فّرطتلا مهف
ةـّيناسنإلا تايطعملا ةـّيرظن

GEjØÉ¿ JÒG∫

VIOLENT EXTREMISM
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UNDERSTANDING JIHADISTS
IN THEIR OWN WORDS

Director of Strategic Relations
at Quantum

JEAN-PIERRE KATRIB

Tackling the question of the
Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant
(ISIL) necessitates a thorough
understanding of the psychology of
its fighting force and their state of
mind prior to recruitment. Literature
on the organization has focused on
the “who, when, and how,” leaving
much to be desired with regard to
the “why,” which, when it is
addressed, tends to fall short in
terms of personal testimonies of a
sizable sample of ISIL fighters.
Instead, most published accounts
rely on a few isolated and/or
unrepresentative encounters with
ISIL detainees and defectors at best,
or else on generic analyses of
terrorism and counter-radicalization
experts. 
This White Paper edition aims at

filling these gaps while also revisiting
some of the more dubious narratives

on ISIS’ raison d’être and état
d’âme. It does not claim to be
absolute or exhaustive of the full
realities. Nonetheless, its relevance
rests on the breadth and originality
of its content. All of the findings are
based on one-on-one interviews with
ISIL’ and other extremist
organizations’ fighters in Syria and
Iraq, who are currently either
detained, defected or still operating.
The interviews themselves were
accessed mainly through television
programs on Saudi and Iraqi
channels, inter alia, that were later
transcribed into an academic
categorization matrix and coding
tool from which conclusions were
derived. The forty-nine sampled
fighters were profiled into nine
categories of seekers and categorized
by geographical origin: External
fighters, both Western and Arab ;
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and internal fighters,
operating in their
countries of origin, i.e.,
Iraqis in Iraq.
The study key-finding

was the classification of
extremist fighters into 9
categories, based on the
push-factors that led
them to join the ranks
of ISIL and other
extremist groups:  
– Status Seekers (77% are local

fighters) : They want to improve
their social standing ; their main
drives are money, employment and
certain recognition by others around
them. 
– Identity Seekers (63% are

foreign fighters) : Need the identity
that comes from belonging to a
group.
– Revenge Seekers (80% are local

fighters) : Consider themselves to be
part of an oppressed group, and thus
want to inflict harm on their
oppressors and anyone who might
support them (oppressors). 
– Redemption Seekers: Perceive

their engagement in Jihadi enterprise
as a vindication from previous sinful
ways of living. 
– Responsibility Seekers: Value

family ties and want to preserve
their family’s well-being
– Thrill Seekers (67% are Arab

fighters) : Are filled with energy and
drive. They want to prove their
potential/power by accomplishing an
arduous task or surviving a
harrowing adventure. 
– Ideology Seekers (7% of the

study sample): Are mainly in search
of a certain world view that they can

identify with and the “Islamic
Ummah” provides a pre-packaged
transnational ideology. The ideology
seekers aim at “imposing” their
world view on at least one other
group. 
– Justice Seekers: Consider what

is happening in the conflict areas as
a major injustice and feel they have
a certain inner calling to reverse this
injustice. 
– Death Seekers: Have most

probably suffered from a significant
trauma/loss in their lives and
consider death as the only way out
with a reputation of martyr instead
of someone who has committed
suicide.
Other push factors were also de-

tected such as: Defending Sunnis
(15), Jihad (11), extremist environ-
ment (8), Being Muslim and the
Syrian war (8), money (6), former
prisoners (5), and being anti-West-
ern culture.
Ultimately, this White Paper

edition demystifies some existing
theories on ISIL & co. For one,
Islam is not the full side of the story.
As the wording of the fighters
suggest, Islam is a means to an end
and not the end itself. Alternative,
earthly pursuits seem to be the
underlying end for a majority of

VIOLENT EXTREMISM
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sampled fighters. Second, ISIL is not
a monolithic entity driven by
ideology alone. It seems the allure of
individual power and richness
instigated by a context of
marginalization and deprivation
overrides the collective rallying
behind a self-styled Ummah
chronicle. 
One hopes that upcoming

literature on ISIL (and its cohorts)
focuses more on a deeper
understanding of the idea behind it,
so one can understand, and hence,
address it better.

GdØÄá Gdù°ÉOS°á g» aÄá Gdòjø jù°©ƒ¿ hQGA
G’EKÉQI, hJû°ªπ OhGa™ Gf†°ªÉe¡º GE¤ GŸæ¶ªÉä
GŸà£ôaá QZÑà¡º HÉEKÑÉä bƒJ¡º eø NÓ∫ JæØ«ò

e¡ÉΩ T°Ébá GCh GŸôhQ Ã¨ÉeôI eôhYá. jû°µπ
GŸ≤ÉJ∏ƒ¿ Gd©ôÜ 76%eæ¡º )srekeeS llirhT(. 

GdØÄá Gdù°ÉH©á g» aÄá Gdòjø jù°©ƒ¿ hQGA
Y≤«óI J©È Yø QhDjà¡º d∏©É⁄ hjéóh¿ ‘
eØ¡ƒΩ G’Ceá G’ES°Óe«á Y≤«óI eàµÉe∏á hYÉHôI
dÓfàªÉAGä GdƒWæ«á. jù°©≈ gƒD’A GE¤ aôV¢

Y≤«óJ¡º Y∏≈ G÷ª«™, hT°µ∏ƒG 7%eø Y«æá
GdóQGS°á )srekees ygoloedI(.

GdØÄá GdãÉeæá g» aÄá Gdòjø jù°©ƒ¿ GE¤
GEM≤É¥ Gd©óGdá hjôh¿ ‘ Gdü°ôGYÉä Gdà»

Jû°¡ógÉ GŸæ£≤á X∏ªÉ jù°©ƒ¿ GE¤ Qa©¬
)srekees ecitsuJ(.

GdØÄá GdàÉS°©á g» aÄá Gdòjø jù°©ƒ¿ hQGA
GŸƒä Hù°ÑÖ eƒGL¡à¡º dü°óeá cÑÒI ‘

M«ÉJ¡º a«©à≤óh¿ GC¿ GŸƒä gƒ S°Ñ«∏¡º GdƒM«ó
d∏îÓU¢. gƒD’A jæ†°ªƒ¿ GE¤ GŸæ¶ªÉä
GŸà£ôaá ’Cf¡º GNàÉQhG GC¿ ÁƒJƒG cÉCH£É∫ Hó’

eø G’fàëÉQ )srekees htaeD(.
heø H©†¢ G◊ƒGaõ G’CNôi dÓEf†°ªÉΩ

GE¤ G◊ôcÉä GŸà£ôaá: GdóaÉ´ Yø GCgπ Gdù°æá
)51(, G÷¡ÉO )11(, GdÑ«ÄÉä GŸà£ôaá)8(,
G’EfàªÉA GE¤ G’ES°ÓΩ hG◊ôÜ ‘ S°ƒQjÉ )8(,
GŸÉ∫ )6(, eù°ÉLÚ S°ÉH≤Ú )5(hQa†¢
Gdã≤Éaá Gd¨ôH«á )4(. 

‘ f¡Éjá GŸ£É±, cû°Øâ gò√ GdƒQbá GdÑ«†°ÉA
V°ëÉdá H©†¢ Gdæ¶ôjÉä Mƒ∫ OGYû¢ heã«ÓJ¡É.
aÉ’ES°ÓΩ d«ù¢ dÖq  GŸƒV°ƒ´. hcªÉ O∫q N£ÉÜ
GCZ∏Ñ«á GŸ≤ÉJ∏Ú, G’ES°ÓΩ d«ù¢ góaÉ Hëó PGJ¬ heÉ

gƒ GE’ hS°«∏á dàë≤«≥ GCgóG± Of«ƒjá GCNôi. 
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fù°à©ôV¢ Gd«ƒΩ hQbá H«†°ÉA GCYóJ¡É
cƒGfàƒΩ H©æƒG¿ {a¡º G÷¡ÉOjqÚ eø NÓ∫
N£ÉH¡ºz )ni stsidahiJ gnidnatsrednU
sdroW nwO riehT(, J¡ó± GE¤ G’EMÉWá
HÉ’CS°ÑÉÜ Gdà» Oa©â H©†¢ G’CT°îÉU¢
dÓf†°ªÉΩ GE¤ OGYû¢ hJæ¶«ªÉä eà£ôaá
GCNôi ‘ S°ƒQjÉ hGd©ôG¥, eù°àæóI GE¤ T°¡ÉOGä

94eæ¡º JÎGhì GCYªÉQgº HÚ 81h34YÉeÉ, GEeÉ
GYà≤∏ƒG GCh Gfû°≤ƒG Yø gò√ Gdàæ¶«ªÉä GCh eÉ RGdƒG
j≤ÉJ∏ƒ¿ ‘ U°Øƒa¡É. HÚ gƒD’A, Jù°©á
e≤ÉJ∏Ú GCLÉfÖ hJù°©á e≤ÉJ∏Ú YôÜ h13
e≤ÉJÓ fi∏«É. QU°óä GdóQGS°á gò√ Gdû°¡ÉOGä
YÈ G’S°àªÉ´ GE¤ 002S°ÉYá eø GdÑå
Gdà∏ØõjƒÊ Y∏≈ GCbæ«á S°©ƒOjá hYôGb«á hZÒgÉ

Ÿ≤ÉHÓä T°îü°«á e™ gƒD’A G÷¡ÉOjÚ, ”
’M≤É Jû°ØÒgÉ hf≤∏¡É GE¤ eü°Øƒaá Jü°æ«∞
GCcÉOÁ«á GS°àî∏ü°â GdæàÉFè YÈgÉ.

GYàªóä gò√ GdóQGS°á Y∏≈ –∏«π N£ÉÜ
gƒD’A GŸ≤ÉJ∏Ú YÈ –ójó Gdµ∏ªÉä GdóGdá Gdà»
jù°àîóeƒgÉ d∏à©ÑÒ Yø: 

`` f¶ôJ¡º GE¤ GCfØù°¡º 
`` c«∞ jôh¿ MóhO bóQGJ¡º
`` Gd≤«º Gdà» j©àÈhf¡É GEjéÉH«á 
`` Gd≤«º Gdà» j©àÈhf¡É S°∏Ñ«á
hY∏«¬, U°æØâ GdóQGS°á G÷¡ÉOjÚ GE¤ KÓç

aÄÉä GS°àæÉOG GE¤ GCU°ƒd¡º G÷¨ôGa«á hgº aÄá
GŸ≤ÉJ∏Ú GÙ∏«Ú )Gd©ôGb«ƒ¿ ‘ Gd©ôG¥

hGdù°ƒQjƒ¿ ‘ S°ƒQjÉ(haÄá GŸ≤ÉJ∏Ú G’CLÉfÖ

haÄá GŸ≤ÉJ∏Ú Gd©ôÜ. hJƒU°∏â GdóQGS°á GE¤
Jü°æ«∞ gƒD’A GŸ≤ÉJ∏Ú GE¤ Jù°™ aÄÉä, GS°àæÉOG
GE¤ GdóhGa™ Gdà» Móä H¡º dÓdàëÉ¥ HóGYû¢

hHÉb» GŸæ¶ªÉä GŸà£ôaá hg»: 
`` GdØÄá G’Ch¤ g» aÄá Gdòjø jù°©ƒ¿ d«µƒ¿

dój¡º eµÉfá, hJû°ªπ Gdòjø Gf†°ªƒG GE¤
GŸæ¶ªÉä GŸà£ôaá S°©«É dàëù°Ú hV°©¡º
G’LàªÉY». OhGa©¡º G’CS°ÉS°«á g» Læ» GŸÉ∫,
Gd©ªπ hG◊ü°ƒ∫ Y∏≈ Gdà≤ójô. jû°µπ GŸ≤ÉJ∏ƒ¿
GÙ∏«ƒ¿ 77% eæ¡º )srekees sutatS(.

GdØÄá GdãÉf«á g» aÄá Gdòjø jù°©ƒ¿ GE¤ gƒjá,
hJû°ªπ Gdòjø Gf†°ªƒG GE¤ GŸæ¶ªÉä GŸà£ôaá
S°©«É hQGA gƒjá “æë¡º  T°©ƒQG HÉ’EfàªÉA G¤
g«µ∏«á GLàªÉY«á e©«æá. jû°µπ GŸ≤ÉJ∏ƒ¿
G’CLÉfÖ 36%eæ¡º )srekees ytitnedI(.

GdØÄá GdãÉdãá g» aÄá Gdòjø jù°©ƒ¿
dÓfà≤ÉΩ, hJû°ªπ Gdòjø j©àÈh¿ GCfØù°¡º LõAG

eø aÄá e≤ªƒYá hGf†°ªƒG GE¤ GŸæ¶ªÉä
GŸà£ôaá S°©«É dÓfà≤ÉΩ ‡ø X∏ª¡º hcπ eø
jƒGd«¡º. jû°µπ GŸ≤ÉJ∏ƒ¿ GÙ∏«ƒ¿ 08%eæ¡º
)srekees egneveR(.

GdØÄá GdôGH©á g» aÄá Gdòjø Gf†°ªƒG GE¤
GŸæ¶ªÉä GŸà£ôaá d∏àµØÒ Yø N£ÉjÉ S°ÉH≤á
GQJµÑƒgÉ )srekees noitpmedeR(.

GdØÄá GÿÉeù°á g» aÄá Gdòjø jù°©ƒ¿
dàëªπ eù°ƒDhd«á YÉFÓJ¡º hGf†°ªƒG GE¤
GŸæ¶ªÉä GŸà£ôaá S°©«É ◊ªÉjá GCS°ôgº

h›àª©¡º )srekees ytilibisnopseR(.

:يسفن روظنم نم فّرطتلا مهف
مهباطخ لالخ نم نيـّيداهجلا مهف

LÉ¿ H«ÉQ b£ôjÖ

VIOLENT EXTREMISM
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DEALING WITH EXTREMISTS :
APPLICABLE METHODS

Former head of the department of applied psychology at the University College Cork
Former Professor in international relations at the University of St Andrews

Director of CSTPV in Ireland

MAX TAYLOR

A deep scrutiny of terrorism
requires overviewing an array of
factors and restraining from
adopting prior interpretations to
ascertain its nature without
monitoring factual baselines that
elucidate its essence. A series of
fundamental points might help to
understand violent extremism and
could contribute to the development
of systematic initiatives to counter
it. The starting point in the process
of understanding this phenomenon
is the adoption of the principle of
“do no harm” through resorting to
rational rather than emotional
analysis to ensure its clarity. 
The second point is trying to

figure out whether the goals of
violent extremism are collective and
violence is used as a tactic in an
ongoing war or they are individual.
The third point is determining what

behavior is problematic?
Maintaining fundamentalist beliefs
or putting deeds by ones words?
Who is the enemy: non-violent
extremists or violent extremists?
We also need to detect the short-

term individual factors playing on
the emergence of violent extremism
(live events, local conditions) which
may be different from the long-term
factors affecting the massive violent
extremism (ideological, social and
environmental). Likewise, we should
revisit prevailing ideas about
leadership and responsibility within
mainstream extremist groups, and
acknowledge that it is currently a
networked structure instead of being
a hierarchical command/control
structure. Equally, we should
understand that the reasons behind
the emergence of violent extremism
in the West (foreign fighters) are
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different from those in other
communities, and every community
should take it upon itself to
recognize the local root-causes that
have contributed to the emergence
of violent extremism in order to be
able to confront it.
We also need to recognize the role

of the internet as element of
network based violent extremism
and a critical element for spreading
extremist ideology and propaganda ;
to understand the relationship
between online and personal contact
which can be mutually supportive
and very powerful. Additionally, we
should comprehend the emotional
context of propaganda to implement
a similar one in counter narratives.  
There are similar characteristics

between individuals who have

chosen the path of violent
extremism, and most Westerners
who have gone this route have
previous criminal records, which
could indicate a pre-existing
marginal life. We should not
overestimate the role of religion as
initiator, as opposed to motivator or
director once someone is already
involved in violent extremism. We
should also highlight the difference
between people born into and
brought up in a religious
environment, where there is a
limited sense of choice, and converts
who have made a choice, as well as
the significance of personal
psychological factors and mental
health as push factors, especially in
the case of foreign fighters.
As for initiatives that have been

adopted so far to confront

VIOLENT EXTREMISM
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extremism, none was a winning
strategy. We will propose a series of
questions that could be used as a
road map to draft viable initiatives
to contain violent extremism:
– What are the goals of these

initiatives: Altering beliefs and
behavior changing? What is the

measure of success: to stop violent
acts or deterring the extremist
ideology that drives this violence? 
– Whom these initiatives are

reaching: Are they preventive aiming
to reach the would-be extremists or
they focus on the rehabilitation of
those already involved in violent

Gd©ƒGeπ GdæØù°«á Gdû°îü°«á hGdü°ëá Gd©≤∏«á
Yæó G’CT°îÉU¢ Gdòjø j©àæ≤ƒ¿ Gdà£ô± Gd©æØ»
aµôG h‡ÉQS°á OhQG e¡ªÉ, hHîÉU°á dói aÄá
GŸ≤ÉJ∏Ú G’CLÉfÖ.

GCeÉ Yø GŸÑÉOQGä Gdà» GYàªóä Mà≈ G’C¿
ŸƒGL¡á Gdà£ô±, aÉC… eæ¡É ⁄ jæéí Mà≈
G’C¿. GE’ GCf¬ gæÉ∑ YóO eø Gdàù°ÉhD’ä bó Jù°ªí
G’ELÉHá Y∏«¡É HôS°º NÉQWá Wôj≥ Mƒ∫ G’CeƒQ
GdôF«ù°á Gdà» jéÖ Jù°∏«§ Gd†°ƒA Y∏«¡É ‘

Yª∏«á GMàƒGA Gdà£ô± Gd©æØ»:
`` eÉ g» GCgóG± gò√ GŸÑÉOQGä, J¨«Ò

GŸ©à≤óGä GCh J¨«Ò Gdù°∏ƒ∑? eÉ gƒ e≤«ÉS¢
‚ÉM¡É, hb∞ Gd©æ∞ GCΩ J¨«Ò Gd©≤«óI

GŸà£ôaá?
`` eø Jù°à¡ó± gò√ GŸÑÉOQGä: gπ Y∏«¡É

GC¿ Jµƒ¿ eÑÉOQGä hbÉF«á Jù°à¡ó± G’CT°îÉU¢
Gdòjø ⁄ j©àæ≤ƒG H©ó Gdà£ô± Gd©æØ», GCΩ GCf¡É

eÑÉOQGä Jôcqõ Y∏≈ GEYÉOI JÉCg«π GŸàƒQWÚ?
hgπ jéÖ GdÎc«õ Y∏≈ G’CT°îÉU¢ Gdòjø
jóYªƒ¿ gòG GdàƒL¬ GCh Y∏≈ G’CT°îÉU¢ Gdòjø
GfîôWƒG a«¬ hj≤ƒeƒ¿ HÉCYªÉ∫ Yæ«Øá? gπ

Y∏«¡É Gdà©Éeπ e™ GCS°ô GŸà£ôaÚ? eÉ g»
G’CS°ù¢ GdƒGLÖ GYàªÉOgÉ ‘ hV°™ GS°ÎGJ«é«á

ŸµÉaëá Gdà£ô± Gd©æØ»? gπ Jù°àîóΩ Gdójø
GCΩ Jôcõ Y∏≈ G’ChV°É´ G’bàü°ÉOjá?

GCNÒG, ’ Hóq eø GYàªÉO S°«ÉS°á eôGbÑá
GŸØôê Yæ¡º dôU°ó GC… JƒL¬ d∏©ƒOI GE¤ Gdù°∏ƒ∑
GŸà£ô± GEV°Éaá GE¤ V°ôhQI J©õjõ Yª∏«á GEYÉOI

O›¡º HÉÛàª™.
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extremism? Should they reach
people who advocate terrorism or
persons who are already engaged in
violent acts? Do they have to engage
with extremists’ broader families?
What are the foundations to be
adopted in developing a strategy to
contain violent extremism? Should

it use religion or should it focus on
the economic factors? 
Finally, a post-release monitoring

policy to detect recidivism and
strengthening the process of
reintegration into society is crucial.

GE¿ OQGS°á G’EQgÉÜ Jà£∏Ö OQGS°á ›ªƒYá
cãÒI eø Gd©ƒGeπ heø Gÿ£ÉC GYàªÉO
GdàØù°ÒGä GŸù°Ñ≤á dàëójó eÉg«à¬ Oh¿ GdÑëå
GCh’ Yø O’Fπ JƒV°í Lƒgô√. gæÉ∑ S°∏ù°∏á eø
Gdæ≤É• G’CS°ÉS°«á Gdà» eø T°ÉCf¡É GŸù°ÉYóI Y∏≈

a¡º XÉgôI Gdà£ô± Gd©æØ» hGŸù°Égªá ‘
J£ƒjôeÑÉOQGä eæ¡é«á ŸƒGL¡à¬, GChd¡É GYàªÉO
eÑóGC {YóΩ GE◊É¥ G’CPiz eø NÓ∫ Gd∏éƒA GE¤
Gdàë∏«π Gd©≤∏» hd«ù¢ Gd©ÉWØ», d«ÉCJ» gòG
Gdàë∏«π hGV°ëÉ. GCeÉ Gdæ≤£á GdãÉf«á a¡»

fiÉhdá e©ôaá GCgóG± Gdà£ô± Gd©æØ» heÉ GEPG
cÉfâ LªÉY«á Jù°àîóΩ Gd©æ∞ cƒS°«∏á
Jµà«µ«á ‘ MôÜ OGFôI GCh g» GCgóG± aôOjá.
hGdæ≤£á GdãÉdãá g» –ójó fƒ´ GŸªÉQS°Éä Gdà»
jéÖ eƒGL¡à¡É hgπ g» Gd©ªπ Gd©æØ» GCh
GdàØµÒ GŸà£ô± GCh cÓgªÉ.

’ Hóq eø e©ôaá Gd©ƒGeπ GŸƒDKôI Y∏≈ GŸói
Gd≤ü°Ò ‘ fû°ÉCI Gdà£ô± Gd©æØ» GdØôO…

)G’CMóGç GŸÑÉT°ôI, hGd¶ôh± GÙ∏«á(hGdà» bó
Jµƒ¿ flà∏Øá Yø Gd©ƒGeπ Wƒj∏á GŸói Gdà»
J∏©Ö OhQG ‘ fû°ÉCJ¬ )GCjójƒdƒL«á, hGdÑ«Äá
G’LàªÉY«á(. heø G’Cgª«á ÃµÉ¿ GEYÉOI J≤««º
G’CaµÉQ Gdù°ÉFóI Mƒ∫ Gd≤«ÉOI hGŸù°ƒDhd«á V°ªø
G÷ªÉYÉä GŸà£ôaá GdôGgæá, hGEOQG∑ GCf¡É HÉJâ
Gd«ƒΩ J≤ƒΩ Y∏≈ GCgª«á Gdû°ÑµÉä Hó’ eø
GYàªÉO Gd¡«Écπ Gd¡ôe«á. cªÉ ’ Hóq eø Gdàª««õ

HÚ G’CS°ÑÉÜ GdµÉeæá hQGA X¡ƒQ Gdà£ôq±
Gd©æØ» ‘ Gd¨ôÜ )GŸ≤ÉJ∏Ú G’CLÉfÖ(hJ∏∂

GŸƒLƒOI ‘ ›àª©Éä GCNôi, hY∏≈ cπ
›àª™ GŸÑÉOQI GE¤ e©ôaá G’CS°ÑÉÜ GÙ∏«qá Gdà»

S°Égªâ ‘ fû°ÉCI Gdà£ô± Gd©æØ» d∏àªµqø eø
eƒGL¡à¬.

GE¤ gòG, eø Gd†°ôhQ… G’YÎG±
HóhQG’EfÎfâ ‘ J©õjõ gò√ Gd¶ÉgôI, eø NÓ∫
GdóhQ Gdò… J∏©Ñ¬ GŸƒGb™ G’EdµÎhf«á GŸà£ôaá ‘

fû°ô Gd©≤«óI GŸà£ôaá hGdóYÉjá d¡É hGŸù°ÉMá
Gdà» jà«ë¡É d∏àƒGU°π eÑÉT°ôI e™ G’CT°îÉU¢

Hû°µπ jù°Égº ‘ N∏≥ QhGH§ eà«æá H«æ¡º.
GEV°Éaá GE¤ Pd∂, eø GŸ¡º G’EMÉWá HÉ’CS°Éd«Ö
GdæØù°«á hGd©ÉWØ«á Gdà» J©àªógÉ G◊ôcÉä
G’CU°ƒd«á dæû°ô Y≤«óJ¡É ŸƒGL¡à¡É HÉCS°Éd«Ö

‡ÉK∏á.
gæÉ∑ S°ªÉä eàû°ÉH¡á HÚ G’CaôGO Gdòjø

j©àªóh¿ Gdù°∏ƒ∑ GŸà£ô± Gd©æ«∞, GEP GC¿
e©¶º Gd¨ôH«Ú Gdòjø S°∏µƒG gòG Gd£ôj≥
dój¡º S°éÓä LæÉF«á S°ÉH≤á, heø gæÉ
JÉCJ» GCgª«á Jù°∏«§ Gd†°ƒD Y∏≈ aÄá GŸ¡ªû°Ú

‘ GÛàª™.
’ Hóq eø G’EbôGQ H©óΩ Lóhi GŸÑÉd¨á ‘

GdóhQ Gdò… j∏©Ñ¬ Gdójø cªëØõ d∏à£ô±
Gd©æØ», Y∏ªÉ GC¿ Gdójø bó jû°µπ OGa©É H©ó
GfîôG• T°îü¢ eÉ ‘ gòG Gdæª§ eø Gdù°∏ƒ∑.

hjƒLó GNàÓ± HÚ G’CT°îÉU¢ Gdòjø jƒdóh¿
hgº jæàªƒ¿ GE¤ OjÉfá e©«æá hHÚ Gdòjø bôQhG
Hî«ÉQ T°îü°» GYàæÉ¥ gò√ GdójÉfá, hJ∏©Ö

قيبطتلل ةلباق بيلاسأ :نييباهرإلا عم لماعتلا
eÉcù¢ JÉj∏ƒQ
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